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#001 Gaining Powers
So, you’ve woken up one day with an intense desire to start saving the world and the few billion
people who live in it. Good for you! That’s very noble of you. Now you and every single child who
has ever opened up a comic book and gone to the movies have something in common.
Congratulations! Lucky for you though, you have something that those children don’t. You have this
handy dandy guide right here. The children don’t have that. They probably can’t even read.
Before you start committing acts of grand heroism and derring-do it’s important to acknowledge that
the average person is simply not cut out for this kind of thing. Superheroing is dangerous. You can
die. Without this guide you’ll definitely die. Hands down. Most superheroes worth their salt have
some kind of superpower, or, at the very least, enough money that such things don’t matter. Now,
correct me if I’m wrong, but I think it’s safe to assume that you have neither superhuman abilities nor
an infinite fortune, you poor, mortal, soul you. So that means the first thing we have to address is
how to acquire super powers.
Now, there are a number of ways one could go about obtaining superpowers and the vast majority of
them are just, like, incredibly dangerous. You can lick a meteor, bathe yourself in mysterious
chemicals whose canisters are marked only with the letter “X,” go on an unsanctioned space
expedition (spacepedition?). Just a quick disclaimer though, the odds of your gaining super strength
against the odds of your dying of radiation poisoning in any of these cases are roughly 70/30 in favor
of a slow irradiated death. Maybe 60/40, I’m no scientist. Now, if those odds are making the statistic
junkies out there sweat a little, don’t worry, there are other options.
For example, you can expose an animal, such as a spider or perhaps a water buffalo, to heavy
amounts of radiation and then allow them to bite you. This method is slightly less risky for you, but,
full disclosure, if you’re the kind of guy who’d rather expose an animal to radiation than live without
superpowers maybe superheroing isn’t for you.
For some less radiation filled methods for animal-lovers, I suggest looking into genetic science. Take
a stroll down to the nearest gene-splicing laboratory and see what kind of deluxe consumer packages
they have to offer. With any luck they’ll be able to hook you up with some gills or some giant bird
wings or some really neat actual bat ears. Or all three! You can strike fear and horror into the hearts

of criminals and evildoers as the mighty Bat-Fish-Giant-Bird-Wing Man. Or the mighty Bat-FishGiant-Bird-Wing Woman, women can be genetically mutated monstrosities too!
For those who fall somewhere in between “gleefully irradiating animals” and “I want animal parts on
my body” on the animal-lover scale, I suggest seeking out your local village mystic. Local village
mystics are great for these kinds of things but there’s usually some kind of catch like “fake your
death and study under me for decades while your family and friends grieve for you” or “Literally go
out and murder a dragon and then maybe maybe I’ll hook you up with some sick magic powers.”
What I suggest doing (and again I am the expert. I have a blog after all) is using good old fashioned
blackmail. But how does one even blackmail a local village mystic? I’m glad you asked! The trick is
to catch them in the act of using magic in a place or circumstance where they are not supposed to be
using magic such as say, a high-stakes poker game or an American Idol audition. Then you need to
stash a hard copy of that information somewhere to avoid those pesky memory erasing spells. With
any luck you’ll be able to leverage this intel in exchange for some nifty magical based super powers.
Either that or you’ll incur the wrath of your local village mystic and you’ll have made an ultrapowerful magical enemy for yourself. Maybe even your very first nemesis! That’s almost as exciting
as superpowers!
If none of these methods appeal to you can always choose to simply fight crime and save
lives without superpowers. It’s not like anybody’s gonna laugh at you for not having superpowers
while you’re saving their lives or preventing crimes. That would be so rude!
If you do choose to go down the butt-kicking-normal-powerless-dude route you’re going to need
something else to give you an advantage over the criminal scum of the world. Many powerless crime
fighters take up some form of martial art or advanced fighting technique. That’s all well and good but
be warned, many karate instructors are quick to remind their students that karate is for self-defense
only. Having to hear this every time you loudly and proudly announce your intentions to rid
the city and/or the world of criminal scum can get quite annoying and tedious especially if you fully
intend to ignore that advice and take the fight straight to the criminals anyway. To subvert this, we
are attempting to raise money to open up our own dojo! If we can teach you nerds how to be
superheroes on the internet we can definitely probably teach you martial arts on the outernet too. If
you would like to support the construction of the “Take the Fight Straight To the Criminal Scum
Dojo” please, send us money. [Note from our lawyers: This is a scam do not send money] (Note from
us: we’re just legally required to write that, by all means ignore it, send us money.) Other powerless
heroes choose to illegally acquire military grade weapons and just shoot criminals. The authors of

this guide do not condone the actions of these so called “heroes” and suggest that you just send us
money for our dojo instead.
Well, now that you’ve either got superpowers, deadly radiation poisoning or, a super powerful magic
wielding enemy all of your own [we take no responsibility for any pain, harm or magic wielding
super-enemies you incur from following this blog] you’re almost ready to go out and start stopping
crimes (or stop starting crimes, I don’t know what your life was like before you came to me).

#002 The Weird Factor
If you’re at all considering becoming a superhero it’s important to be aware of not only the changes
that will occur in your own life, but also the changes that will occur in the world at large. See for a
superhero to emerge in the world is a pretty big frikkin’ dealio, especially if you’re the first. Maybe
not if you’re like the 347th, then it’s probably a smaller frikkin’ dealio. But still a frikkin’ dealio
nonetheless. All it takes is for one superhuman do-gooder to roll up to the club for the whole world to
lose its collective mind and take one giant leap towards the strange and paranormal. This is
something I like to call: The Weird Factor.
Now, if you’re just going to go out and fight crime without first acquiring powers then this isn’t
something you have to worry about much (also, maybe you’ll die). Usually when
a costumed, powerless crime-fighter shows up nothing really changes. Maaaaybe you’ll get a few
criminals taking up costumes and codenames too, but all that really means is that they’re going to
start committing themed crimes based on their assumed identities. If anything, that just makes it
easier to catch them. It’s not until someone starts shooting face lasers or being able to punch through
the planet, that things get really crazy.
The appearance of a certified, straight-up, super powered individual in the public spotlight creates a
domino effect when it comes to the appearance of other out of the normal creatures and events. A
mainstream superhero starts a superhuman arms race (side note: I’d be remiss if I didn’t take the time
to mention now that the appearance of a mainstream mystic starts a supernatural charms race).
Criminals, now realizing that attaining super powers is within the realm of possibility, start trying to
acquire superhuman abilities of their own. which leads to a market need for more heroes which
generates more villains and so on and so forth. It’s really just basic economics, so think about that
before you go out and start superheroing all over the place inspiring villains to take up arms against
you!
Additionally, the acceptance of superhumans by the public will only embolden other irregular
creatures to enter into mainstream society. It’s commonly assumed knowledge that vampires and
werewolves and molemen and hyper-intelligent apes and sewer mutants and their ilk are hiding
out somewhere in the world, (K, the sewer mutants are probably in the sewers but all the other
ones!) but they remain in hiding out of fear that they won’t be accepted by the public. Which is

totally reasonable. People are terrible. But, once a powerful individual shows up on the scene and is
publicly adored and hailed as a hero, all of that fear will recede. Next thing you know the Loch Ness
Monster will be holding a public press conference to accept her hide-and-seek-world-championeven-though-Loch-Ness-isn’t-even-that-deep award and Bigfoot will be publishing a tell-all book
titled “My Feet Aren’t Actually That Big I’m Actually Wearing Giant Novelty Slippers That I Found
Once, They’re Mad Comfy and BTW My Real Name is Ned.” If you’re looking for a ghostwriter Ned,
I’m your guy. Now, these creatures emerging and taking their rightful place in society is by no means
a bad thing and should in fact by welcomed with open-arms (my editor wouldn’t let me make another
magic pun here, but I wanted to). You just might want to touch base with some of these groups
before you expose Paranormal People kind to the world, these aren’t the kinds of people you want
being angry at you, ignoring the fact that you may or may not have already antagonized a village
mystic in order to get your powers in the first place.
Once the world becomes full of superhuman heroes and villains and all stripes of Para-Folk, the
planet will immediately become a lot more interesting. You’ll be putting Earth on the intergalactic
map. That’s pretty neat! Or is it? I dunno! Let me lay out some scenarios for you and then
let you decide.
Scenario 1: Earth becomes a legitimate intergalactic powerhouse. We’ve got an army of superheroes
protecting it. Hyper-intelligent apes are walking around, probably holding public office. We’ve
developed an international space fleet, it’s got a pretty boss insignia. Every spaceship has a bowling
alley. That’s right you read that right. Earth has space bowling now. But oh now, what’s this? We’re
seen as a threat. Other spacefaring races are intimidated by our space bowling and our ape
congressman. They come and invade, preemptive strike-mas came early this year. That’s no fun at
all. Though I guess it might inspire international unity but at what cost? People will doubtlessly die
in this invasion. Plus, after (if?) it’s successfully seen off Earthlings will probably develop a sense of
planetary nationalism (planetalism? planationalism?) and cut off all ties to other alien planets.
Scenario 2: Earth becomes the poster planet for intergalactic prosperity. Our superheroes are
universally (literally) known and adored. Our acceptance of Para-Folk has received praise and has
garnered the respect of the vampire nebula, sewer-mutant galactic empire, and the the werewolf
colony living on one of Jupiter’s moons (did you know Jupiter has like 60 moons? Did you know that
I had to say like and can’t give an exact number because apparently Jupiter keeps picking up
satellites all the dang time? Science has just given up on even giving them real names! Sorry
werewolves, hope you enjoy living on S/2003 J23). Earth is a major player in the intergalactic

community, trade is established, alliances are formed. Our bowling alley space station becomes a
revenue making tourist attraction for the entire solar system. Things are good. But then, uh oh what’s
this? Surprise alien invasion! A war-like peace-hating, bowling-abhorring, alien race shows up and
their war fleet has an even cooler insignia than ours. Devastation reigns, our allies come to our aid
and the invasion is stopped but not before several lives are lost.
Either way, once you become a public figure you can expect to see at least one alien invasion within
your first few months. But but but if you successfully see off one of those invasions that’ll probably
discourage other aliens from invading. So that’s good. Or the planet could be destroyed with all life
exterminated. That would be lame. So, anyway, once you go public start gearing up for invasion.
Good luck!
If fictional superheroes have managed to capture the public’s imagination and fancy one could only
imagine what the appearance of a real life superhero would do to both the entertainment and
scientific community. Confirmation of the existence of superhuman abilities would serve to break the
glass ceiling on what is and isn’t considered physically possible and feasible (and sensible). Get
ready (and get amped!) for hover boards and pet robot dinosaurs and time travel and teleportation
and faster than light travel, and the return of iPhones with headphone jacks (you read it here first, this
was my idea).
Once the seal of weird is broken though, anything that falls under the purview of The Weird Factor is
entirely your responsibility not the local law enforcement’s. That’s just the way it is, beat cops aren’t
paid enough to deal with rampaging cyborgs or giant sentient rock monsters. I mean, sure, granted,
neither are you, but you have superpowers, so stop whining. Nuclear plant meltdown right next to a
spider farm? That’s your problem. Super criminal with a freeze ray, that looks like a job for you.
Alien invasion, I feel like we already covered this. Time-displaced dinosaur attack, that’s on you too,
but on the bright side you live in a very cool town.
All of this (and more, I didn’t even get into the legal ramifications of this whole shebang) should be
taken into consideration before you hope into your noun-mobile and start striking fear into the hearts
of criminals everywhere. But they should be no means discourage you (just make sure the planet isn’t
annihilated when the aliens come okay?) being a superhero is a huge responsibility but I’m sure, you,
the person who came to tumblr to figure out how to go about doing it, are more than equipped to
handle it.

#003 Codenames
One of the most important things about establishing yourself as a superhero is picking a kick-butt,
awe-inspiring, codename. A good name is what separates world-famous-beloved-by-all-even-crankyold-people heroes from who-are-they-I-never-heard-of-them-and-I’ve-been-on-the-internet heroes.
Having cool superpowers means literally diddly-squat (and not in the figurative sense we’re talking
literal diddly-squat here) if you don’t have a cool name to go with it; likewise, a cool name can
elevate a hero with lamer powers into a household name. Nobody cares if you have the powers to
summon time-displaceddinosaurs if you’re going by the name Professor Paleontologist, but a name
like Nightron captures the imagination even if your only power is the ability run slightly faster when
it’s night time.
When picking a codename there are many things you’re going to want to consider. For starters you
want to remember that one of the main reasons to even take a codename in the first place is in order
to keep your real identity a secret. So you definitely don’t want to choose a codename that contains
references to your actual secret identity real name. That means no using your actual name anywhere
in the name (don’t use Nightron if your name is actually Ron, or Night). No making puns based on
your name (Professor Paleontologist is especially off-limits for people who like dinosaurs and are
named Leon!) And, if you want to really go the distance in terms of protecting your secret identity,
don’t even reveal your gender in your codename. None of this Noun-Man or Adjective-Woman or
Mr. Who-What or Ms. Where-Why nonsense, if you pull this garbage you’re already disqualifying
approximately 50% of the planet, your enemies are that much more likely to find out who you really
are.
You also want to make sure your name is easy to pronounce and easy to exclaim in excitement. Keep
it short, two words at most, the fewer syllables the better. Alliterative names are a good idea, they’re
easy to remember and roll off the tongue well, for the most part. Beware of falling into the tricky
tongue twister trap. You want people to be able to say your times five times fast, in the event of an
emergency. Rhyming names are also fun and easy to remember. But watch out, rhyming names are
especially susceptible to puns and clever word play. Heroes with rhyming names are that much more
likely to be made fun of by late night talk show hosts or tabloid magazine headline writers (I imagine

there’s just one guy whose sole job it is to come up with clever headlines, I bet he makes good
money too.) On the flip-side of that you might want to consider a name that’s easy to rhyme things
with. This way people can write odes and ballads about your impressive feats of heroism so that they
can be remembered for all time.
Another pit you need to avoid falling into is that of the fraudulent job title. Don’t stick military
rankings like captain or general or chief petty officer into your name cuz that’s just opening the door
for the full weight of the military to come down on your star-spangled boxer briefs… Not
like legally since impersonating a military officer is not a felony but like the army might resent you
and say mean things about you to their friends and that is not good for you public image!
When you go about picking your codename you need to do some background research first. To start
you’re going to want to make sure that no other crime fighters are already using the name you’ve
picked out. You never want to accidentally step on another hero’s toes or hurt their reputation (or let
them ride on your coattails) by using the same name as them. Plus, that’s just going to lead to
awkward confrontations later when another superhero accidentally sends you an invitation to a
new team or a pool party that was meant for the other hero with whom you share a name. You also
need to make sure a supervillain isn’t already using that name. If there’s anything worse than sharing
a name with another hero, it’s sharing a name with an arsonist or a breaker and enterer or an evil
undead zombie witch! You want your name to inspire hope, not fear, and you also want to avoid any
confusion with law enforcement or with other heroes who might think that you’re just the villain in a
new costume or something. Originality is key.
Not only do you have to make sure you’re not stealing another hero or villain’s name, you also need
to make sure you’re not taking the name of any trademarked or highly recognizable product or
location. If you’re not careful about this you’re leaving yourself wide open to corporate lawsuits,
which can be costly, time consuming, and, damaging to your superheroic image. Nobody is inspired
by seeing someone in a cape and mask in court. Honestly you’re probably running the risk of being
held in contempt if you show up like that, forcing you to either reveal your secret identity to the
court, or be arrested. Neither of these scenarios is something you want. Obviously. The best way to
get around any legal hassles is to go with an out of the box spelling of your name. Replace all the c’s
with k’s, all the i’s with y’s, throw in some x’s, some z’s, some numbers, turn your r’s backwards
like you’re a toy store, go crazy with it. The more outlandish the spelling the less likely you are to

run into any of the problems I have painstakingly laid out for you here. And the more hip you’ll be
with the youngsters and their texting language. It’s important to be hip with the youngsters.
Once you’ve got a name picked out (heres to you Ny™@R3, the talking nocturnal horse that keeps
our streets safe and clean) you’re just about ready to start saving reporters from falling out windows
and babies from burning buildings (the babies are inside the burning buildings they are not the ones
burning the buildings). After all, the first step to success in any career is making a name for yourself.

#004 Costumes
No superheroic image is complete without an iconic super suit, something that’ll cut a real dynamic
silhouette for sunset photographs, something snappy that the costume industry can capitalize on.
After your name your costume is the most recognizable thing about you. Unless you happen to
posses the power to turn into a fifty-foot neon green gorilla. Then that will invariably be the most
recognizable thing about you. You can probably just skip this entry then. For everyone else though!
Costumes are a classic staple of superhero life, and, if you don’t have a costume, you’re just some
person punching other people, and that’s illegal. The costume makes it less illegal. For some reason.
People are just more comfortable with it. Plus it gives the criminals you fight the ability to put “super
villain” down on their resumes, and you tell me that doesn’t sound mad appealing.
As far as color schemes go, some superheroes choose to stick a color in their codename and then
follow suit (ha! puns!) by making that the predominant color in their costume. Others try to base their
color schemes off of their powers or skill-sets. That’s fine if you’ve got like orange energy beams or
the power to turn anything blue (but it’s only that distinct shade of blue that Windows uses for their
error screens, you know that one that everyone hates) picking a color is easy then. But how are you
gonna match your costume color to your powers if you’ve got something boring like super strength,

or I dunno, flight. At that point you’re going to have to make up your own color scheme. It’s
important to remember that while having a bright eye-catching super suit might look good for image
and publicity purposes, you need to be conscious of the fact that bright colors make you highly
visible, and an easier target. If you plan on fighting crime at night, black and gray is definitely the
way to go when picking out a color palette. Not only does it provide great camouflage, especially in
urban settings (or in space!) but it’s also quite trendy and stylish!… And scary. Just think of the chic
and fearsome image you’ll have. If you insist on going out to fight crime during the day, and you
aren’t bulletproof, I’d suggest a dark crimson. Either way your costume’ll probably end up that color.
If a criminal is committing a high profile crime during the day, chances are they won’t think twice
about shooting some wannabe superhero. One color you should never ever use as the main color in
your costume is white, unless you have a bunch of suits and this just your “arctic camo snowblast”
variant. Y’know, for all the crimes you’re being called upon to fight in Antarctica. If you’re being a
superhero your costume’s going to get dirty. You (yes, you specifically, I see you) need to accept
that. A white costume is just going to be super annoying to properly clean, so unless you have superlaundry powers, stay away from that.
Many superheroes feel it necessary to cover, or otherwise hide their face when they fight crime. I
would definitely recommend this as well; concealing your identity is often vital to protecting yourself
and the people closest to you. If you opt to wear a mask, do not use one of those ridiculous domino
masks that only cover the small area around your eyes and the bridge of your nose. Those are not the
most readily identifiable parts of your face. That is not a good disguise. Plus unless you’re sticking
the thing to your face with some kind of industrial strength super-adhesive (or a staple gun,) it’s
going to be ridiculously easy for your enemies to pull your mask out of position and obscure your
vision. A cowl that covers the entire top of half of your head is only marginally better. Sure it covers
more of your face and hair but it still leaves a lot exposed, especially if you have a very prominent
lower half of your face. Or a chin tattoo, a cowl’s no good if you have a chin tattoo. What I suggest is
some kind of ski mask or perhaps a balaclava, something that will cover your entire face. This form
of mask is definitely the most protective of your identity but, for this very same reason, it is also very
popular amongst the criminal population. This leaves you at risk of showing up to foil a crime clad in
the exact same outfit as your criminal adversary, and that’s just embarrassing.
A helmet is a good way to both protect your identity and your fragile human skull. You just need to
take proper precautions to make sure your visibility isn’t impaired, and that the helmet isn’t too
heavy. How embarrassing would it be to have to walk into an emergency room with a broken neck

because your stupid helmet was too heavy for you to actually wear while engaging in superheroic
fisticuffs. You also need to make sure that your helmet isn’t too overly decorated or stylized with
multiple protrusions and ornaments. While fake antennae (or, real, but functionless antennae) or an
external speaker system might look cool or even intimidating, overly grandiose headwear can very
quickly prove to be more of a hassle than it’s worth. Not only would your cup-holders and periscope
constantly be knocking into things and giving you trouble when you try to walk through narrow
doorways, they’d also give your enemies something to grab onto. You never want to leave your
enemies something to grab onto. Plus, every time you try to put the helmet on or take it off you run
the risk of cutting yourself, all because you thought Viking helmet horns would really tie your whole
look together.
Capes are another staple of the classic superhero costume. They’re also incredibly inconvenient and
functionally useless. Like we just covered not giving your enemies something to grab onto during a
fight. Plus they get caught in everything. Literally everything, doors, escalators, folding chairs, dog’s
mouths, vacuum cleaners. Especially doors though, and the last place you’d want to be when you’re
being held at gunpoint is caught in a door. That’s just simple scientific fact. Ah but capes look so
cool you say? They make you look hella dashing as you soar through the sky? Well how cool is it
when your stupid-face bad guys keep stepping on the hems of the glorified blankies and prevent you
from moving???? How cool is it when you yourself trip over the actual table cloth you’re wearing
when you’re trying to stop terrorists from terrorizing?????Say no to capes kids, you’ll thank me later.
Many superheroes like to paste pictures of their favorite animals or weather phenomena or some
other icon on their chests. It’s their way of adding some creative flair to their costumes and making a
recognizable, iconic symbol for themselves. Having your own insignia is fine, but just like spray
paint it onto the sides of buildings you’ve just saved or stamp it onto the foreheads of people you’ve
rescued, don’t slap it on your chest. It’s just a really stupid thing to do. In practice you’re essentially
just drawing a brightly covered target over your vital organs, so don’t do that.
In terms of footwear you’re going to want to wear something that is both comfortable and practical.
Maybe go for some custom-made combat boots that’ll provide you with traction but also be
comfortable to wear for long periods of strenuous activity. You also shouldn’t wear anything with
shoelaces, you’re not going to have time to tie your shoe before or during a fight and you can’t be

fighting bad guys with an untied shoe, that’s dangerous! Even more dangerous than going out and
picking fights with criminals generally is!
Once you establish yourself as a big name hero it’s very likely that some bright-eyed scientist/fashion
designer will offer to design a practical and stylish costume for you. But until then if you follow the
advice I’ve outlined here you should be able to fight crime without worrying about exposing your
identity or allowing your enemies to use your own costume against you. Unless you follow it wrong,
then that’s on you. I can’t be held responsible for you following my instructions incorrectly [note: we
also cannot be held responsible for you following the advice here exactly correctly to the letter]

#005 Secret Identity
Superheroing isn’t just about dressing up and punching people. A good chunk of it is that sure,
maybe even most of it, but there’s also so much more. There’s also lots of kicking for example. But
on a non-fighting track, putting on a mask or a cape or experimental body armor effectively splits
your life in two. When you become a superhero you become two different people. One who wears
their underwear over their pants and one who wears their underwear under their pants, where
underwear belongs. It’s called underwear.
Maintaining a secret identity is important because if your enemies know who you really are all they
have to do is look you up on the internet and then boom they know everything about you. The
internet knows all! Allowing your enemies to discover who you really are is like writing them a letter
saying:
Dear Supervillain,
Attached is all the information you will ever need to make my life a living hell. You will find the
names of all the people I cherish and hold dear. Feel free to murder them or hold them hostage. I
would do anything to make sure no harm comes to them. Definitely exploit that. Additionally, I

have provided a list of all the many places you can find me and catch me unawares. My favorite
pizza place is a most excellent place to stage an ambush or surprise attack. I am literally never
expecting to be attacked while eating pizza. You will also find a list of all my favorite things. TV
shows, songs, movies, books, pasta recipes, species of fish. If you were to somehow destroy all of these
things, that would certainly make my life a lot more miserable. I know how much you love making
my life miserable. Also, feel free to send me a thousand invitations to play annoying mobile games.
Fondly,
Professor Paleontologist (PP for short)
P.S.
Wait! I almost forgot, here’s my address and phone number too! Feel free to sign me up for
unwanted mailing lists or to prank call me at all hours of the night. Also be sure to subscribe to
Supervillains Biweekly: The Biweekly Supervillain Magazine on my behalf! Ciao!

That’s right not only does Professor Paleontologist have a terrible name, he also keeps personal
correspondence with his enemies and tells them all his secrets and his nickname is synonymous with
urine. He is the worst. Don’t be like Professor Paleontologist kids!
Many superheroes aren’t content with simply removing their costumes when entering into civilian
mode (civvie mode for you cool kids who like abbreviating things.) They hold themselves
differently, alter their voices, wear fake tattoos, subscribe to different belief systems, subscribe to
different magazines. Little extra things here and there that cement themselves as different people
from their superheroic alter-ego. This way their friends and family (or the public at large if you’re
one of those people that are easily recognizable by the public at large, if you are then hey cool
celebrities read my blog) never get suspicious. In a perfect world nobody will ever be like “Hey, I’m
sure you get this all the time but your voice sounds exactly like Captain Warhead, quick say
something he would say like ‘Fear not citizens, I’ll save the day using nigh-lethal doses of nuclear
radiation! Whattup!’ Man what a cool catchphrase. Hey I just noticed you don’t have any tattoos, just
like Captain Warhead!” Well actually, I guess in a perfect world we wouldn’t need superheroes but I

feel like you get what I’m saying here. The more distinctions you’re able to make between your
super and secret identities the better.
For superheroes that are just ridiculously arrogant and forego wearing even the most minimal of
masks, maintaining a secret identity can be a lot harder. You can’t just slap on a pair of glasses and
call it a day. That would be ridiculous. People look almost exactly the same when they take off their
glasses. That is not a good disguise. Nobody thinks a person who wears contact lenses is a different
person when their dog accidentally(?) eats all their contact solution and they have to wear their
embarrassingly bright pink backup pair of glasses to work. Nobody ever says “Hey random new
employee, have you seen Sharon? She looks exactly like you but she doesn’t wear glasses, that’s how
I know she’s a different person!” If you’re not going to wear a mask while being a superhero I’m
going to have to suggest wearing a mask when you’re being a regular person. Preferably a ski-mask
or balaclava type deal that covers your entire face. If you’re going to be a superhero, a significant
portion of your face needs to be covered for some significant portion of your day!
Many superheroes don’t want to make a complete division between their superhero lives and their
lame-boring-what-who-has-superpowers-definitely-not-me-that-would-be-so-craaaaazy lives. They
want to still be able to do good whilst wearing dress shirts and fine slacks (or Hawaiian shirts and
socks with crocs I don’t know how you dress). Or, at the very least, they want to be able to stay alert
and informed of any situations that might require their superheroic assistance at a moment’s notice.
That’s perfectly fine, laudable even, if that’s the case for you you should perhaps look for a job that
allows you to do good like a doctor or a fireman or one of those guys who goes out and gives free
haircuts to homeless people. However, many of these jobs are high profile or so important that you
can’t just duck out any time there’s some superheroing that needs superdoing. For example, if you’re
preforming life-saving surgery on a small child you definitely can’t leave just because a fifty-foot
mutant panda keeps confusing telephone poles for giant bamboo stalks and is terrorizing the town
and disrupting important phone calls! Or some other, more important, direr crisis. How many
people’s lives would really be upended if a giant panda ate a telephone pole. Who even still has a
landline. As long as he stays away from the cellphone towers I don’t really see a problem. Godspeed
giant panda (for those wondering the giant panda’s name is Maurice.)
Superheroes need to be able to find a good work-heroism-life balance. You don’t want to devote so
much time to one of those things that the others suffer as a result. You’re also going to need to make

sure you have time so sleep. You don’t want to be all tired and cranky while fighting crime and you
also don’t want to have to keep missing work because someone couldn’t save their own damn day.
It’s important to still be able to function like a normal human being, so people don’t get sus (sus is
short for suspicious that’s another one for all you abbreviation lovers.) To do this I suggest finding
someone who can stop or control time, hit up all your super-colleagues, all your super-acquaintances
anyone you can think of who might be able to help. If that doesn’t work then try finding a job that
allows you to sleep, like a professional mattress tester, or a subject in some kind of sleeping
experiments. Watch out for this one though, make sure these experiments aren’t being conducted
by mad scientists (you should always be on the look out for mad scientists but
especially, specifically now).
Having a secret identity can be hard work but it is very important to have one. The alternative is
closing yourself off from people and never having friends or loved ones for your enemies to exploit,
and that’s no way to live your life.

#006 Hideouts
Being a superhero is obviously a very high profile job. If you’re going out on the town, protecting the
planet and punching alien warlords in their multi-eyed, strangely bovine, faces, chances are people
are going to hear about it and people are going to know who you are. Unless you choose to be one of
those “I am the night” urban legend heroes that’s really good at avoiding cameras. Which is an
impressive thing to do. They have cameras in cellphones now. They have cameras in traffic lights!
Seriously how does anything stay hidden these days? How have we not found the Chupacabra?
The photography community needs to stop slacking off on the job. To avoid being constantly
hounded by adoring fans, talent agents, reporters and insurance companies (and/or dangerous
criminals) you’re going to need to get yourself a hideout.
A hideout is the kind of place where a superhero can go to kick back and relax for a bit, store all their
super-gear, conduct private, unsanctioned [illegal] investigations, keep souvenirs from all their
adventures, host superhero get-togethers. All kinds of stuff that can’t just be done at your regular
person home. Ok, I guess you could technically kick back and relax at your house. But it’s way
cooler to kick back and relax in a superhero hideout. Trust me, I know about these things. Also just

to be clear, you should keep an additional costume at your regular person home. You should try to
keep a costume nearby at all times. You never know when an army of mind controlled elderly folks
might go on a rampage.
Your hideout should ideally be some place which you have complete control over but also which
can’t be linked directly back to your normal person identity. Realistically speaking it’s hard to get
both of these things so at least shoot for one. You also want it to be remote enough that it isn’t easily
accessible. The last thing you want is the paparazzi (the superazzi?) finding it and then embarrassing
pictures of you singing karaoke in nothing but a bathrobe and your mask showing up in every tabloid
and gossip magazine in the country. Or also I guess supervillains might find it. That’s good to avoid
too.
There are several different kinds of bases you can make for yourself following these guidelines:
Caves: A cave is a great place to set up shop though be careful to make sure it’s empty before you
claim it as your own. Caves are oftentimes home to bats, certain species of fungi, or smugglers, all of
which would make for bad roommates in a covert base.
Jungles: Jungles are good remote places to set up a hideout. They provide for plenty of cover from
surveillance due to dense tree coverage, but they can also be a hassle to get to in a hurry. Also you’ll
have to deal with the various animals who might view you as a hostile intruder or their next meal.
Ice Castles: Ice castles are super cool if you can get yourself one. You can slip and slide around just
like a penguin or an isolationist queen. But be careful, it would be super embarrassing to be taken out
of commission by slipping and breaking a bone in your own base. Also ice castles and arctic bases in
general are really only suitable for heroes who either can withstand freezing cold temperature or who
can afford ginormous space heaters.
Deserts: The flip side of ^this is a giant sandcastle, the kind that wins sandcastle building
competitions. However a common staple of deserts (at least on this planet) is that it’s really quite hot,
and there’s not a lot of water. So bring a mini-fridge filled with water bottles with you. Hydration is
key. Another downside of the desert base is getting sand in all your super suits. Also the only

houseplant you’d be able to maintain is a cactus, and while that’s not really such a terrible thing, if
you’re anything like me you’ll hate being boxed in to just that one houseplant option.
Space: Check to see if there’s any open real estate on the moon. Ooh, or launch your own space
station! That’s pretty remote! It’d be baller to have your own space station. Probably that would be
expensive though (I don’t know for sure, admittedly I’ve never checked. I do like zero research for
these things,) but you can always try crowdfunding.
Some superheroes designate portions of their own homes or install secret rooms or entire floors to be
their superhero base. This can be dangerous because you run the risk of somebody discovering your
identity anytime anybody enters your home. I suppose you could just become a shut in and cut ties
with all your friends and cancel your mail service (all you have to do is tell your local post office to
hold all your mail and they will! I learned that from the internet. Take that haters who say I don’t do
any research). But that’s no way to live! Plus, that’s definitely going to lead to questions about why
your superhero identity keeps coming by your house. So you better be really good at coming up with
answers to that question. Maybe you can pretend that you’re cousins with yourself? Or that your
superhero identity is actually your bodyguard? Or that you make the world’s best snickerdoodles and
they’re soooo good that even superheroes come to your house to eat them? You should probably just
establish your secret hideout somewhere else.
Some superheroes decide that they don’t want the location of their headquarters to be a secret. They
want to keep their base public to provide a symbol of hope to the masses. To show that Everytown,
USA is under the protection of Mr. or Mrs. Hero and to warn villains to stay the heck away. That’s
ok I guess, but if you do that just know that you’re going to get a lot of unwanted attention. If you
mess up at any point, no matter how insignificantly, you can expect there to be protests or rallies
outside your front door. You’ll also have to deal with random people walking in off the street
demanding that you perform feats of heroism for them. No other profession has to deal with that kind
of thing. Imagine if someone came into your home and demanded that you practiced law for them or
that you drive them around in a bus. You’d hate that. So keep that in mind before you buy office
space on Main Street.
Also, if you’re going to build a headquarters in a central area of your city you’re gonna have to cut
through a lot of bureaucratic red tape. Odds are, there is zero land in your town that has been zoned
for superhero headquarters (wait, I just realized I was the hater who said I didn’t do any research, ha,

my bad. Also turns out it is hella expensive to set up a private space station, thanks internet!)
Probably there are going to be a lot of forms for you to fill out. And how pray tell are you going to
sign those forms? Are you going to use your real name? I sure hope not! Are you just going to write
your superhero codename in neat cursive? That probably won’t work either. The Cannonballer:
Baller of Cannons doesn’t look any more legitimate on paper in neat cursive than it does in print.
Additionally, if you have a real working phone number and a public address you can be sure that
reporters are going to be hounding you all the time. Also, like, bad guys. So while it’s great to have a
public headquarters for symbolic reasons, you should also have a secret hideout where you can,
y’know hide out in too.

#007 Team-Ups
Superheroing can be a lonely endeavor. Long nights alone, patrolling the streets, busting skulls,
taking names, stargazing, other superhero stuff. It’s no surprise then that superheroes have been
known to join forces with other like-minded do-gooders. Having another superhero around means
having someone to watch your back, someone to trade witty banter with, someone to stay up late
with you tracing new constellations in the stars.
To be clear, I am by no means advocating taking on a child sidekick (*sigh*). Under no
circumstances should you have a child or teenage sidekick, even a really clever one who cracks wise.
Not your son. Not the local homeless acrobatic orphan. Not your kid nephew that your sister pays
you to hang out with because he’s a little socially awkward and doesn’t have a lot of friends and for
whatever reason she thinks the grown man that runs around in costume punching other grown men
who are also sometimes in costume will be a good influence on him. No teenage sidekicks. At all.
None. Not allowed. Onay Ennagetay Idekickssay. The reason for this is simple. Bringing a teenager
to fight crime with you is just an incredibly boneheaded thing to do. Like, come on, I shouldn’t need

to spell this out. What if they get kidnapped? Have you thought about that? Are you gonna negotiate
with terrorists to get the child you willfully endangered back? I certainly hope so bucko! Why would
you even want a child out there with you anyway? What help is a child going to be? What if they get
injured? How do you even explain that to a doctor? “Uh yeah, he tripped… and as he was falling he
cut his face… on a pirate themed villain’s hook hand… which just kind of appeared out of nowhere,
it was crazy, anyway, you never saw me!” A child is literally the worst thing to bring to a gun fight.
Even worse than knives. [Don’t bring a child to a knife fight either.] If you’re going to insist on
having a teenage sidekick for, I dunno, publicity reasons? The focus groups made it sound like a
good idea? Whatevers. They need to stay in the base. They can be like mission control or something.
Or even better, give them a fake job and title. All the important superhero support jobs can be done
better by adults and I feel like you know that so why are we even having this conversation?
It is far better to work with another fully-grown-pays-their-own-bills-and-everything adult. Just don’t
try calling them your sidekick though. Adult people hate being called sidekicks. This is just scientific
fact. It’s rude. You should never be rude to another superhero. It’s important to always be
cooperative with one another. Not only because lives are most likely at stake, but also because you
have literally no moral high ground over them. You both look ridiculous and you’re both saving lives
so you have no right to be a butt.
When approaching another superhero to work with you it’s important not to seem too eager about it.
Beat around the bush, play hard to get. Suggest a casual team up, a one-off superpower hour
adventure. Eventually maybe the two of you will be able to work your way up to the point of fighting
each other’s nemeses or revealing your secret identities to one another. But until then just appreciate
the company of having someone by your side as you foil bank heists and prevent bad guys from
carving their faces into the moon. (Really if we would just all sit down as a planet and agree on a
face to carve into the moon I bet people would stop trying to carve their own into what is essentially
a giant blank space canvas.)
You can’t just pick any superhero to approach for a team-up. I mean sure, in an emergency situation
just grab the nearest costumed super-fella, but if you have the time it’s important to do some
research. You’re going to want to join forces with someone who operates under a similar code as
you. If you’re one of those no-killing heroes, find someone who also avoids brutally murdering
criminals. If you’re one of those leave-no-survivors heroes, then you should turn yourself into

the police! Murder isn’t cool yo! Nah, but seriously, find someone who will gleefully murder
criminals with you. You do you. And remember superhero team-ups aren’t lifetime commitments, if
you don’t enjoy working with a hero all you need to do is fake your death and completely reinvent
yourself, new costume, new name, maybe some tinted contact lenses, a voice changer… Anyway,
you’ll never have to work with the guy or gal again!
It’s probably best to avoid forming long-term large superhero teams. Sure for the occasional worldthreatening crisis or alien invasion or massive supervillain alliance then yeah, get a bunch of heroes
together and get your group world-saving on. But on a day to day basis it’s better to break off into
pairs or at most groups of three (or maybe four, four is a pretty fantastic number). The last thing the
world needs is for all of the world’s heroes to be taken out by a single attack because they all live
together in one building or something. Supervillains are famous for building giant-buildingdestroying lasers. And do you know what giant-building-destroying lasers are famous for doing?
Destroying buildings! Obviously! So avoid that.
Once you’ve found the perfect partner-in-crime-fighting you’re sure to enjoy your day-to-day
criminal beating activities a helluva a lot more. Plus just imagine how efficient you’ll be? I had my
crack-team of super-accountants crunch the numbers and guess what? It turns out four fists are better
than two so get out there and start super-teaming up! And remember, no child sidekicks.

#008 Nemesis
If you’re going to go out and be a superhero you’re definitely going to make some enemies. People
absolutely hate it when you stop them from committing crimes. It’s like they think they have a right
to rob banks or set mind-controlled landsharks loose on an unsuspecting public who thought it was
safe to go back into the land-streets. Like when you prevent them from doing these things you’re the
bad guy. Bad guys are so simultaneously self-centered and self-unaware (unself-aware?) it’s
ridiculous. So you’ll make some enemies. But among those enemies one in particular will inevitably
stand out. They’ll challenge you in new ways. They’ll constantly outsmart and evade you. They’ll
make your life a living hell. They’ll figure out the best ways to just piss you off in the pettiest ways.
That enemy will be your nemesis and when you find your nemesis, that’s when you’ll know you’ve
made it as a superhero.
It won’t happen right away. You’ll start small stopping low-profile crimes like pick-pocketing and
voting fraud. Eventually you’ll make your way up to fighting higher-profile criminals but they’ll still
be of the standard, run of the mill, non-costume-wearing, non-maniacal-laughing (read: boring)
variety. Then you’ll break into the supervillain fighting game. You’ll fight around a bit, beat up a few
chumps who want to take over the world and who, for whatever reason, think the best way to go
about doing that is to freeze half the city or free all the zoo animals or steal the empire state building.
After a while you’ll start to question yourself. Why are you even fighting crime? Why are you doing
it wearing a costume? Why are you doing it wearing that costume? It’s such an ugly yellow color!
Look I know your name is Yellowjacket but that doesn’t mean you need to literally wear a yellow
jacket. Also why does it say “Ima Bee” on the back of the jacket. Bees are not yellow jackets. That is
not a good pun! Maybe you should quit this gig and go to dental school like your mom wanted.
Maybe you should join the family plumbing business like your father wanted. You’ve got
superpowers! That’s gotta make fixing toilets easier. Then, just when you feel ready to hang up
your balaclava and sensible boots, it’ll happen. You’ll meet your nemesis.
But how do you know when you’ve finally met your nemesis? How do you know they’re really the
one? Well, sometimes it’s hard to tell, and you can’t really know until you’ve fought them a few

times but here are a few good ways to tell early on. Sometimes your nemesis will have some sort of
prior connection to you. Maybe they’ll be a childhood bully, someone who used to push you around
and steal your lunch money and who has now returned to push you around and steal your city. Or
maybe they’re a childhood friend, that’d be crazy dramatic! Imagine ripping off the mask of the
person who’s been terrorizing you and the people you love only to discover that it’s your best friend
Billy, from elementary school! Only now he’s Evil Billy, and he’s holding an elementary school
hostage. That’s some soap opera jazz right there!
Another common point of connection between a hero and their nemesis is the origin story. If there
was someone else nearby when you were accidentally (or purposely!) being doused in radioactive
waste and maybe they were negatively affected by said radioactive waste, like their shoes were
slightly melted or it made them lose all their hair, that person might very well go on to become your
nemesis. It doesn’t even have to be your origin story, if during the course of any of your superheroic
adventures someone is inadvertently mildly to severely inconvenienced, that person may grow to
resent you and then, one day, become consumed with righteous fury against you and start committing
crimes in costume. As one normally does when they’ve been mildly to severely inconvenienced.
Once you’ve found yourself a nemesis it becomes even more important to maintain a secret identity.
Oftentimes your nemesis will be so consumed with his desire to make your life miserable that they’ll
make it their top priority. They’ll see you as the main obstacle in their quest for world domination
that they’ll let their other criminal activities fall to the wayside. They’ll even give up on their
hobbies. No more stamp-collecting or bird-watching for them. Only vengeance. So, in order to keep
your loved ones safe, you have to make sure your secret identity is ironclad. Maybe even set up a
second decoy secret identity for your nemesis to discover to throw him off the trail of your real one.
It’s almost like a game of capture the flag. Except the flag is everyone you’ve ever cared about and
capture really probably just means murder. Nemeses can be jerks like that. Also “nemeses” is the
proper plural form of “nemesis” it’s not like “nemesises” or “nemesi” or “nemepeople” or something
like that, I felt like that was an important fact that bore mentioning somewhere (however the official
real-world term for a group of nemeses is in fact nemesquad.)
Having a nemesis makes you a known entity in the superhero world. It gets you mad street cred
(that’s credit for my abbreviation acolytes.) It also means that anytime your nemesis does anything
anywhere anytime it’s your job to take care of it. Dude could jaywalk halfway across the world and
people are gonna be expecting you to bring him to justice for it. Then, you’ll probably be invited

onto talk shows to stress the utmost importance of crossing the street only when you have the light.
You need to know where your nemesis is at all times. The only time you get to go on vacation is
when your nemesis goes on vacation and you have to follow him. That means you need to find out
which travel agency your nemesis uses and then you’re going to need to either bribe someone there
or appeal to their sense of justice to get them to tell you where they plan on going and when so you
can plan and pack appropriate clothing and footwear. Honestly, it’s all such a hassle you’re better off
just defeating the guy or gal and throwing them in prison as soon as superhumanly possible.

#009 Vehicles
While many superheroes can fly or run really fast or can turn into vehicles or have used science to
augment their bodies to contain things like wheels or rocket boosters, most superheroes are just as
mobile as normal people. If you’re one of those heroes that means you’re going to need to get
yourself some sort of vehicle. Or only stop crimes that occur within walking distance of your
hideout. Or make use of public transportation. Or carpool with other heroes? Or blackmail your local
village mystic into local village mystically transporting you places?
A lot of superheroes use vehicles that are patterned off of their codenames or costumes. Take for
example, the legendary hero known as Hatman, the man with the ability to always have the perfect
hat for any occasion. Hatman’s abilities don’t often provide him fast ways to get around, although
there was of course the memorable adventure with the rocket-powered-space-hat. To compensate for
this Hatman utilizes a whole convoy of hat themed vehicles. The hatmobile, shaped like a top hat.
The hatlicopter taking its design from the propeller beanie. The hatboat, which resembles a sailor’s
cap. The hatcycle, which of course looks uncannily like a bicycle helmet. Hatman’s plethora of
vehicles are well-known by the superhero and law enforcement community and they have proven
very useful to him in his exploits. But having many distinct vehicles can have its risks and downsides
as well.

Many superheroic cars are, to be frank, not at all street legal and driving them around is a crime.
Also, having a car that is designed to evoke your superhero identity can attract a lot of undue
attention. How are you going to go undercover in a vehicle that has rocket boosters, a grill shaped
like teeth and metal shark fins? How could you ever feel comfortable getting out of that car to stop a
crime. You just know some up and coming career pickpocket is going to slash your tires and drag a
key across the frame. Or just steal the tires if you’re smart and go for the reinforced ones. Or if
you’re cheap on noun-mobile security, they’ll just hotwire it and steal it or something.
Similarly you may run into difficulties when trying to fly your own superhero plane over your city.
Most governments, for whatever reason, do not take kindly to strange jets appearing in their airspace
(politics and civics side of Tumblr please explain this.) So unless you’re just itching to get into a
dogfight with an actual factual Air Force, maybe steer (ha! Get it? Cuz you steer vehicles! Yeah, you
get it) clear of getting yourself a jet until the government is cool with you. Side note: Do you even
know how to fly a plane? That’s not the kind of thing you can just wing (I am just on fire today wow
if only I were paid by the pun instead of by the legitimate helpful morsel of advice, honestly I should
probably renegotiate my contract). Most superpowers don’t come with knowledge of how to fly
planes. Please do not assume that you can fly a plane. Even if you can physically fly. It is not the
same thing.
Another tricky hiccup (a trickup! Boom!) in operating vehicles as a superhero is getting licensed. For
super-rollerblades and super-pogo sticks and super-surfboards you’re fine but in order to drive a
super-car, or any car for that matter while in your superhero identity you’re still beholden to the laws
of the land. So if a cop pulls you over after you run eighty red lights in pursuit of the RambunctiousRed-Light-Runner (or any number of other traffic-law flaunting supervillains,) you’re going to need
to present him with some sort of driver’s license. Just another reason to hold off on introducing
themed vehicles into your arsenal until you’ve become a known entity that the city at large has come
to accept and love and admire (and run fan-blogs for, build shrines too, all that jazz.) Also if you’re
running through eighty red lights because you’re chasing the Rambunctious-Red-Light-Runner are
you not also a rambunctious red light runner? Have you not become the thing you so hate?
Remember kids, don’t let criminals bring you down to their level. Obey all traffic laws. `
Once you do get your own super-wheels though it’s important to accessorize (pimp that $@#^ out
didn’t clear the censors.) Trick your vehicle out with an oil slick nozzle, those spiky tire-poppin’ ball

thingies, satellite radio, a cannon, bluetooth cellphone connectivity, an ejector seat, secret retractable
wings, duck tour amphibious vehicle technology, a bajillion super-cupholders for which to keep your
super-thermoses in, seats that go all the way back so you can sometimes take naps, a cool flame deco
that’ll for totes make your car go faster. All that good stuff so you can ride in style. Soon enough bad
guys will just start turning themselves in to you in the hopes of getting to sit in your dope ride on
their way to prison.
To own an entire contingent of super-vehicles you’re probably going to need a super-truck load of
money, or have rich sponsors. For the average superhero that’s probably not feasible so you should
feel no pressure to acquire an I’m-prepared-for-any-possible-situation-are-we-having-a-forklift-fightbecause-I-have-a-hat-themed-forklift-the-bill-is-the-lift-it’s-very-clever, amount of vehicles. Just
using the regular vehicles that you had before you became a caped crusader will do just fine. You can
even still customize them. Paint your emblem on the hood of your car. Place a comically oversized
mask over your headlights. Rig the horn to sound like your superhero theme song. Have fun with it.
But remember, if you go all out on your civilian ride (civvie ride) you probably shouldn’t use that
vehicle anymore while in your secret identity. Again, it behooves me to remind y’all that public
transportation is more or less ok. Plus general rule of thumb, it’s rare to get more than one crazy
person on a public bus, and since you’ve committed your life to running around town in a costume
fighting cat burglars and evil clowns you probably already fill that quota all on your own.

#010 Law Enforcement
If you’re going to be saving the world from total annihilation every couple of weeks (or every couple
of days… or every couple of minutes I don’t know what things are like where you live), it stands to
reason that you’re eventually going to cross paths with local law enforcement. As a rule of thumb it’s
important to be respectful of policemen or policewomen as they are legally doing what you
are illegally doing. Seriously, why don’t you just become a cop. Do you think your parents are proud
of you for this? Their adult child running around in spandex fighting sewer mutants?
Unless you manage to get some pro-superhero legislature on the books (which if you have the time,
patience and money to lobby for, be my guest) you’re going to be operating as an illegal vigilante.
Being able to breath fire or outrun a train doesn’t change that fact. That’s right, technically speaking
you’re the criminal. Bet you didn’t see that coming bucko. Therefore, at least when you start out, the
cops will probably try to hunt you down. They’ll probably even set up a taskforce specifically to hunt
you down, which, while flattering, is also super annoying. They’ll even try to arrest you after you’ve
just stopped a crime! Like oh my god man I just did your job for you and you still get paid you
should be thanking me not reading me my Miranda Rights. So, to avoid being arrested when the
police come to arrest your criminal adversary I suggest running away really fast from the crime scene
once you’ve foiled the convenience store robbery, or the occult ritual to resurrect the dead, or
whatevers.
If the police department as a whole hasn’t warmed up to you then you need to find someone on the
force who has. A diligent straight-shooting cop who believes in your crusade against crime. But, not
like, so straight-shooting that they’ll immediately arrest you or report your attempts to recruit them to
their superior because again, legally speaking, you’re a serial criminal. A contact within the police
force is invaluable as they can provide you with leads and intelligence and they can run interference
with official investigations into you and your secret identity. They can also give you a heads up when
they get word that a crime is going down. Just try to make sure you don’t get yourself a cop
informant who’s super preachy and keeps trying to convince you to “go legit” or “join the force” or
“stop parading around town in a stupid costume because you’d look sooo much better in police
blues.” Oh my god who asked you, what are you the fashion police? This costume makes my eyes

pop and if I have to be an illegal vigilante to wear it then SO BE IT (chill.) Right, anyway… It
probably wouldn’t hurt to get your hands on a police scanner too, this way you know where
everybody is, where you’re needed most and how to best avoid those two cops who you don’t like
because they keep making fun of your ability to turn into a giant hamster. Like they don’t even have
any superpowers so why are they so obnoxious. On that note, if you happen to have super hearing or
the power to hijack radio signals with your brain, you can just act as your own police scanner so
you’ve just saved yourself some money, congratulations.
Look, I get it. Being hunted by both the law and the plethora of super criminals who will no doubt
flood into your city thanks to the legal crackdown on superheroes is a massive bummer. But just
think of what a wonderful and grand thing it will surely be when the police finally calm down, realize
that having a super powered person stopping crimes is a good thing, and decide to accept you with
open arms. Once you make a name for yourself, probably by fighting off an alien invasion or
preventing the world from imploding, you might finally be accepted by the establishment and hailed
and respected as the hero you truly see yourself as. When that happens they’ll probably throw you a
parade or erect a statue in your honor. So that’ll be neat, that’s definitely something to look forward
to. Plus, being official public partners with the cops has tons of sweet perks. Imagine how glorious
you’ll look riding on top of a police car, sirens blaring, surrounded by other siren-blaring cars as you
all race to foil the biggest bank heist of the century. Who among us hasn’t wanted to police car surf
their way to a crime scene. None among us. That’s who. Anybody who says they haven’t thought
about it is either a liar or has no imagination. Also maybe they’ll help you get out of parking tickets.
If you’re one of those superheroes who still has to drive a car.
You’re going to want to avoid getting too publicly (k, real talk for a second does anybody else keep
trying to spell publicly, “publically” only for that garbage to be redlined because you’re an idiot and
that’s not how anything is spelled or is it just me?) chummy with any specific police officers though.
Because then you run the risk of that cop being individually targeted by your enemies and really the
only reason you’re wearing the diggity dang mask and using a goofy name (I’m looking at
you Professor!) is to prevent that kind of thing from happening! That’s the whole thing! Don’t make
good friends in your superhero identity! In general though, even once accepted you should keep
official law enforcement agencies at arm’s length. Occasionally in your battle against the criminal
scum of the Earth you’re forced to do things that aren’t entirely legal. Did you know you can’t just
break into evil lairs and beat up criminals without a warrant? And that you have to hand all evidence

over to the court and you can’t just take evil weapons of mass destruction and keep them in a welllit trophy case in your hideout? Well you can’t, superheroes break laws like that all the time. So if
you’re seen as or you actually become an official law enforcement agent, things like that can get real
tricky real fast.

#011 Doctor Buddies
The most important part of fighting crime is the actual of fighting of the crime. You’re going to be
punched and kicked and shot and stabbed and harpooned and maybe even pinched or bitten or eye
gouged or moss-covered three handled family credenza’d (I don’t know, I typed “wrestling moves
with ridiculously protracted and oddly specific names” into google.) A lot of these super villains are
out for blood! Unless you’re one of those like absurdly strong and powerful can-literally-eat-trucksand-might-not-even-feel-pain-nobody’s-really-sure-and-nobody-even-knows-how-to-go-aboutchecking superheroes you’re going to get hurt and then you’re going to need to see a doctor.
Now, you can’t just go to any doctor. Your superhero identity doesn’t technically have insurance.
They are not a legal entity. It’s come up before. Please try to pay attention mate. You’re going to
need to find a doctor who’s cool with stitching up trident wounds and removing silver bullets (there’s
this one guy who is convinced that anybody in a costume is a secret werewolf -it’s a whole thinghe’s incredibly unreasonable,) and who is also cool with the whole mask and secret identity thing.
Discretion and a thirst for justice are key. Also a medical degree. Obviously. Oh and surgical
experience. And medical supplies. A sterile operating theatre? Painkillers… This should’ve been a
checklist.
Finding a doctor is no simple thing. It’s not like you can just walk into your local hospital or medical
school in full costume and start asking doctors if they’re down to clandestinely operate on you should
you somehow possibly fall into a sewer and have to fight a giant crocodile and/or alligator (I’m not
saying that both are down there. I’m just saying that I’m guessing you wouldn’t know which one you

were fighting). The best way to find yourself a good secret doctor friend is to just ask all your
superhero friends which doctors they see on the dl. If that turns out to be a bust either because your
so called super friends want their doctors to always be available for them or these so called secret
doctors are not currently in the market for more unpaying, secret, super-powered, anonymous
patients, you can try saving the life of a doctor. Then they for sure owe you at least one (1) lifesaving operation. Fair is fair. You can also try checking if any of the superheroes you know are
secretly doctors. Your best bet is checking with the ones who have “doctor” or “nurse” or “surgeon
general” in their name. Worse comes to worst, they’re not actual doctors and you can expose them as
the frauds they are, earning you the respect and adoration of the medical community. Then you’ll
have doctors lining up at your door to perform illicit underground surgery on you after you fall
victim to a titanium-skinned-double-fisted-bone-shattering punch to the ribs.
However, if you’re the guy with titanium skin or some other supernormal physique, finding a doctor
to perform life-saving surgeries on you is going to be a little trickier. You’re going to need someone
who isn’t afraid to get their hands dirty, someone who can think creatively, someone with the proper
medical equipment to operate on a nine-foot tall man who might be made of rocks and definitely has
too many limbs (seven (7) is too many Rockblock. They are not even symmetrical come on man.
How do you even buy gloves? They come in pairs? Do you always have one extra glove? Do you not
have enough gloves? Do rock monsters get cold?) And a medical degree. Again, this should be
obvious. This whole thing is about doctors. I am writing solely about finding someone with a medical
degree. At this point you might need to publicly and officially approach the proper authorities so they
can set you up with a specialist capable of tending to your special medical needs. Presumably the
government has a person like that. Sorry bud, you’re just not likely to find someone who can operate
on rock monsters and keep that fact quiet. I know if I could operate on rock monsters I’d brag about
it. I’d probably be running a blog about that instead. “So You Operate On Rock Monsters and Don’t
Keep It a Secret, How Noble of You.”
I suppose you could also just befriend a doctor in your secret identity, and then, when you inevitably
get injured while running around the city picking fights with hardened criminals, you can
dramatically reveal your identity to your doctor buddy, and then they’ll save you ‘cause you guys are
bros. You’re going to need to make sure you befriend a doctor who’s more sentimental than they are
law-abiding, if you want them to keep your identity and the fact that they operated on you a secret.
So good luck with that. You might even need to befriend a bunch of doctors until you find the perfect

one that falls right in the middle of the trustworthy/sentimental/law-abiding/could-probably-hold-upunder-torture venn diagram.

#012 Theme Music
No superheroic image is complete without some heart-thumping, moment-making, chart-topping,
theme music. A tune so catchy, so infectious that even your enemies find themselves absent
mindedly humming it while doing the evil dishes. A song so melodious that each and every citizen in
your fine town can’t get it out of their heads no matter how hard they try. Like, there are people who
catch themselves singing it so often that it’s basically their theme song.
There are many different kinds of theme songs, just as there are many different kinds of heroes.
Some heroes like to go for a full-on forty-instrument orchestral piece. No catchy lyrics, no backup
singers, no beautiful harmonies. Just instruments. This kind of theme music is super classy and can
be very useful in eliciting emotional responses from people. The downside is that without poppin’
lyrics it might be hard for it to stick out in the public consciousness. Also you can’t just grab the best
line from the song and use that as your catchphrase. ADDITIONALLY do you think people are
gonna sing along to a theme song with no lyrics? Nanananana son, you’re totally boxing yourself out
of the karaoke party market. Nobody is performing a lyricless song at a karaoke party, like are you
even using your head.
Other heroes like to write (or have someone else write, I’m available!) their own catchy theme songs.
Words and all. Backup singers optional. Sometimes, if a hero is really fly (that’s a pun) it’ll be a rap
song. There are a couple of problems to this approach (sorry, one second, I don’t know if it was clear
before, it was a pun because some superheroes can fly). First of all, for whatever reason most
superheroes are not skilled songwriters so really I recommend outsourcing that (to me). Like there
have been studies, there are graphs, having superpowers has an inverse relationship with ability to
write a kickin’ theme song. (K last time I’m gonna talk about the pun from before, I just want you all

to know that that pun was all me. My editor left me a note saying “this is a terrible pun. Rated -5 on a
scale of -10 to 10.” Which is just, a dumb scale? Who measures things like that. Also, like -flyve
would’ve been funnier.) Secondly, it’s important to note that for the most part, your theme song will
be played either in the background of news reports about you, or maybe at the odd public event you
show up to (like a ribbon cutting ceremony or one of those events where they shear a sheep that’s
wandered out of the forest with like seven years worth of wool growth,) if you’re into that kind of
thing. Because of this only brief snippets of the song will ever really be played so a lot of the work
you put into crafting clever or upbeat lyrics is just a huge waste of time (I don’t mind wasting that
time though. I still get paid even if no one ever hears the song). You should also make sure that each
verse packs a lot of punch and verve and is just bursting with sick rhymes about how superheroic you
are. Additionally, if a hero writes their own song they’ll often accidentally (or, if they’re just dumb
which is a possibility I am not ready to discount) insert details about their origin story or possibly
(heaven forbid) nods to their secret identity. Which is, of course, and I shouldn’t really still need to
be saying this at this point, bad.
Once you’ve decided on the style of theme music you want you’re going to need to get someone to
actually record it. Or, if you don’t want a recording (I dunno maybe you’re Amish,) you’ll need to
get a choir or something to follow you around. And then you’re going to need to get jetpacks for your
choir so they can follow you around and sing your praises from a safe distance while you’re throwing
down with eldritch abominations or animated terracotta soldiers. These things, of course, cost money
and then you get into things like royalties and insurance claims when one of your jetpack choir
members inevitably flies into a building or a cloaked alien warship, it’s all just a huge hassle. To
raise money for these kinds of highly essential superhero things might I suggest having a carwash or
perhaps a bake sale or, wait, what? There’s a better way? A way where you don’t have to pay
anybody anything? Well of course there is. There always is.
All you have to do to get someone to write, compose and record a theme song for you for free is to
save a singer/songwriter/producer’s life! Then they’ll be indebted to you, or be so grateful that you
rescued them from certain death by exploding cake (there are a lot of exploding baked good themed
villains out there, like honestly, you’d be surprised,) that they’ll offer to do it on their own volition.
Being a superhero is awesome! Doing this for an entire orchestra might be a bit trickier. That’s
probably why only the highest profilest superheroes have super fancy orchestra theme music, it’s not
often super villains attack busloads of musicians. Come to think of, this is probably why.

Once you’ve got your theme music all recorded and whatnot, you need to get it out there. The first
thing you’ll want to do is send it to all the major news outlets so they can play it over reports about
you. If you’re the kind of hero that wears super-advanced-high-tech-chock-full-of-cool-stuff-likebunker-busting-missiles-and-cupholders armor, then maybe see about hooking up a dope surround
sound speaker system to it that can actually play your theme music while you’re doing superheroic
stuff like flying with both your fists facing forward or changing in telephone booths. You’re also
going to want to send your theme song to all the major radio stations (and you know what all the
minor ones too), then get that sick track to every dance club and juke-box-owning establishment that
you can think of.
Remember, a theme song is not something to be taken lightly. A powerful theme song can be a
powerful weapon. The type of song you use says a lot about the type of hero you are (and about the
quality of singer/songwriters you save). A good theme song is catchy, upbeat, timeless. It should give
the listener some information about who you are and what you’re about without giving too much
away, (for example, if you are an animal-based hero, maybe throw in a line about being able to do
whatever that animal can). Make sure your theme song leaves the public with the knowledge of who
to call when there’s trouble. Maybe even throw in your hero-hotline phone number, like a
commercial jingle! But most importantly your theme song needs to be able to provide hope in the
darkest of times, inspiration during periods of helplessness and comfort to a public who is tired of
living in fear of maniacal mechanical engineers with giant spider mecha! (Um actually, it’s SpiderManiacal Mechanical Engineer and Spider-Mecha.)

#013 Using your powers in your secret identity
(someone please come up with a catchier title)
If you have superpowers the temptation to use them outside of your superhero identity can be huge.
Why would you ever wait in rush hour or the-city-has-to-be-evacuated-because-there’s-a-giantdisembodied-eye-floating-above-it-and-nobody-knows-why-and-nodbody’s-sticking-around-to-findout traffic when you can fly or run super-fast or teleport? Why would you waste money on things
like a refrigerator or an air conditioner when you have ice powers? Conversely, why would you
waste money on a winter coat when your fire-based powers always keep you warm. Winter coats are
expensive! (And, like, why? Are they special collector’s items? Is there someone with a huge
expensive winter coat collection somewhere?) Because of this many superhumans become reckless
and use their powers without first putting on their cowls or star-spangled onesies.
Look, I get that me telling superhumans to not use their powers in civvie mode isn’t going to be very
effective. You don’t know me. Why would you listen to me? As far as you know I don’t even really
exist. Maybe I’m a sentient (and sassy!) blog! Or a living computer who fights bad guys such as
Major Malware or the Nemesystem. Regardless, you’re not likely to listen to me when I tell you that
using your super powers outside of your superhero identities is a bad idea. So I won’t tell you that [it
is though.] I’ll just try to give you some tips to minimize the potential for trouble.
For starters, please at least try to be discreet. Don’t use flashy, showy powers in large public places,
and definitely don’t use them when you’re the center of attention (like please don’t start breathing
fire while you’re giving an acceptance speech at the Oscars after winning the Oscar for best up and
coming non-superhuman actress. That’s certain to make the evening news and even worse the
academy will definitely take away your award.) And if (k, fine, when) you break this rule you better
have a good, plausible explanation ready to go. Tell people you’re a skilled stage magician, or
scientist, or LARPer (Live Action Role Player). Or say that you were briefly possessed by a vengeful
spirit who made you use heat vision to heat up your coffee. Remember, you can’t spell secret liedentity without the word “lie” so say or do whatever you need to to keep your secret intact.

Certain jobs might be made a lot easier by introducing the use of superpowers. No matter what your
powers are there’s probably a job out there somewhere that you can do better because of your
superhumanness. Using your powers in the workplace can be especially risky though. Especially if
you work in an office. Because you know who else works in an office? Kyle. You remember Kyle
don’t you? Kyle’s the guy who got passed over for a promotion because of you. Or Bethany, whose
parking space you stole one time accidentally (like come on Bethany get over it already just because
you park there everyday and wrote your name on it with sidewalk chalk it doesn’t mean it’s
literally your parking spot, grow up.) Or Nikolai, the large Russian man who doesn’t really have an
official job title and honestly nobody’s really sure what he does at the office and oh yeah he hates
you because once you walked in on him in the bathroom and to be honest it wasn’t really an accident
you were convinced he was pulling the old “change into your supervillain costume in an office
bathroom stall,” trick but he was not and long story short, not all giant Russian men are supervillains.
(*Deep breath because that was a long sentence*.) Your workplace enemies can be just as dangerous
and ruthless as your intergalactic-mad-scientist-armed-robber-giant-robot-zombie-ninja-invaderpirate enemies. It is just as important, if not more so, to maintain your secret identity around them.
Having your coworker excel because of their superhuman abilities is the seventh most popular
supervillain origin story (number six is being raised by evil wolves but number nine will shock you.)
Sometimes however, superhumans use their powers in public not just because they’re lazy but
because it is absolutely necessary. For example, if you see a crime going down, such as a knife fight
or somebody is trying to sink Manhattan, and you’re the only person who can stop it, please, feel free
to use your powers. In these situations, you should still do everything you can (“everything in your
power” seemed too on the nose) to try to keep your identity a secret. Of course, how you go about
doing that or even if you can depends wholly on what kind of powers you have. Professor
Paleontologist, aka Professor Leon von Iguanodon (if you don’t know, iguanodons are the only
dinosaurs capable of giving you a thumbs up. Which means they are, by default, the most supportive
of the dinosaurs,) for example, might have a difficult time explaining how two velociraptors
suddenly showed up and ate a bank robber when nobody else was around. His identity would
definitely be compromised then, but really, it was only a matter of time with a codename like that.
Like come on man, could you just try a little? Other superheroes, such as those with enhanced speed
might have an easier time in throwing off suspicion while stopping a crime in civvie mode. Those
with telekinesis or invisibility on the other hand might never need to wear a costume to keep their
identity a secret.

It should be noted that in cases where a life or many lives are on the line all of these rules should be
ignored and you should save that life regardless of whether or not you can do so while keeping your
identity a secret. It’s important to never lose sight of the fact that you’re wearing the costume to save
lives not the other way around. Saving even a single life always comes before maintaining a double
life (DO YOU SEE WHAT I DID THERE???). Plus, worst case scenario, if your identity is revealed
you can always start over in a new town with a new name and a new costume and no one will be the
wiser.

#014 Lame Superpowers
For many people, acquiring superpowers would be a dream come true. You’d be able to protect the
world from evil, become an intergalactic celebrity, probably meet other superheroes. But not all
superpowers are created equal. Not everyone can shift their shapes or envision lasers or turn their
arms into super-sonic-plasma-ultra-cannons (Super-Sonic-Plasma-Ultra-Cannon Man gets
like really pissy when you don’t say the whole thing so our hands are kind of tied here). Some guys
get stuck with powers like jelly and/or jam vision (for all you sandwiching needs) or the power to
generate a gloomy rain cloud directly above their head and nowhere else (excellent for watering hat
plants). Some people just have to make their peace with the fact that they have lame powers.
Now, fear not (y’all best not be fearing!) having lame superpowers doesn’t mean you can’t be a
superhero. When you have lame superpowers there are basically two directions you can go. You can
either try to find clever ways to use your ridiculous abilities to actually help people. Or, you can just
totally lean into it and establish yourself as a ridiculous superhero.
Not Leaning into it:

If you’re going to try to establish yourself as a legitimate serious hero when all you’ve got is the
power to shoot maple syrup from your armpits (part of a well-balanced breakfast!) you need to
understand that you’ll probably still be seen as a ridiculous superhero. Even if you try to pass
yourself off as really serious and wear only black and carry a submachine gun and wear an eyepatch.
Even if you become a super gritty killing hero. If your powers consist of you being able to regrow
your eyebrows at an alarming rate after they’ve been shaved or blown off (handy if you’re a mad
scientist prone to developing potions that explode your eyebrows off), you’re not going to be taken
seriously. If you’ve got lame superpowers and insist on the public taking you seriously break out the
cardboard paper and the glitter glue cuz you’re gonna need to get creative. You can always just keep
the fact that you even have any superpowers a secret and establish yourself as a serious player in the
superheroing game that way. If you keep your powers a secret your enemies won’t think to prepare
for them so you’ll always have a secret ace in the hole if a bad guy has you on the ropes. If a bad guy
thinks they have a non-powered hero captive they’ll definitely be caught off guard when you
suddenly reveal that you’ve had the power to turn your mouth into a confetti cannon (the most festive
of powers) the entire time. Another option is to determine the best situations for your power to be
made useful and then only show up at those times. For example, if you have the power to turn into an
adorable kitten only respond to crimes being committed by people with known allergies to adorable
kittens. (You’d be surprised how many super villains are allergic to adorable kittens. Maybe it is their
inability to interact with adorable kittens that caused them to go astray in the first place.)
Leaning into it:
Establish yourself as the go-to guy or gal or gecko for dealing with ridiculous super crimes. If some
new criminal appears and declares his intention to steal mustaches in order to power his personal
WMDs that’s a job for you. If an alien conqueror lands in the middle of Washington DC and
demands that some sitcom from the ‘90s be brought back, make sure you’re the guy or gal or gecko
they call. If somebody kidnaps a world famous clown and makes them tell jokes at their nephew’s
birthday party, it should fall to you to make sure that world famous clown is safely rescued and
returned to his under-sized-surprisingly-spacious car. You need to be the hero people turn to in
desperation when they’ve been laughed at by all the other mainstream heroes with the cool powers.
Keep that up long enough and you’ll no doubt start receiving tons of calls from superhero
organizations offering you positions on their teams. After all, every super-team needs its comic relief.
Becoming a loud and proud superhero with lame powers is an all-or-nothing process, if you choose

to lean into it you need to accompany your ridiculous powers with a ridiculous codename and a
ridiculous costume. Maybe even get yourself a good bumbling sidekick. Or a trained monkey! Those
are fun. Serious heroes can’t get away with crap like that. Being a ridiculous hero is way more fun.

#015 Superhero/Villain Teamups
It’s a tale as old as time (song as old as rhyme) you’re fighting a bad guy, maybe it’s your nemesis.
Maybe it’s someone else’s nemesis. Maybe it’s just a random bad guy who is nobody’s nemesis and
he’s kind of self-conscious about it, like is he just not evil enough to be someone’s nemesis? Is he too
evil? What’s he doing wrong? Why can’t he connect with a hero like all his super villain colleagues?
Anyway, I digress, this isn’t about that guy. So you’re fighting a bad guy, and then, out the blue, or
the abyss, or the void, or some random tree, comes an even bigger badder bad guy (bigger in terms of
capacity for evil not like height or weight or anything.) Now this bad guy is soooo bad that even the
bad guy you were already fighting is like “dude, tone down the evil.” And you’re like “hey, yeah
good point, he should turn down the evil.” And then, my friends, what you have is a classic
superhero/super villain team-up on your hands.
When a superhero/villain team up goes down you know things are serious. Only an evil of absolutely
epic proportions can cause heroes and villains to set aside their differences and unite for the greater
good. Usually this will happen when some other worldly conqueror rides into town and plans to
enslave the entire planet. Supervillains hate when people show up and try to enslave them. They also
hate it when someone tries to destroy their planet. Or like, take a bite out of their planet. At the same
time only an epic evil could make a superhero even consider joining forces with a scummy criminal.
As a superhero you need to make sure that you don’t get too chummy with your temporary villain
teammate. Don’t start making private jokes with each other. Don’t come up with hilarious and/or
cutesy nicknames for each other. Don’t bring them home to meet your parents. Don’t even tell them
your parents’ names. Don’t even tell them that you have parents! Don’t tell them your secret
identity or bring them to your hideout and definitely don’t start wearing matching costumes. When

did you even have time to get matching costumes made? Earth was just stolen to be used as a ball in
a giant intergalactic game of pool and somehow you idiots had time to get new costumes made and
tailored? Y’all need to stop messing around and focus! In a superhero/villain team-up you can never
take your eye off the ball (ball).
At the same time though, you need to treat your former enemy, current begrudging acquaintance at
best, as an equal. If you continue to treat him like the criminal scum they are while trying to ask for
their help that partnership is going to go nowhere. Try making a small gesture to show them that
you’re serious about making your temporary partnership work. Let them sit shotgun in your supermobile instead of handcuffed in the back like usual. Maybe bring them some nice flowers (and not
the kind they’re allergic to, don’t be a jerk). Or perhaps confess that you’ve always admired how
professionally they carry themselves when they’re setting random barn houses ablaze (or like
whatever crimes they usually commit, don’t use those exact words. Only use those exact words if
you’re teaming up with Jhonny McBarn-Burner, whose real crime is, of course, spelling Jhonny like
that.)
Since it is a team-up, a certain level of trust needs to exist between you and your partner. However,
you need to remember that this is no ordinary team up. This is a team up with a person who just last
week hijacked a blimp just because. He didn’t even make any demands. He literally left you a note
saying “I stole this just because, how frustrated are you right now?” So take some precautions.
Maybe make sure there’s another hero in your team to watch your back. Or don’t give the bad guys
any critically important jobs. Even if they’ve proven themselves to be mostly trustworthy it’d be wise
not to give them any obvious opportunities to betray you or literally stab you in the back (like don’t
hand them a knife and then immediately turn your back towards them).
Once the crisis has been comprehensively and aggressively averted the best thing to do is end the
team-up immediately. Your villainous compatriot might try to sucker you into calling a temporary
truce or giving them a head start but you should absolutely not fall for this. Remember, at the end of
the day, they are still bad guys, you are still a superhero. You need to do your super-duty [lol]
(really?) and arrest them right the heck away. ASASP. As soon as superhumanly possible. And if you
find arresting the person who literally just helped you save the world a little unsettling just remember
that if you do arrest them you’ll have beaten two bad guys in one day and that’s just good smart
business. Them’s good stats.

#016 Utility Belts
Belts! Belts are great. They can tie an entire outfit together. They can keep your pants up. They can
be used as a makeshift rope if you accidentally fall into a hole that has been covered with a tarp with
leaves on it as you sometimes see on the TV. Superheroes have also been known to make use of belts
on occasion. We all know about Hatman and his pilgrim hat, with the belt buckle on it, (to keep his
hat’s pants up? I should really ask him about that.) but many superheroes utilize wear (booooo)
utility belts in order to store their cool super-gear.
We tried to do this in a number of different formats and a quick, easy-to-read list is the one that
tested best with focus groups. If you don’t like it please feel free to send angry emails to the focus
group, it’s out of my hands folks. So without further ado: (Also just so it’s clear I’m not saying
I know Hatman, but if I ever met him I would ask him about the hat belt buckle, that’s all I’m
saying.)
Big List of Things That Are Handy to Keep in Your Utility Belt If You Plan on Wearing a
Utility Belt: (I am not Hatman)
1.

Gloves! If gloves are not already a part of your costume they should definitely be within easy
access. You can’t be handling the rest of your super-gear without first putting on gloves. If you
accidentally leave something behind someone could easily get your fingerprints off of it. So wear
gloves. Or mittens. Not fingerless gloves though. Those are literal useless garbage. Like I’m so
glad your knuckles are warm. But come on.

2. Binoculars: So you can see things that are far away.
3. Telescope: So you can see things that are really far away. (Or to stargaze with a buddy.)
4. Kaleidoscope (I want you all to know that I spelled this right on my first try): So you can see
things that are far out man.
5. Grappling hook: Ok not really but I know if it’s not here somebody’s gonna ask about it so here
goes nothing. Grappling hooks are super dumb! Effectively useless! Really, most buildings do not
have grappling hook friendly crevices to hook onto, you’d have to hire a contractor to redesign
your whole city. It would be very expensive.
6. Actual rope: Can be used for a variety of purposes. Lassos, bonds, replacement belts, shoelaces for
giants, climbing things.

7. Flashlight: So you can see in the dark (and also so you can tell spooky stories about the time you
fought the Ghost with a Thousand Screams.)
8. Music Playing Rectangle™: to play your phat super-tunes.
9. Camera: For super-selfies and super-scrapbooking.
10. Smoke bombs: For dramatic escapes.
11. Resealable Plastic Baggies™: For when you low-key snag evidence from a crime scene [this is
illegal do not do this].
12. Lockpick: If you gotta be stealthy.
13. Flashbang grenades: If you don’t gotta be stealthy.
14. Communicators: If you’ve got a team that you want to be able to communicate with.
15. Power bars: For when you’re hungry.
16. Crumpled up power bar wrappers: Superheroes don’t litter.
17. Glowsticks: See flashlights. (Or if you needa go undercover at a rave.)
18. Athletic championship ring: If you have one, so you can brag about the time you sported
successfully and received an accolade.
19. Cash: In case you gotta pay for something or bribe a dude or if you get mugged and you don’t
want to awkwardly tell your mugger that you don’t have any money cuz that’s the best way to get
murdered by a mugger fun fact stay safe kids.
20. Painkillers: Got punched in the face? Pulled a muscle trying to steer a frikkin’ grapple line? Pop
some ibuprofen and keep on keepin’ on.
21. Brass knuckles: For when you gotta throw down!
22. Underground clinic punch card: Four more concussions and the next one’s free!
23. Stethoscope: In case you need to listen to someone’s heart, or perhaps, finally, your own.
24. Some kind of multi-tool: To open cans or drive screws or clip nails or knife fight a bad guy.
25. Cat food: In case you run into a stray cat who is hungry.
26. Shark repellant spray: UH DO YOU WANT TO FIGHT A SHARK????
27. Pen/pad: To take important crime stopping notes or to draw important crime stopping pictures or
to give important crime stopping autographs.
28. Harmonica: In case you are incarcerated. (Never mind it turns out most places provide you with
one now.)
29. Cool seashells: This one seems pretty self-explanatory.
30. Some kind of body-cam: In case you’re about to do something super cool but no one’s around to
see.

31. Stamps: What if you need to send an emergency letter (like if someone is going into “postcard”iac arrest).
32. Pepper spray: In case some dude starts creeping on you while you’re trying to fight crime.
33. Portable Richter Scale: In case there is an earthquake and you need to know how bad it was right
away.
34. Some kind of bee detector: Just to know where the bees are at any given crime scene.
35. Wound Closing Adhesive Band™: In case you get a super-booboo.
36. Spare change: So you can cover people’s meters and prevent them from getting parking tickets
#notallheroeswearcapes #Imeanyoudo #butthatsnotthepoint.
37. Bus pass: So you can take the bus.
38. Friendship bracelet: So you never forget who your friends are.
39. A smaller utility belt with tons of tiny gadgets: In case you’re shrunken.
40. Ninja stars: So that people think you know how to use them and think you’re cool for that.
41. Bottle opener ring: So people think that you can open bottles unassisted.
42. Inflatable water wings: In case you stumble and fall (or are pushed {or jump on your own
accord}) into a large body of water and do not want to drown.
43. Shoelaces: You never know when you might needa relace your shoes. Or strangle someone with a
shoelace.
44. A mini iron: In case your costume gets wrinkled while you’re jumping around slapping bad guys
upside the head. [Note: Please please please remember to take off your costume before attempting
to iron it] (Note: This is just a stupid thing to keep in your belt this list should’ve ended a long
time ago.)
45. A diminutive thesaurus: So you canister overawe debauched fellows utilizing your immeasurable
lexicon.
46. A collapsible guitar: So you can play an acoustic version of your theme song on superhero
camping trips (these are almost definitely a thing.)
47. A guitar pick: ^
48. Business cards: What use is it to have a plumber/carpenter/[lawyer]/fighter pilot/pizza delivery
guy on call if you don’t have their phone number!
49. Suction cups: To climb things or to stick things to other things or to drink some suction beverages.
50. The pocket size version of this handy dandy guide: So you’ll know how to react in the event that
a giant panda named Maurice or a dude who bites planets or your evil clone shows up.

#017 Evil Clones
Becoming a superhero means accepting certain occupational hazards. For instance, at some point
somebody’s going to place you in some kind of ludicrously ridiculous death trap while
they monologue their evil plan at you. There’s a solid chance that somebody is going to try to feed
you to giant monster animals. You’ll most certainly get shot by a wide variety of different kinds of
lasers. But one danger of being a superhero that many people don’t think about, and one that they
certainly don’t prepare for, are evil clones.
Many people react with surprise when confronted by someone who looks exactly like them except
they’re evil. Or they look mostly like them, but then have very obvious “evil” characteristics, like
glowing red eyes, or scars, or chalky skin, or long emo hair. And really, I think people need to stop
being surprised by this. Like, just think about it from a bad guy’s perspective for a second. Imagine if
every time you tried to achieve your lifelong dream of total world domination some jerkwad in
a cape showed up and stopped you from doing it. Now this guy thinks he’s so high and mighty. He
calls himself one of Earth’s Highest and Mightiest Heroes. What a tool. Obviously you want to hold
up a mirror to this goody-two-shoe’s face and show them that they’re not actually the greatest thing
since gene-spliced bread (the bread tastes like banana.) So you steal some of his DNA, shouldn’t be
too difficult, you fight him a lot, presumably he bleeds. Or you can steal his hair. Or his spit. Or a
cheek swab. But probably not a cheek swab. Then you throw that DNA into a clone chamber. Those
aren’t hard to come by. If you buy ‘em in bulk they’re not even that expensive. Then *BAM* you’ve
got yourself an evil clone. Honestly it’s a very relatable train of thought this shouldn’t be surprising.
Now the first thing you gotta do when you become aware of your evil clone’s existence is (be
extremely flattered) damage control. You need to assemble the press immediately and go on national
television to inform the world that there is someone out there committing crimes while WEARING
YOUR FACE. Then you have to go on to clarify that obviously they’re not literally wearing your
face, they just have a face that looks like your face. Then you’ll have to field a bunch of questions
from reporters asking you if you’re the evil clone. There will be a lot of questions about this. To save
you some time, we’re providing you with some snappy stock responses.

“No, what, obviously I’m not the evil clone. I just called this press conference to warn you
about the evil clone. Please try to keep up.”
“How do I know you’re not the evil clone, random reporter from Teen Us Beat Tiger Weekly
Magazine!”
“If I was an evil clone could I do… this!” then do a super cool backflip.
Once that’s settled you need to make sure that your evil clone hasn’t had any contact with your loved
ones. To do this try calling your loved ones on the phone. Normally I’d say to send a text message
because this is 2017 and who talks on the phone but in this case it is imperative that you hear their
voice. Evil clones can steal cellphones and send text messages. Just something to be aware of. Then
you have to make sure none of your loved ones were similarly replaced by evil clones. This cannot
be accomplished with even a phone call cuz guess what! (What?!) Vocal chords get copied in the
cloning process too, clones have the same voices as their originals! (oh dang! never would’ve
guessed.) I suggest taking a moment right now to come up with a series of codewords that only you
and your loved ones know. If you’re only first reading this after you’ve discovered an evil clone and
therefore haven’t taken the proper precautions in advance, then it’s probably already too late and you
should just assume that all your loved ones are evil clones from now on.
Once you’ve repaired (repaired, get it cuz there is a pair of yous now. It’s a good thing I added
this after my editor already looked this over, she never would’ve let this one through.) or at the very
least once you’ve gotten a handle over the damage your evil clone has caused you need to go and
confront them. If the technology used to create them was any good they might be in possession of all
of your memories and they’ll probably try to use those memories against you. This is one of the
things that make evil clones so much more dangerous when compared to your run of the mill
costume-wearing-assassin or time-displaced-very-angry-and-very-confused pirate. Evil clones know
you almost as well as you know yourself. They know the best ways to get to you and make you
hurt. And they know your secret identity. Which is just the worst. Uch they probably already told a
bunch of other bad guys what it is. Uch so annoying. Uch evil clones are the wooooooorst.
But that also means that you know them just as well as you know yourself. You can use their own
weapons, your shared memories, against them. So that could be fun. It could also be very traumatic.

Personally, I hope if I ever have an evil clone it’s just a robot duplicate or one of those clones that
were made with like discount, knock-off, cloning chambers and therefore ergo thusly henceforth
suffers from extreme stupidity.
For many heroes the temptation to try to bring their evil clone over to the side of good can be
overwhelming. And look I totally get it, you want to believe that no matter what, even if you were to
be a freak science experiment grown in a test tube in a supervillain’s lair, that there would still be
some good in you. But your evil clone will also probably know that you’ll try to reform them and
they might fake reform in order to infiltrate your operation and cause even more harm! Seriously,
evil clones are terrible. And even if they do reform what d’you do then? You guys need some way of
differentiating yourselves. You’ll have to get different haircuts. Probably one of you should get a
cool hat. But then there’s bound to be an argument over which one of you gets to be the one who
wears a cool hat. It’ll be a whole thing. Also your clone’ll have to go by a different name or add “-2″
to the end of his name or steal your middle name or just make up a whole new name. And you
just know he’s gonna come up with something (awesome!) ridiculous like Thunderbolt Cannonberg
or Missileface McFacemissile because that’s exactly what you would do and, again, he’s your exact
duplicate. It’s all really complicated. Almost too complicated. Like you might just be better off not
trying to get them to reform and just sending them to supervillain jail or something.

#018 Starter-Villains
Being a superhero means doing lots of super good stuff. Rescuing all manner of small animals from
trees. Assisting all manner of elderly-folk in crossing the road (hey kids! Here’s a slick joke for you
cool cats at home: why did the superhero cross the moral event horizon? To get to the other side.)
Foiling all manner of elaborate bank heists. But the most exciting part of being a superhero (as far as
this one post is concerned. Obviously I’m gonna use that line to hype up other posts. Who’s going to
stop me? You? I don’t think so!) is fighting bad guys!

But you can’t just start punching heat-gun toting super-thugs on your very first night on the job!
Picking a fight with a supervillain who grossly outmatches you as a result of extreme arrogance and,
an absolutely appalling lack of self-awareness is the leading cause of death of young superheroes in
most countries (in Antarctica it’s freezing to death and in America it’s obesity, but like in most
countries it’s the arrogance and absolutely appalling lack of self-awareness). You need to start small.
You’re not going to meet your nemesis on your first day. You’re not going to singlehandedly stop
an invasion. Probably you won’t fight a rogue wizard, though admittedly this varies depending on the
density of the rogue wizarding population in your area (we had graphs to illustrate this point more
clearly but they contained zero snarky parenthetical comments so we nixed ‘em. You’re welcome).
On your first night of fighting crime we highly recommend finding a good starter-villain™. A startervillain is a petty criminal who can oftentimes be intimidated into ceasing all their criminalistic (Fun
fact! That’s not a real word!) activities just by having a superhero show up and power glower at ‘em
for a bit. Starter-villains are really just great for everyone. They give a rookie hero some sort of sense
of accomplishment. They have the lowest hero-kill-rate of almost any category of supervillain
(beaten out only by evil quakers and villains whose only power is to talk to fish because do you know
how easy it is to just get out of the water when they attack? So easy. Absurdly easy. Abundantly
easy. Aggressively easy. Asininely easy). Plus, it makes these cat-suit-wearing-cat-burglars
and costumed pick-pockets feel all the more special that a superhero came to stop them. It’s a winwin for everybody. But especially for Justice (my phone auto-capitalizes the word “Justice” these
days. Not that I’m writing this on my phone or anything. I just thought if anybody would think that
fact was neat it would be the people reading my superhero blog ;))
The best way to deal with a starter-villain is essentially to make them think you’re more experienced
than they are. Or make sure you already have a power advantage over them before responding to the
call for help (y’know like water powers beat fire powers; rock powers beat scissor powers which beat
paper powers, that sort of thing). Keep calm and test out some slick catchphrases or one-liners. Like
if they’re, for instance, a garishly costumed smuggler named “Smuggles” try saying something like
“I’m gonna smuggle you… into prison!” Then demonstrate your cool powers or sick fighting moves.
With any luck and with very little effort your starter-villain should be surrendering pretty quickly.
There are just a few things you need to worry about when dealing with starter-villains. For one, since
they’re most likely also just entering into the supervillaining game they might not have decided what

kind of villain they want to be and might try to reach above their station and do something drastically
dangerous. Like threaten to kill a hostage or punt a puppy across a freeway. These types of actions
without a doubt every single time always all day every day serve to escalate a situation and your
immediate priority should be either to attempt to talk them down, or to call in someone more
experienced in dealing with these things than you. A scared starter-villain can also quickly become a
trigger-happy starter-villain so be sure to always disarm them as soon as superhumanly possible.
Another thing to be aware of is that in most cases, a starter-villain is only really a starter-villain one
time. If you’re successful in defeating them and turning them over to the proper authorities, then it’s
very likely they’ll meet some other more realer dealer supervillains in prison and pick up a few
pointers from them. So when you run into them again after the weekly superhuman jailbreak, be
forewarned that they probably have a few new tricks up their shoddily-sewn-homemade-skull-shaped
sleeves. Conversely if they somehow manage to flee the scene of the crime after you’ve stopped their
attempted gumball machine robbery or whatever stupid criminal activity they were doing they might
come to see you as their nemesis, the first person to ever defeat them, and work tirelessly to make
your life a living hell so you’ll forever rue the day you crossed the Glorious Gobstopping Gumball
Gladiator (her gun just shoots gumballs, I don’t really get it).
As such, the starter-villain roster is constantly in flux. Definitely speak to an older, more experienced
hero before going out to do battle with a perceived-starter-villain. Make sure the villain is the right
chump for you to be beating on. And always ask a more experienced hero before moving up to the
next tier of supervillainy. Superheroing is a dangerous activity kiddos, and while we understand that
in the heat of the moment it might be hard to do it’s safest to always try to fight within your skill and
experience class.

#019 Dealing with Defeat
As a crime fighter you’re going to fight a lot of crimes. Some crimes you’ll fight metaphorically by,
like, speaking out against deforestation or attending save the whales’ protests protests (these are
rallies where you fight for whales’ first amendment rights to protest.) Other crimes you’ll need to
punch. Now, you’re a superhero. You’re pretty good at what you do. Let’s say you win most of your
fights. But, eventually, inevitably, you’re going to lose one. Especially if you suck a fighting. Even if
you don’t suck at fighting. You’re still probably going to lose a fight every now and then. And that’s
good, that’s important, that’s a comma splice. Learning to cope with defeat is an important part of
being a hero.
Now first things first (I’m the rillist), let’s deal with logistics. If you get your butt handed to you in a
fight you need to immediately contact your doctor and either get to them or have them come to you
ASASP. Losing a fight isn’t the end of the world (usually. Sometimes, you lose a fight then the dude
blows up the planet. Try not to lose those ones k?) If you’re not dead, you’re still in the game and
that’s good. Next thing you need to do is contact other superheroes and let them know that whichever
bad guy you were fighting totally owned you and is still at large. Give your super-colleagues any
information you have on this bad guy and then sit back and heal. Someone else will sort them out.
Just because you can’t physically beat them doesn’t mean you can’t be involved in their eventual
defeat.
Next, I’d suggest taking a few days off so you can allow your body to heal. Kick back, relax. Eat
some ice cream (everyone post your favorite post-getting-your-ass-kicked-by-a-supervillain ice
cream flavor in the comments! Mine is caramel!) Take as many days as you need. If you’ve got
super-healing powers this might be just a few hours. If you have super-slow-healing powers it could
take years. Also, your powers suck. Go get new powers. How are you even a superhero? And don’t
say power of heart. That’s dumb. You’re gonna die. Once you’re ready, get back out there. Maybe
spend some time knocking around some starter-villains. Build your confidence back up. Begin
contributing to society in the form of cold-cocking bad guys once again.
Now, what you shouldn’t do is get super broody and start plotting prolonged, protracted revenge
against the bad guy who bested you in combat. Don’t start stalking this guy and harassing his loved
ones and prank calling him at all hours of the night. That’s just rude. Though if you insist on doing

one of those things at least it should be the prank calling. But just be warned, a lot of the old prank
calling tricks don’t work so well on supervillains. Like, you can’t call them up and be like, “Hey
man, you scratched my car, you owe me money,” and then start yelling at them. Supervillains don’t
care about property damage. Damaging property is their absolute jam! That is not gonna frazzle
them. They’re going to be thoroughly unfrazzled by that noise. No, if you’re going to prank call a
supervillain you have to think like a supervillain. What kind of call would a supervillain not want to
get? “Uh sir, we were driving the Truck of Evil™ and we hit a bump and your super laser fell out the
back and we lost it.” “Hi, Dr. Crimelord? Yeah this is the board of evil doctors and mad scientists
and we wanted to let you know that we’re revoking your evil doctor license. All benefits, including
access to the all-you-can-eat-evil-doctor-breakfast-and-brunch-bar are suspended immediately.”
“’Ello guvnah, is this Friar Frostbite? Well I think your refrigerator is running. You’d better go catch
it.” That last one is a classic. It’s funny every time. Even with supervillains. Anyway, what were we
talking about (*sigh*.)
Right, anyway, take a few sick days, don’t be a creep… Yeah, don’t become all consumed with
revenge. The important thing is getting this supervillain off the streets and into custody where he
can’t hurt anybody else. Your pride should never get in the way of that. Don’t break them out of
prison just so you can challenge them to a rematch. Don’t break yourself in to prison to challenge
them to a rematch. Don’t inception your way into their dreams so you can challenge them to a
rematch. Just let them be. Be the bigger superhuman. Why would you even think you could beat
them in a rematch. They just wiped the floor with you bud. Clearly they are out of your league. Stop
being a sore loser and a whiny-pissy-baby-head. It is unbecoming of you.
Additionally, every defeat you suffer at the hands of a supervillain is a learning opportunity. With
every defeat another one of your weaknesses is exposed and you can begin to rectify the problem. If
anything you should be breaking the bad guys who beat you out of prison so you can thank them for
making you a better hero. [Don’t do this. Leave all the bad guys in prison.] (Do do this. If someone
does something that you benefit from thanking them is the polite thing to do. Superheroes should
always be polite.) So there you have it, you can either be lawful or you can be polite. We like to
present all pertinent sides of arguments like these at howtohero.

#020 Artifacts and Talismans
While some superheroes were lucky enough to be doused in radioactive waste or be conceived and
born on an alien planet, some people just don’t have their own super powers. Now, don’t scoff (y’all
best not be scoffing) these poor saps are just as valuable as guys who can shoot lightning from their
hands or… can make… bullets… rain… from the sky. Yeah, they’re just as valuable to the
superheroing community and the world at large as someone who can make bullets rain from the sky.
I’m standing by that one. Other heroes have to rely on external sources to provide them with the
powers they need to beat up ninjassassins or evil shrieking eagle men. We’ve already discussed the
benefits of having a belt packed with neato gadgets like cans and strings so you can make low-tech
cellphones in a bind but some heroes luck out and stumble upon other power-giving sources. Like
super ancient artifacts or mystical talismans! (Wait is it talismen?)
The best way to get yourself a magical artifact and/or talisman is to become an adventurer and go on
sick adventures where you find cool stuff. Or buy one off eBay. These things show up on online
auctions like all the time. Lots of people don’t want to become superheroes. They’d rather become
accountants or professional mattress salesmen or cellphone designers. All of which are very noble
professions (if I get enough people clamoring for it I’ll launch a sister blog “So you want to be a
cellphone designer, how mobile of you.”) But if you’re going to be an adventurer you’ve got to look
the part. Grow out a super rugged beard (even the women, especially the women). Get a good
backpack that can fit a bunch of cool stuff and all the thermoses you can afford (but not a single
thermos more. Don’t take out loans and go into debts in order to buy more thermoses). Get some
good sensible boots. Which you should already have if you wanna be a superhero anyway. A nice hat
that’ll block out the sun. A whip maybe? To whip boulders that are blocking the entrances of caves?
Then go searching for magic crap!
Now, be forewarned (be fivewarned stupid joke stupid joke. Let it never be said that I have no
standards,) most caves or ancient crumbling temples that have power granting gems or monkey
totems are also super rigged with booby traps. Pick up a shiny thing, get your eyeball arrowed.
Displace something, giant boulder gon crush you son! Step on a wrong portion of the floor, hope you
weren’t attached to that foot that just got blown off (like emotionally attached, obviously you

were physically attached to it. You’re not anymore though, because somehow the ancient temple had
explosives in the floor. {be floorwarned} stop.) Stop. [Stop.]
Something to be aware of (more like something to be foreware of… nobody’s allowed to leave.) is
that sometimes magical thingies are kept in booby trapped chambers because somebody
doesn’t want them to be stolen. Make sure you’re not taking anything that’s important to someone
else. Or something that isn’t important to someone else but still belongs to someone else.
Superheroes don’t steal. They also don’t raid tombs. If you’re infiltrating an impenetrable tomb to
steal some ancient wizard’s magical trinkets try making contact with the ancient wizard’s ghost to
see if it’s chill first. See if any of your super-buddies can talk to or summon ghosts. Or perform a
séance. Or die and then figure out some way to come back to life after you’ve asked everyone for
permission to steal their stuff.
Another good way to acquire a mystical somethingorother is to receive one from your aunt/uncle/any
relative who is secretly a wizard. Or just like finding one on the ground. Though admittedly that does
not happen often. Also if you do find one it’s probably not gonna come with the instruction manual.
Finding a perfectly good magic talisman with its instruction manual happens even less often. Finding
a perfectly good magic talisman with its instruction manual and the instruction manual is in easy to
read English and not like ancient Sumerian or something, definitely never happens. Like we (I,
there’s only one of me) checked. We (I) looked through every historical record we could get our
hands on and it has happened exactly zero times (well if we’re {I’M} being honest it happened half a
time. This one time in like 1984 some dude found a magical talisman and only half an instruction
manual but, like, it was cut off in such a way that it was effectively useless and that dude did not
become a superhero. His name, by the way, was Keith.)
Once you’ve somehow gotten your hands one of these magical doodads you’ll need to figure out how
to use it. Maybe hit up one of those magical training academies (wizard public school) or perhaps try
to get an apprenticeship with your local village mystic. Or you can try to teach yourself, using this
very guide right here. Most magical thingamajigs are either voice or emotion activated. So to try to
figure out just what your magical whositwhatsit does, try holding it while spouting incoherent
gibberish while undergoing different emotional stimulants. With any luck you’ll eventually come up
with the right magical mantra/emotional-mental state combination to do some super rad things.

Once bad guys see how cool you are for having a magical whatchamacallit they’ll probs try to steal it
(8/10 times they’ll try to steal it, 1/10 times they’ll think they can destroy it and 1/10 times they’ll try
to gain its power by eating it, which is, of course, stupid and always ends badly). So you need to take
appropriate security measures to make sure no one steals your magic thingamajig. See if you can
figure out enough magic to put some kind of magic protective shield around it while you use it so no
one can grab it from you. Or rig it with a fingerprint scanner like phones or hi-tech safes (wait is it
saves?) Or or or you can try to gain its powers by eating it (don’t do this). Other security ideas
include handcuffing it to your wrist, wearing it around your neck, keeping it in your pocket and
always keeping one hand in your pocket to reassure yourself that it’s still there. Not getting robbed
is mad easy if you take the proper steps to keep your magic doohickey safe.
It is important to remember that magical hooplas aren’t toys. They are immensely powerful objects
that can sometimes potentially reshape the universe. So treat them with respect. Honestly even using
them to fight crime is probably a little disrespectful to the immense power they may hold. But
obviously I’m not gonna tell you to not use it to fight crime. I’m trying to teach you how to be a
proper superhero, that would be counterintuitive. Just like, put it in a well-lit fancy display
case/shrine when you’re not using it. Oh and rest it on a fancy tiny red velvet pillow. That should do
it. I feel like that’s enough.

#021 Support Squad
Being a big-time fancy shmancy internationally renowned superhero is a lot of work. Way more
work than being just your average casually-stroll-around-the-same-six-blocks-in-your-neighborhoodhoping-someone-commits-an-easily-stoppable-crime-in-your-line-of-sight superhero. But you know
what they say: if you’ve got great powers you’re basically morally responsible to do lots of good
stuff with them. (If someone has a catchier way of saying this please, send a telegram.) Now all this
added responsibility can be overwhelming for just one measly super person. It is conceivable that
you’ll need help in accomplishing your goals of ridding the entire world of crimes. (A real hero
would work tirelessly to dismantle and rebuild the social and political systems that create an
environment where people even need to commit crimes, but whatevers, we’ll start small.) Which
mean you’re going to need to start putting together your own superhero support squad.
The members of your support squad are the people you can count on to help you foil crimes and keep
people safe. They’re the trainers who help you master your powers. They’re the omni-disciplinary
scientists and engineers who build you cool super-gear. They’re the guys at base who quickly google
the supervillains you come up against and help you devise the best way to stop them on the fly.
(They’re the literate folk who quickly read through this handy dandy guide in order to help you get
through situations such as infiltrating ancient temples, filling out insurance claims for your jetpack
choir, and asking other heroes out on team-up adventures.) They’re the mechanics who help upkeep
your fleet of hat-themed vehicles. They’re the tailors who design dynamic and striking (and
comfortable and chic) costumes. They’re the doctors and police officers and firefighters [and
lawyers] who often provide key assistance. They’re the random teenagers who one time stumbled
upon your hideout by accident and since you can’t just make them disappear or lock them in a cell or
something you have to give them something to do so they don’t go off and tell everyone about your
secret (they’re basically like the unpaid college interns of the superhero world). A hero is only as
good as the people who assist him or her in the heat of a battle. So making sure you have a good
superhero support squad is key.
Now, since the most effective support squad is made up of people who actually know who you
are it’s important to gather people who you know you can trust. Go through your close friends and

acquaintances and see which of them might be useful. A good way to determine a friend’s viability
as a member of your support squad is to give them some sort of quiz or
questionnaire (quizstionnaire) that covers the following areas.
1. How big is your thirst for justice?
a. I have no thirst.
b. I have some thirst.
c. I have a moderate to severe thirst.
d. UNQUENCHABLE!!!!
2. How often do you reveal the deep dark secrets of your friends to the press?
a. About once a month.
b. Basically every month which has 31 days.
c. Leap years.
d. I never have and never will not even for a million billion bazillion dollars.
3. Do you know how to build a freeze ray on a budget?
a. No.
b. Uh… what kind of quiz is this?
c. I can build a freeze ray but it will be obscenely, prohibitively, aggressively expensive.
d. Yes.
4. If given the opportunity would you gladly spend all your time helping a superhero fight crime?
a. Yes, gladly.
b. No, can I go now?
c. All of the above.
d. Wait that last one doesn’t make any sense.
If none of your friends perform well on that quiz, or you’re just friends with incompetent people with
no useful skills, you should start befriending people who will actually be useful. Once you’ve
assembled the people you want on your team you need to actually take the time to mold them into a
functioning unit. That means it’s camping time. Take the new squad on a team-building outdoors
retreat where you all can do trust falls and tell each other your deepest darkest secrets and do practice

supervillain attack drills. Have one of your new squadders play the role of a random supervillain and
have the rest of your squad come together to come up with an effective strategy to defeat them. Keep
repeating this with different squadders portraying different supervillains until you’ve developed a
workable, timely, supervillain response system that you can confidently implement in the field.
Now, once you’ve gotten yourself a support-squad you need to take extra precautions against bad
guys who seek to hurt you. Keeping the identities of the people on your squad safe and secret is just
as important as keeping your own identity safe and secret. Assign everyone codenames that you can
use over comms when you’re fighting. Stuff like “Googler” or “McTypey Pants” or, hell, just call
them by the wrong normal people names. Call your official superhero electrician Donald something
like “Matt” or “Diana.” Really as long as you’re just not calling them by their real names you’re
golden. Advise your team not to put “superhero support team member” on their social media profile
or on their resumes as cool as that might be. Because that will get them kidnapped, tortured and
possibly killed by supervillains. Tell them not to put down “Captain Thunder” or “Nightron” as
references when applying for jobs. If they still do it anyway be sure to give them a terrible reference
so they don’t get the job and they learn not to pull that kind of thing again. At the same time also
make sure everyone on your team has some sort of device that can alert you immediately if they are
in danger. If one of your squadmates gets captured, you need to make rescuing them your
top priority. Drop everything else to save your bud. If you can’t have favorites when saving people
what’s even the point. Also if -worse comes to worst- one of your squaddies does crack under
pressure and gives up your secret identity or the location of your hideout or your favorite guilty
pleasure film, don’t hold it against them. You should’ve been there to protect them. You can’t bring a
person into your secret crusade against crime and then not save them when they’re kidnapped and
endangered because of it. Also like you should move. Your base is definitely compromised. Also
check to see if your dude hasn’t been Trojan-Horsed into some kind of mind-controlled lackey or
living bomb. Supervillains loooove their mind-controlled lackeys and living bombs.
Once you’ve put together a quality superhero support squad you’ll no doubt find that you’re able to
operate as a better and more effective superhero. People perform better when they know someone has
their back and having other people to assist with the parts of city-protecting or world-saving or
galaxy-defending that you might not be best equipped to handle can only help things. Sure they
might get annoying sometimes. You might need to get a bigger hideout. You might not all agree on
the same type of music. Karen is allergic to peanuts and insists that nobody puts anything with

peanuts in the team fridge. And also someone keeps stealing Karen’s lunch from the team fridge.
Probably as revenge for the peanut thing. Maybe you should just invest in two fridges for your
hideout. One with peanuts and one for Karen because she’s making things difficult but at the same
time you’ve never seen a better mutant toucan trainer than her and it’s not like you’re going to give
up your mutant toucan sidekick. Lots of little annoying things that you may need to deal with. But
overall having a support squad means you can save more people and be better at doing it, and really
isn’t that the whole point.

#022 Animal Sidekicks
Animals are great! They’re cuddly (like walruses) they’re loyal (like ants) they’re eager to help
(sloths) and they can do so many more things than humans can do!
(Octopuses/octopods/octopi/octopersons for example can easily open jars.) So it’s no surprise that
many superheroes take on animal sidekicks or otherwise enlist the aid of animals in their crusade
against crime.
Now I know what you’re thinking (not in the sense that I can read minds just in the sense that I feel
like we’ve gotten to know each other pretty well by this point). “Zach, (my name is Zach by the way,
nice to meet you.) didn’t you very recently go on a rant about the dangers of child sidekicks?” And to
that I respond: Well I guess it really depends on your definition of recently, that post was from
like two months ago… Also yeah I did, but since when do you guys listen to me? Also, I’ve met tons
(thousands) of parrots that are quantifiably smarter than most human children. Animals are just better
sidekicks.
But having an animal sidekick can be tricky. Training animals is hard, getting them to productively
help you fight crime is probably even harder. You’re going to want to get a professional animal
handler or trainer of zookeeper in your super-squad, to help with the handling, training and
zookeeping of the animals. Especially if you manage to find some neat super-powered animals.

Studies have shown that if an animal can shoot lasers from its eyes, ears, throat or nose it is
approximately 99% harder to train/handle/zookeep than regular non-laser-shooting animals. The last
thing you want is to get mauled to death by your own tiger sidekick (or get lasered in half by your
own tiger sidekick.) Well, actually, I guess the last thing you’d want is for the entire universe to be
utterly annihilated because you didn’t have a (laser) tiger sidekick. It’s a tradeoff, you’re gonna have
to choose one or the other at some point. Hard choices like this are part and parcel with being a
superhero.
Now, if you’re one of those superheroes with neato burrito animal related powers, such as being able
to talk to animals or being able to control animals with your mind or being able to turn into animals
or just being able to do really good birdcalls, you’ll probably have better luck working side by side
with an animal in a fight against roadside bandits or cybernetically enhanced duck hunters. Animals
are actually pretty chill once you break through that language barrier. They’re actually also for the
most part really interested in protecting the world from evil. Obviously there are some that aren’t and
of course every species and every individual is different but once you’re able to talk to animals you
should have no trouble finding a few who are ready, willing, and able to join you.
An advantage animal sidekicks have over regular lame ol’ human sidekicks is that animals often have
their own innate special abilities. Web spinning, powerful bites, being able to jump incredible
distances, flight, the ability to survive without oxygen, some animals can do some really incredible
things. Additionally, whereas human superheroes wear loud costumes and just overall make a huge
spectacle wherever they go, animals are masters of stealth and infiltration. Nobody is suspicious
when they see random animals walking around. More or less. Don’t send like a polar bear or a
crocodile into a super-secret supervillain meet and greet, unless you know an evil polar bear or
crocodile whose place and invitation they can steal.
Animals are also often connected to a network of their fellow animals. Befriending one ant can get
you an entire colony. Teaming up with a prairie dog can lead to an entire underground system of
tunnels for you to use. (Also fun science fact: prairie dogs are hella fierce, don’t mess with prairie
dogs, they’re always up for a fight. Plus, they’ve got one of the most complex animal languages out
there so befriending them can be considered an even greater achievement relatively speaking.) It’s a
well-documented fact that dogs often convene to play poker, you get one of those doggos on your
side, you’ve undoubtedly got the whole poker squad.

Animal sidekicks can also go a long way in generating goodwill in the public eye. Especially if your
animal sidekick is conventionally cute. It’s just good PR. Children who you’re trying to rescue might
be afraid of a person dressed in full body armor that they stole from a dark mage on a really crazy
time travel adventure, but they’ll sure as heck be less afraid of you if you’ve got a kitty with a
wizard’s hat by your side or a hamster wearing tiny hamster armor. Another added perk of having an
animal sidekick is that you can dress them up in adorable little costumes. For the sake of Justice. And
cuteness. And yo once you get that pet all trained to do cool superhero stuff you can win big money
at animal shows. For the sake of Justice. And for buying cool stuff.
You should be forewarned, (I’m for sure gonna make more bad puns with this
word… furwarned. There we go.) there are also certain complications that can stem from having an
animal sidekick. For example, if you have an animal sidekick you’re definitely going to have a
classic brain-swap adventure at some point. It’s just one of those things. Like freaky furday. So be
prepared to live life through the eyes of your animal sidekick. Another complication is, of course, as
always, the secret identity dilemma. Your super-pet will almost definitely know your secret identity.
Like it’s an animal. It is dependent on you, you need to take it home with you when you’re not
superheroing. You need to be a responsible pet owner. Well relatively responsible. It could be argued
that bringing your pet to fight supervillains is already irresponsible. Uh… Anyway, you just need to
be careful about keeping your four-legged sidekicks away from supervillains who can read the minds
of animals. Or get them cute little mind-reading-deflector helmets (as seen on tv!)
You also may receive complaints from animal rights activists. To avoid sticky situations like that and
to avoid actually abusing your animals, we really do urge you find some way of communicating with
your animal buddy to make sure they’re all cool and consenting with the notion of kicking bad guy
butt. (Also while we’re on the subject a quick word about certain so called animal rights activist
groups. PETA is terrible. They’ve been known to kidnap pets and euthanize them and they’ve also
been known to fund arsonists and extremist groups. So keep them away from your super-pets and
your regular pets.)
All in all though an animal sidekick can be your greatest asset in the field. If you have their back
they’ll have yours. They’re beloved by adults and children alike and even some supervillains have
been known to have a soft spot for animals. Animal sidekicks have shown to be some of the most

brave, noble and altruistic heroes out there. Get yourself a animal sidekick and you’ve got yourself a
valuable companion for life.

#023 Revealing Your Secret Identity For
Maximum Dramatic Effect
There comes a time in every superhero’s career when, despite the thousands of reasons for it being a
terrible idea, and despite all the warnings right here in this handy dandy guide, they decide to reveal
their secret identity to someone else (reason #225: they’re going to keep asking you autographs and
really just drive down the value of your autograph on the secondary market.) Maybe they’ll do it
because they’re tired of keeping their secret from a loved one. Maybe they’ll do it because they need
someone’s help and they want to gain their trust. Maybe they’ll do it some bad guy thinks some other
random dude is them and they don’t want to endanger said random civilian. Maybe they’ll do it
because they’re huge drama queens and nothing exciting has happened in a while and they are just
bored. Whatever your reason for revealing your secret identity may be, you only really get one shot
at revealing your secret to any given person (assuming you’re the kind of person who doesn’t like
wiping people’s memories all willy nilly,) so you’re going to want to milk it for all it’s worth.
(Reason #34: You just know they’re going to dress up as you at every costume party they’re invited
to just to piss you off.)
First you need to consider settings. Are you going to do it on the person’s balcony in the middle of a
rainstorm? At a public press conference? While riding on a giant eagle? Standing atop a large
building with a megaphone and a large, bright banner and the banner is written in really big bubble
letters and the letters are filled in with colors that clash with the outlines of the letters and really the
whole thing is just a huge mess because also you didn’t really budget for room when you started
outlining the banner (always gotta start with a layer of pencil come on man) and so the letters get like
progressively smaller and honestly this is not the right way to go about doing this (this sentence is a
mess grammatically. This is what happens when my editor goes away for the summer). When
deciding on a setting for your dramatic reveal you need to take into consideration how big of a

spectacle you want to make. If you’re doing a controlled reveal to one or at most a few people, a
more private setting such as perhaps a dark alley or someone’s bedroom is more ideal. (Reason #168:
Now that they know you’re a superhero they’re going to try to find and sneak into your hideout and
the laser shooting robot alligators you have as security are for sure going to murder them.)
Next you need to decide who you’re going to be when you make the big reveal. Are you going to be
Ms. Stupefication, champion of the Rocky Mountains and surrounding towns and suburbs? Or are
you going to be Jan, unassuming lawyer from the Rocky Mountains and surrounding towns and
suburbs. This may seem like a distinction without a difference. After all, isn’t the whole point of this
to change those two people into one in the mind of whoever you’re doing this for? But, practically, it
makes a huge difference. (Reason #47: They’re going to keep asking you to introduce them to more
famous superheroes as if you’re not enough for them.) Ms. Stupefication wouldn’t be in Jan’s
boyfriend’s tattoo parlor in the normal course of events. That would be a pretty clear sign that
something is up. You’re at a major risk of blowing the surprise early in that case. (Reason #219: If
they’re a good friend they’re going to get really defensive anytime someone else bashes your
superhero identity and that’s going to raise questions.) If you’re going to do it in superhero mode
without giving the secret away too early really the only way to do it is during the course of a
dramatic rescue. Meaning Jannifer (Janzerella, Janbo, Jango Unchained the D Is So Silent That Now
It’s Just Gone,) would have to wait until her boyfriend is in mortal peril before dramatically
unmasking herself in front of him. Just while I’m on this track for a second, mask wearing
superheroes have way more potential for dramatic reveals if you’re doing it in superhero mode. Just
another reason to wear a full-faced balaclava. Jan however can reveal her identity as Ms.
Stupefication in a more intimate setting which makes the gesture all the more special if maybe a little
less surprising and dramatic. (Reason #344: They’re definitely going to want to tweet about it.)
Next, you need to decide how exactly you’re going to do it. You can do it in song form, and sing
about your fantastic double life and your remarkable ability to make things explode by touching
them. But again, as we’ve discussed, most superheroes are not capable songwriters. You’d have to
outsource that (to me). And you’d probably have to reveal your secret identity to the person you get
to write the song. And how are you going to reveal it to them? Also in song??? How many secret
identity revealing songs were you planning on getting written? (I can write a bunch. As many as you
need). You can do it in the form of grand dramatic speech, that’s a neat method, if you’re good at
writing grand dramatic speeches. If you’re not, I’d avoid it. You don’t want to make a lame sounding

grand dramatic speech. That’d probably ruin the moment. (Reason #12: What if they’ve also secretly
been living a double life. Only they’ve secretly been a supervillain this whole time.) You can
casually mention it offhand while eating dinner or something. Though that would probably be a tad
anticlimactic. Don’t do that. Unless it’s a really nice dinner. Like Macaroni and cheese. Or fried
snaglorps from the Rigel System, if you’re into that kind of thing. Or you can write them a letter and
then hand it to them and then awkwardly stand there in front of them as they read the letter. Or you
can write them a letter and then mail it to them and not even be there when they find out. Really there
are a plethora of ways to go about this. Oh! You can lead them on a wildly convoluted scavenger
hunt where each clue leads to another clue that is more intricate and challenging than the last and the
final clue is the big reveal that really you’ve been Titanium Pig Man, the twelve-foot-tall pig man
that defends Paris, Texas all this time. (Reason #301: They’re definitely going to bring up the fact
that they know a superhero every time they play two truths and a lie.)
No matter how you go about presenting the information the important thing is that make plenty of
pauses for dramatic effect and perform as many actions as possible in slow motion. If you’re taking
your mask off, do it really slowly. If you’re taking your mask out of your school backpack,
do that really slowly. If you’re running away from an explosion while unbuttoning your shirt to
reveal the superhero costume you have on beneath it, do that in slow motion too. Don’t worry about
the explosion, if you’re running in slow motion in the close vicinity of an explosion the explosion
also automatically goes off in slow motion. Everyone knows that. It’s just one of those things.
(Reason #13: What if they’ve also secretly been living a double life. Only they’ve secretly
been Professor Paleontologist this whole time and now he wants to do a team-up.) See if you can get
some dramatic music playing while you do it. Maybe a remixed, slowed down version of your theme
song. Just don’t accidentally play the totally banger dance club remix version. You need to keep your
remixes straight man. Make sure you don’t rush through the reveal. Remember to enunciate. Don’t
spit. Make eye contact. But don’t make too much eye contact. Don’t trip and fall. Don’t make weird
jokes about driving on parkways and parking in driveways and how you don’t actually do either
because you can fly (I’m telling you all the ingredients for a good joke are there). Just be yourself.
But a more dramatic version of yourself. Maybe you should actually invest in acting lessons and an
acting coach before doing this. Hmm. Something to think about. (Reason #188: They’re gonna keep
coming up to you while you’re in costume and that’s going to alert supervillains to their existence as
someone close to you. Reason #588: Honestly they might just tell someone else. Reason #294: Every

person you tell means the lizard people mob to which you owe money is one step closer to tracking
you down.)

#024 Weaknesses
Superheroes like to present themselves as these high and mighty, untouchable, godlike, yeah-I’vevacationed-on-the-sun-it’s-real-nice-up-there, beings. There are, I guess, a bunch of reasons for this
kind of attitude: people are more afraid to mess with you, people feel more secure with you around,
it’s a huge confidence booster. But most of the time it’s a flat-out lie. Superheroes are, for the most
part, human, or close enough. They can be hurt, damaged, beaten, demoralized. Sometimes
their costumes ride up and that’s uncomfortable. They have fears. They have doubts. And many of
them, have weaknesses.
Now, the average costume-wearing, crime-fighting adrenaline junky has dozens, if not hundreds of
weaknesses. A lot of superheroes, for examples, are weak against bullets. Or knives. Or feral canine
teeth. Other popular superhero (and supervillain, so take note,) weaknesses include: not having
enough oxygen, having their heads blown up, being dropped from real high up, tanks I guess. Having
their powerful amulet or battle armor or whatever external power source they use stolen is another
pretty common one. Some superheroes however, have more individual or specialized weaknesses.
Some superheroes, this one applies mostly to aliens, are adversely affected by certain substances
from their home planets. Others have powers that won’t work against certain colors. Others can only
use their powers when experiencing certain emotions and so an opposite emotion (do emotional
states really have opposites? I feel like they’re all so nebulous, what’s the opposite of happiness? Is it
sadness? Anger? Hunger?) might cause their powers to be negated. If you’ve got a specific, unusual,
physiology it’s very possible that something that doesn’t negatively affect normal humans might, for
whatever reason, negatively affect you. So be aware of that. You might lose your lightning powers or
slip into a coma if you eat chocolate. You might lose your power to summon mythical monsters to do
your bidding if you use the wrong laundry detergent. Talk to a super-physician or someone with a
similar dealio to you before doing anything. Anything. You never know when you might discover
what you weakness is. Especially if you’re a newbie superhero.

Now, many regular normal people, in addition to being weak against obviously dangerous things like
clowns with tommy guns or toilet gators (those are alligators who swim up your toilet and eat your
butt and I assure you they are a very real thing,) have allergies to certain harmless things like peanuts
or grass or kitties. If you’re a superhero who has a bad nut allergy you might feel a need to assure
people that it is not merely a lame old allergy but actually a super cool, super legit, superhero
weakness. Don’t do this. You’re a loser. Just carry around your epipen with you, you’ll be fine. Your
weakness is not sesame seeds. Come on.
At the same time, just as different heroes have different weaknesses, different weaknesses have
different effects. While the vast majority of superhero weaknesses serve to, well, weaken, the hero,
sapping them of all strength and slowly but surely, killing them; other weaknesses merely negate a
hero’s power, weakening them to the state of a mere mortal. Now, there’s a common debate amongst
the super-community (that is, the community of superhumans, para-folk, aliens, non-powered
superheroes, etc. Not a community that’s like really good at communitying {communing?})
regarding which of these weaknesses is worse. There are those who are of the (wrong) opinion that a
weakness that merely saps strength and slowly but surely kills the hero, while still leaving them with
access to their powers, is the better kind of weakness (nope). Their (dumb) rationale is that even if
you’re dying you can still defeat the villain with the last of your powers thereby performing the noble
(stupid) heroic sacrifice. I (the expert) on the other hand am a firm believer in the fact that a
weakness that just negates your power is the better kind of weakness because if you’re in the room
with an object that negates your powers and an evil bad guy doing what evil bad guys do (evil bad
guy things) then you’re not even close to being out of the fight yet. For starters you can just regularperson punch the bad guy. Or, and really this is where my entire line of reasoning shines through
here, you can just pick up the whatever that’s negating your powers and toss it out a window. Then
you can use your powers to save the day. Like you always do. This is by far a better plan than
heroically sacrificing yourself. It is always bizarre to me how infrequently members of the supercommunity think to just toss things out windows. It’s such an obvious solution to so many of life’s
problems. (There’s even a word for it! Defenestration. That’s how you know it’s a better solution
than heroically sacrificing yourself. There’s no one word that means heroic sacrifice in the english
language.)

Once you’ve ascertained what your weakness is you need to keep that noise (mostly) secret. You
can’t have that information getting into the wrong hands! But at the same time you wanna make sure
your super-pals and civvie-friends and maybe foreign dignitaries (if you’re one of those heroes who
is frequently invited out to brunch with foreign dignitaries). You wouldn’t want your friends and
colleagues to accidentally kill you because they didn’t realize incredibly pleasant dinner parties were
your one superhero weakness. (Looking at you Primordial Panther, more like Party-Pooping Panther
amiright?)
Additionally, you can totally play the “oh that’s most definitely my superhero weakness” card to get
out of things you just don’t want to do. Don’t wanna take out the garbage? Turns out garbage cans
are your weakness! Or scenarios where you’re likely to get attacked by a garbage loving
raccoon (burglar cat.) Not really feeling this opera your pals invited you to? Turns out loud Italian
music is your weakness, whoops sorry. Not in the mood to go out and save the world because you
literally just got home and just sat down and were just about to eat some ice cream? Guess saving the
world is your one weakness! Oh well! Sorry world! (Ok that last one might not work because you are
a superhero but really this is a neat little trick.)
If you’ve got one of those really weirdly specific weakness like, say, rock fragments from this one
green meteor that crashed to Earth this one time; or the black liquid that keeps leaking from that one
doll from the 1830s that you found in your basement; or the first eight pages (and just those pages) of
a thirty page terms and agreements contract for a toaster, you can probably try just having all of those
things gathered up and either destroyed or launched into space. This way you effectively have no
known weaknesses and then you can fight anyone anytime ever. Destroying them is probably a safer
bet in this case. The last thing you’d want is for a crack squad of alien invaders to find the big ball of
your weakness that you launched into space and then invade and then use it to depower and murder
you. That would suck. So instead maybe launch it into a volcano (but make sure it’s a volcano where
there are no secret evil volcano monsters hiding). Or just blow it all up. (Yeah you’re also gonna
wanna make sure the volcano isn’t currently being used by supervillains as some sort of lair. A lot of
volcanoes end up being used as supervillain lairs at some point. Which seems weird to me. Because
why would you want to live in a volcano. I feel like it would get hot. But who am I to judge. What do
I know about supervillain lairs.)

#025 Finding a Mentor
Being a superhero is hard! And dangerous! And complicated! Presumably you are already aware of
this. After all, you’re consulting a guide on the internet for help. Clearly you know you can’t do this
on your own. And that’s good, that’s a big step (recommend us to your friends). But there’s only so
much you can learn from this blog. (So much is a lot though, keep reading!) At a certain point we
simply cannot adapt to your very specific needs and teach you everything you may need to know in
order to successfully fight crime. (Yes we can! We can teach you everything here!) That means
you’ll need to find yourself a mentor (why are we even doing this post? This blog is your mentor!)
Luckily you’re not the first person to decide the best way to make the world a better place is to put
their underwear on over their pants and stand around on rooftops waiting for people to scream
“HELP HELP OH FOR THE LOVE OF GOD WON’T SOMEBODY WHO IS WEARING THEIR
UNDERWEAR OVER THEIR PANTS COME HELP ME OUT HERE? AM I SCREAMING
LOUD ENOUGH? CAN YOU HEAR ME FROM WHATEVER ROOFTOP YOU’RE STANDING
ON SOLE VIGILANTE WHO PROTECTS THIS NEIGHBORHOOD????” There have been others
before you and there will be others after you (you insignificant cape wearing blip in history!) which
means, with any luck, you’ll have plenty of potential mentors to choose from. All you need to do is
figure out how to choose the right one. (And we’ll teach you how to do that, we’re mentoring you on
how to find mentors, we’re clearly all the mentor you need.)
Ideally, you’ll find a mentor who has the same powers as you. Or at least similar powers. Or at least
someone who is close pals with someone with the same powers as you. Or at the very least someone
who is casual acquaintances with someone with the same powers as you. Or at the very very least
someone who is good at guessing what it’s like to have your powers. Basically just someone who
will be familiar with what your powers can do and some idea on how best to help you control and
eventually master them. You’ll need someone who has experience out in the field. The kind of
person who can teach how to deal with super villains, alien invaders, clones and other superhero
nonsense from a place of experience (k we approximately have experience with all those things).
Someone who has made all the mistakes you might make and can teach you how best to learn from
them (ah ok, I see the problem now, we don’t make mistakes, this blog is flawless). A good mentor is

someone who can push you to be the best superhero you can be without pushing you too hard that
you come to resent them and allow that resentment to fester within you until it bursts out and you
become a full on mentor-murdering supervillain. It’s a difficult tightrope to walk, you gotta find
someone who’s up to that challenge.
If the hero you choose as and who agrees to be your mentor is still active in the superheroing game
(much to the joy and delight of the local townspeople and all the people who have them on their
fantasy superhero team and much to the chagrin of the local criminal population and all the people
who are facing people who have them on their fantasy superhero team). they might decide to take
you on as a sidekick. Or they might give you a wider berth and just check in on you from time to
time. Or they might give you an even wider berth than that and tell you to check in with them from
time to time. At this point you might scoff (y’all best not be scoffing) and say “ha, jokes on you old
timer, I’m never checking in. Because I’m young, dumb and can shoot poison darts from my
fingertips!” But don’t do that. That’s stupid. You need to check in with your mentor and go to them
for advice on stuff. That’s the whole point guys. Come on. Your mentor is a huge (asshat) asset that
you need to take full advantage of.
If the hero is retired from the game he may allow you to carry on his mantle and become a legacy
hero. Or they may be content to let you blaze a path of your own under your own name. Really it can
go either way. A retired hero might be better as a mentor because they’ve got nothing else going on
and are therefore always available to provide assistance and guidance when you need it (except for 3
pm on Thursdays. Everyone knows that’s retired hero mahjong night at the Hero Force Underwater
Command Center). The flipside to that particular coin though is that they’re getting on in their years
and they might not have the best memory. Even if their memory is as sharp as a Saturnian Knight
Saber they’re farther removed from the superhero scene. They might not be able to provide adequate
guidance with dealing with these new-fangled supervillains and their new-fangled gizmos (there’s
this one new-fangled guy who has a vacuum that sucks up cars! In olden times there was a villain
with a vacuum that sucked up horses and buggies but it’s really not the same and the lessons learned
from that adventure are completely irrelevant.)
If there are no heroes in your immediate vicinity that you think are good fits to be your mentor -or
have already steadfastly refused to be your mentor because breaking into their hideout, knocking out
their dog, and stealing one of their spare costumes is actually not a good way to make friends or

mentors- then you might just need to move to a place where you can find yourself a good mentor. Or,
if you’re hesitant to do that, technology is a wonderful thing. Set up a video chat mentorship. Or
mentor via email. Or devise a carrier pigeon system. Or get a long range microphone embedded in
your brain so you can stay in constant contact with your long distance mentor. Or create the world’s
longest string-can-phone. Or send each other messages in morse code via social media pokes. Or hire
a speedster to be your messenger. Or create a speedster specifically to be your messenger (fun
speedster fact: one out of every 8,902 people who get doused in mysterious and random chemicals
develops super speed so creating them isn’t that hard.)
Every hero is different and so every hero has individual needs. There’s only so much guidance we
can provide and knowledge we can impart and a lot of it is simply not specific to individual heroes’
individual needs (did you know we have an ask feature, that’s right you can ask us your superheroing
questions and we’ll {maybe} write an entry specifically to answer it for you {if we feel like it.}
Because we are the best and only mentors you will ever need!) finding a mentor is important. A
mentor can teach you how to be a better and more efficient hero, share stories and experience from
their time as a hero on the streets and teach you how to learn from the mistakes you make. So get out
there and find an old person with some good stories, a knack for teaching and high level of tolerance
for young-hero-arrogance-and-stupidity syndrome.

#026 Legacy Heroes
As we’ve mentioned in the past, picking the right codename is hugely important. It’s what
distinguishes you from other heroes who wear similar costumes or have similar powers. It’s intrinsic
to your brand. Yadda yadda yadda yadda (that’s code for: go read the backlog I am in no mood to
repeat myself). But codenames aren’t necessarily attached to just one individual. Sometimes heroes
fail to do the proper research before selecting a name. Sometimes heroes purposely steal other
heroes’ names just to mess with them. And other times names are passed down in order to create a
lasting legacy.

Legacy names serve to create a sort of mythology or lore surrounding a name. Usually bearers of a
legacy name will try to conduct themselves in a manner similar to those who have borne the name
before. They will generally wear either the exact same costume or, if the original is old, tattered,
and/or smelly, an identical one, and have the same powers as their predecessors. Sometimes, and this
is especially common in modern incarnations of famous heroes from days’ past, the costumes will be
altered to incorporate contemporary costume technology. Stuff like added armor for protection,
modern voice-disguising doohickeys, wrist mounted harpoons… there’s that one guy who attached a
tiny smoke machine to a World War II era superhero costume, for the sole purpose of making grand
entrances (shout out to Flying Stars N’ Stripes VII!)
Legacy heroes usually fall into four categories: mantles that are passed on through families, all
grown-up sidekicks, state-sponsored titles, and names that are carried on by non-family members or
complete strangers.
Family Legacies:
Think of this sort of like a family business. Except instead of the shoe store on the corner of sixth and
main, joining the family business means putting on a spandex costume and punching bank robbers.
And also you don’t get paid. That’s another way it’s different than a family business. Plus, the hours
suck. And the job comes with a whole set of super powered evil people who want to murder you
(send help my analogy is just completely crumbling!) Being this kind of legacy hero has its perks.
Presumably, you come from a long line of family heroes who have connections to other heroes
and advice they’re ready, willing, and able to share with you. Plus in these cases, powers are often
genetic and passed down through the family tree so you’ll have plenty of people to help you deal
with, and master your powers. But it can also be daunting. Often children in these situations feel
pressured to follow in the footsteps of their ancestors even if wearing a cowl and dueling humanscale, bipedal, dragons is not necessarily their first career choice. If you’re a family legacy superhero
it’s important to not try to pressure or force your child into following in your footsteps. Let them
come to the decision on their own, teach them about superheroing life (or or or, show them this
guide.) show them the good they can do, and then, leave them be to live their life the way they
choose. If they decide they’d rather be a pasta chef or a carpenter or a street artist who leaves like
vaguely pseudo-intellectual half-phrases on the sides of post offices. (Stuff like “can life be
packaged?” or “what is the meaning of envelope?” like none of that means anything and actually it’s

for sure a crime to vandalize the post office like that. Unless the post office commissioned him to do
that but that only raises more questions.) It’s totally fine if a legacy hero skips a generation. There are
other heroes. The world won’t die. Probably. Almost definitely.

Sidekicks, All Grown Up:
As much as I’m against superheroes taking on teenage sidekicks my word on the matter is, for
whatever reason, not (yet) taken as gospel by the superhero community. And so it happens that some
heroes do have sidekicks that can’t even legally enlist in the military or buy scratch off lotto tickets.
Sometimes, if the child somehow survives superhero life long enough, their mentor/the person who
so recklessly endangered them will pass their name and costume down to them. These survivors are
often the most well prepared legacy heroes due to the fact that they’ve been trained in the art of
fighting crime and not dying all their lives (and they’ve been deprived of normal childhoods). This
type of legacy will have a near lifetime’s worth of training from their adult counterpart and are
therefore best suited to wear the suit and assume their identity.
State-Sponsored Legacies:
State-sponsored heroes in general are a whole nother (fun fact: in certain part of America “another”
is parsed “a nother” which is where the otherwise nonsensical phrase “a whole nother” comes from,
see, this blog is highly educational. I don’t understand why the teacher’s union won’t admit me.)
topic that we’ll cover soon but usually a state-sponsored legacy hero will come about when the
country, or its government or military wants to create an everlasting symbol for the country to rally
around. Just as the title of Corporal Venezuela is undying so too is the heart and spirit of Venezuela
everlasting. Something like that. Oftentimes (but really not all the times there are plenty that defy this
rule) these heroes serve only as figureheads and don’t often see active combat duty or fight any real
crimes. After all, it’d be pretty bad for morale and PR if the symbolic heart and soul of your country
was killed by terrorists or fell in battle against an angry octopus man. State-sponsored legacies also
have the advantage of predecessors’ experience but really only sometimes. Many state-sponsored
legacies are life appointments and a replacement is only selected once the old one passes away.
Rando Legacies:

These kinds of legacies come about when a person is particularly inspired by a certain hero. Maybe
they’ll see them on the news or maybe they’ll read about them in a history book (or this guide) or
maybe they’ll learn about them from that documentary about the best break dancing superheroes
from the late nineties that the history channel put out a few years back. Maybe they’ll have actually
been saved by that hero as a child. Either way this person has decided to take on the mantle of their
beloved hero. Since these types of cases generally only come about after the original hero has retired
or died oftentimes this kind of legacy will take on the identity without the blessing or guidance or
sometimes even knowledge of the original hero. These legacies often take the greatest liberties with
their adopted identities. They may have different powers than their predecessors or make major
alterations to the costume design. In some cases they may even deviate wildly from the accepted
philosophies and principles of the original hero whose name they’re taking. If you’re thinking about
being this kind of hero it’s important to take into consideration the feelings of the original hero’s
friends and loved ones. It could be that they won’t be too happy to find out that their dear whoever’s
name and image is being coopted by someone else. So it’s important to truly pay respect to the
original hero and understand that if you going to carry on their legacy that you should do it in a way
that will truly honor their memory.
Being a legacy can be a huge burden on a young hero but it can also be a source of pride and
security. Knowing that other heroes have walked where you now walk and stood where you now
stand can be instrumental in a young hero finding their place in the world. And remember identities
aren’t forever. If a hero ever decides they want to make their own way and their own name in the
world without having to live under the shadow of those who have worn their costume and borne their
name before them that’s ok. Being a legacy is a big responsibility but also a big honor. It’s not for
everybody but if you can do it, more power to you (that might be a pun.)

#027 Banter
Settle down everybody. We’re about to cover a topic that’s very near and dear to my heart. (This line
is the sole remaining remnant of a rap I wrote for this opening paragraph. Other lines included
“sidekicks, mutants, hammers with names ending in ‘nir’ lend me your ears” and “fear not my peers
for I have brought the beers” it was horrible and so we removed it.) As you may have been able to
glean from avidly following this blog (shout out to the twenty something bots who follow my blog
and try to send me viruses and my dad!) I enjoy making the occasional joke (sometimes they go in
parenthesis). Now, you may not have realized this but this is actually a very important skill to have
while superheroing it up. That’s right twenty something bots and my dad, it’s time we discussed the
virtues of battle banter.
Now not to toot my own horn or pat my own back (like some kind of plebe, I have people to toot my
horns and pat my back for me) but I’m something of an expert at talking smack. They don’t call me
Smackary Schechter for nothing (ok, fine, they actually call me Snackary Schechter. I eat a lot of
snacks. Maybe we’ll discuss that here some other time.) Being able to come up with quality combat
banter is good and useful for a number of reasons. It establishes you as a friendlier sort of hero. As
opposed to the type that growls a lot and scares everyone. It can serve to throw off your enemies in
the midst of a fight. Nobody likes being insulted or joked with while they’re trying to blow up dams
(a damn stupid evil plot,) again we’ve done polling (we have done zero polling). It can also unnerve
a villain; surely a hero who is joking around in the midst of a laser space battle (sorry can you repeat
that whole evil monologue again, I didn’t catch it, I was spacing out,) is extremely secure in their
ability to stop them. In some cases, it can even lead to a sort of rapport with the bad guy, and
eventually, every once in a while, in rare case, it can cause a villain to view you as a sort of friend (or
at the very least a workplace associate) and maybe even be the thing that causes them to decide to
turn over a new leaf and reform themselves.
There are several different types of smack talk and it’s important to find the right fit for you. You can
go for the “disparaging your opponents’ ability to do anything” route and literally just insult
everything your enemy tries to do. Insult the caliber of their evil plans (really? You’re blowing up the
moon? Wow cliché much?) Mock their fighting abilities (you punch like my grandmother, not the
one who was a superhero, the other one, the one who is notoriously bad at punching). Remind them

that they’re not nearly as evil as some other villain that they despise (My man, Demolistructor
would’ve tried to blow up a city twice- no, three times the size of this one.) Just go full on insult
comic on their villainous butts. Another similar, yet distinct, trash talk technique is the nitpicking
method. This is where you point out every little flaw in a villain’s plan or actions causing them to
second guess or overthink themselves (your costume is bright purple were you even trying to pull off
this heist stealthily. Looking at your bandolier {I nearly wrote gondolier which is, of course, a
venetian boatman and not the chest ammo belt we’re discussing here} you didn’t
bring nearly enough bullets to this fight,) which may even eventually cause them to mess up at a
crucial moment or just give up entirely because you’ve caused them to think their plan is doomed to
fail.
You can try the motor-mouth method. Fighting bad guys while making an endless stream of jokes
and observations which serve only to distract the villain from achieving their goal or murdering you
(hey whoa that was a close one you nearly just gouged my eye out with your- your- Is that a ruby
encrusted machete? Dude why do you even have that? That’s so extra. I feel like you could probably
just sell that for cash instead of robbing this water park. How much money do you think is even
realistically at this water park? It’s the middle of the winter. There’s nobody here, this was a terrible
idea. Oh you’re coming at me with the sword again. Cool. Cool. Good thing I’ve got lightning fast
dodging reflexes. Can’t touch this. M.C. Hammer style. Wait is it M.C. or emcee? Like are M.C. his
initials? Is he a master of ceremonies? Is it really McHammer? Do you think he’s Irish? No you’re
right he’s probably not Irish. I understand that you didn’t actually voice your opinion on the matter
but I feel like you probably disagreed. We tend to be doing that a lot today Ruby Encrusted Sword
Guy.) Or you can go the HowtoHero™ route and makes tons of puns. (Yeah that’s right I called
the cops ahead of time. I knew you were going to try to rob the Federal Reserve. In fact, I guess you
could say I was banking on it.) This requires a bit more thought though and if you aren’t normally
one for clever word play I’d suggest not wasting valuable time trying to come up with a pun for the
situation. Another type of mid-fight banter consists of calling out random fight moves and giving
them ridiculous, over the top names. (Expository explanation!) This serves to give the bad guy a
sense of fear or apprehension for what might even turn out to be a relatively ineffective move. Giving
your fight moves crazy disproportionate names (super mega sky fury punch of Satan!) puts the bad
guy on constant edge and causes them to hesitate which gives you more opportunities to beat them.

Most heroes won’t stick to just one type of banter, and again, these are only a few, rather, they will
employ a mixture of some or all of these different style while facing off against super-criminals.
Battle banter should only be used by heroes who are still able to fight competently and effectively
whilst talking. You should try to get to a point where it’s second nature to you and you don’t need to
put any thought into cracking wise in the heat of a battle.

#028 List of Handy Excuses (A)
Supervillains are, obviously, not the most considerate people in the world. They steal, they
kill, they unleash an army of mutant squids on a populace caught unawares, they loiter, and
they do it all the absolute worst times. Like, how hard would it even be to just call up any
given hero and try to coordinate schedules? It’s not hard at all. Bad guys are so rude. And
so, as it so often happens, heroes need good excuses to extract themselves from any given
situation in order to go and fight crimes. Sure you can go with the classics “I have to go to
the bathroom now!” or “I think my mother is calling me!” or “My refrigerator is running
and I’d better go catch it!” but after a while people will start to get suspicious. To
circumvent that problem, or at the very least, delay it, we’ve devised a list of handy excuses
sorted alphabetically by occupation (This way you can always blame work for ducking out
of your important family functions. Then your family won’t hate you. They’ll just hate your
job.)
Accordion Player
o

A Pigini Mythos just went on sale. (Yeah that’s right, I did some accordion research.
Trying to appeal to the accordion crowd. Accordion to the internet this is the rarest
one. editor’s note: not everything has to be a pun Zach!)

Accountant

o

There is a graphing calculator related emergency I must leave!

o

Boring Convention™ the convention for boring people is being held right now. It’s a
convention so boring that they didn’t even bother making a fun abbreviation like BoCon
or BoCo. It just doesn’t deserve one. Anyway, bye.

Acrobat
o

There is a one-time-only dual sale on trapezes and leotards I need to go.

o

Hey there’s a super-battle going on, maybe the Amazing Death Defying Acro-Knight
will be there and he can teach me how to do that super cool move he does where he does
a backflip while kicking a bad guy in the face.

Actor
o

I was just offered to role of a supervillain in a new direct to DVD movie, I must go to
the scene of this supervillain attack to do some research.

o

My director just called, she says that since we’ve blown through our special effects
budget, we’re going to just film the latest disaster film at a real super-battle, wish me
luck.

Actuary
o

I tried looking up what an actuary does and I got very bored, very fast. Just get up and
walk out of your actuary cubicle and go save the world (wo)man.

o

K fine someone on the internet dumbed it down for me so here’s a “real” one: In order to
properly determine the risk of death or injury in a super-battle I need to go get some
hands on experience. (YAAAAAAAAWN)

Acupuncturist
o

That supervillain is clearly very stressed out. If I could just get down there, and stick
some needles in them, I really think I could defuse the situation.

o

Doesn’t “acupuncturist” seem like it would have two c’s after the a, I’m going to go on a
long etymological journey to discover why it doesn’t.

Addiction Counselors
o

One of my patients is addicted to super-battles. I need to go make sure they’re not there.

Administrative Worker
o

My Dictaphone, which I often use in my administrative work is “on the fritz.” I am
going out to get a new one. Don’t wait up.

Admiral
o

That bad guy is attacking the water which is, of course, my domain.

o

The Navy is calling me.

o

That bad guy is attacking the land which is very close to the water which is, of course,
my domain.

Admission Directors
o

I need keep changing my location constantly to avoid being hounded by parents of
prospective students who are trying to get their children into my college.

o

One of my applicants put down “superhero” as one of his extra-curricular activities so
I’ve been going to every superhero fight to make sure that that’s on the up and up. I
haven’t seen him yet. He’s probably lying to me. This is almost definitely a huge waste
of time.

Advertising
o

I want to go pitch these new sleeker and aerodynamic bottles to that bad guy. I think
he’d like them. He could fill them with poisons or energy drinks or whatever it is bad
guys drink or keep in bottles.

o

I think I could really improve this superhero’s “brand” like I don’t know, for some
reason the blood stained viking helmet and iron trident he’s sporting aren’t
really endearing him with the public.

Aerial Rigger
o

If I don’t replace those aerial masts nobody will. And you know what happens then? We
lose communication in one of many buildings. And you know what happens then?
Relationships breakdown. Communication is key folks. And I’m the key to that
communication.

Agent
o

Do you think that superhero has representation?

o

Do you thank that supervillain has representation?

o

Do you think that cowering bystander has representation?

o

Do you think that police officer who is clearly way in over her head has representation?

Agronomist
o

There’s some seed farming that needs doing, and I, the world’s greatest agronomist (feel
free to say this even if you’re not really the world’s greatest agronomist) am the only
one who can properly determine the proper way to technologically do that.

Air Traffic Controller
o

DO YOU WANT PLANES TO CRASH BYE!

Airline Clerk
o

During a supervillain attack people are always in a rush to get out of the city and the
only way to do that is to purchase airline tickets and I am the only person who is fit and
capable enough to sell them those tickets.

Alchemist
o

I’m going to transfigure that bad situation into a good situation

Algebra Teacher
o

I’m going to go FOIL some crimes. (You’re allowed to give up your secret identity if
you can make a really good pun while doing it.)

o

If I join that fight that bad guy could be defeating in only a fraction of the time.

o

I need to go subtract that bad guy from this town.

Allergist
o

The pollen count here is TOO DAMN HIGH. We all need to leave.

Ambulance Driver
o

Just go! Who the hell is going to stop an ambulance driver from leaving somewhere!

Anchorman
o

Wouldn’t this broadcast be way better if I was actually reporting from the scene of the
battle?

o

(Wouldn’t this broadcast be way better if I was actually reporting while actually
throwing punches at the bad guy at the scene of the battle?)

Anesthesiologists
o

Ok this one is kind of sketchy but in a pinch you could just dose everyone you’re with
with anesthesia and then just duck out with no explanation… [Note: We are only
recommending that you do this if you are a profession at anesthetizing people, no one
else do this!

Anger Management Counselor
o

Ok, this actual supervillain clearly has some unresolved anger issues. I must go where
I’m needed.

Animator
o

If I don’t get to the office a cartoon character will die.

Announcer
o

I think we can all agree that super-battles would be a lot more fun to watch if someone
with a nice deep buttery voice, someone such as myself, was there to announce the
comings and goings of the various superpowered and/or costumed fighters.

o

Pigs. In. Spaaaaaaaaace. (Read it in the voice! Read it in the voice!)

Anthropologist
o

I’m leaving now. Don’t question it. It’s something I picked up while doing field work.
Leaving abruptly. No one question it.

Arbitrator
o

Uh, I’m going to go arbitrate that superhero fight. (Pfft that was an easy one.)

Archeologist
o

Some guy just dug up some dinosaur bones and I am the only one who can guess how
they fit together. I’m the best at guessing what dinosaurs looked like based on the bones
we dig up. It’s like my thing. Ask anyone.

o

There’s a temple that needs exploring someone hand me my whip and my special hat.

Archer
o

I should get down to that battle, my bow and arrow skills may come in handy.
(Hahahaha I’m kidding nobody’s going to believe this just say you’re going to the
bathroom or something I dunno man.)

Architect

o

A building was just destroyed. It calls to me. For healing.

Archivist
o

Someone needs to go get a detailed record of this super battle… for the archives… why
shouldn’t it be me.

o

Someone found something really old that needs to be stored. But not like in a museum
where people can see it and enjoy it. And not like in a time capsule where it can be dug
up in the future. I’m gonna go stick in the archive where if anybody ever wants to see it,
they have to talk to me first. This is also, incidentally, a great way to make friends.

Art Critic
o

Someone’s just painted something. I can feel it inside of me. I must go insult it.

Art Restorer
o

Look at that, they’re fighting near a museum. I need to get down there in case some art
gets damaged. In the art restoring business it’s first come, first served.

Artist
o

I have been struck with a burst of creativity I must retreat now to my studio where I
must not be disturbed! (Ideally there’d be a secret passageway to your hideout from your
art studio.)

o

I have always wanted to paint a super-battle.

Artiste
o

Ie havee beene strucke withe ae burste ofe creativitye Ie muste retreate nowe toe mye
studioe wheree Ie muste note bee disturbede!

o

Ie havee alwayse wantede toe painte ae supere-battlee

Assistant to the Regional Manager

o

I have the most important job in the office, where I go and when I go there is of no
concern to you (Jim)!

Assemblyman/Assemblywoman
o

Look if a super-battle is going down you know somebody’s going to be
assembling something.

Assassin
o

Uh, I’m going to go assassinate that supervillain… (are there many superhero assassins
do you think?)

Astronaut
o

I am going to space.

Astronomer
o

I am going to go look at space (no this one won’t work if you say that everyone’s going
to want to come and look at space with you because space is rad.)

o

I am going to go look at telescopes (there we go.)

Astrologer
o

I don’t even have to come up for one for you guys. If anyone could think of a good lie
on the spot it’s the people who come up with horoscope predictions.

Athletic Director
o

Wow those super-people look to be in relatively good shape, I should go scout them for
my high school volleyball team

Attack Drone

o

My programming requires that I leave immediately.

o

Beep bop beep boop. I’m leaving.

Auctioneer
o

I’m going once. I’m going twice. I’m gone.

Audiologist
o

It doesn’t actually matter what you say, most of the people you’re going to be with can’t
hear well anyway.

Auditor
o

Wait a minute, I recognize this supervillain. I audited his evil agency. There is no way
he could afford that giant badger mecha. Something is awry here. I must get to the
office.

Author
o

The spirit of the pen has possessed me I must go and write right now.

Tune in next time where we tackle all of the B occupations (well ok, next post is actually
going to be about alien invasions, we’ll probably do one of these like once a month or
something.) If you have an A job that isn’t represented here (speaking of representation,
I’m pretty sure there isn’t any difference between an attorney and a lawyer so you’ll have
to wait like a year til we get to L.) By all means, contact us. Or just stay put and never go
off to do superhero stuff. Or come up with your own excuses.

#029 Alien Invasions
The universe is a vast and expanding place. Scientifically speaking it is actually “hella”
vast (that’s the actual technical term for it, look it up). And (spoiler alert) we are not even
remotely close to being alone in it. The Fraternity of Alien Activity, Reconnaissance and
Telecommunications Enthusiasts (or, as the government calls them, FAART Enthusiasts)
tells me there are approximately 2,872 unique alien species that have interacted with either
Earth or representatives of mankind throughout the history of the world. The Federal
Bureau of UFO Tracking, Transporting and Studying (or, as the Fraternity calls them,
Federal BUTTS) refuses to give me, a private citizen, with a blog, an actual number,
though they strongly implied that the Fraternity was vastly overestimating the number of
unique species. But at least the Fraternity would give me a number, so as far as me, you,
and this blog are concerned that’s the number of alien species. Now, while many of these
alien species have proven to be friendly and have even entered into alliances with Earth,
swapping resources, technology and entertainment, others are decidedly more jerkish.
Every so often some warmongering (and/or bored) alien armada will swoop down into
Earth’s atmosphere and try to conquer the whole planet! This happens like two or three
times a decade so if you’re going to be a superhero that’s definitely something to be aware
of. (For a brief overview of alien invasions see here.)
Now an alien invasion is almost definitely of greater importance and urgency than
whatever other superheroic nonsense you were involved with before a UFO landed on the
Washington Mall (did you know that it’s not actually a mall? Like there aren’t stores there.
Not even clever Washington-themed riffs on other stores like McRonald Regan’s or
Washing Tons Laundromat or Thomas Jeffer-cinnabon or the Warren G. Hardware Store.)
So it’s important to just derail, forget about, or hastily wrap up whatever ongoing superhero
adventures you were involved with before. Alien invasions take precedence over almost
everything else, with exceptions including, interdimensional invaders, a plague that you
can’t even weaponize to drive off the aliens because they’re immune and
it’s super inconvenient, and probably zombie grasshoppers. So you better start doing some
research on warloving alien races and past alien invasions, because when the invasion

comes you need to be prepared at a moment’s notice. (Zombie grasshoppers are
the most dangerous kind of zombie because they’re small, so they’re hard to spot, and also
they can jump really frikkin’ high so sometimes you can’t just step on them and honestly,
after dying alone and the dark, zombie grasshoppers are my biggest fear.)
An alien invasion should trigger a worldwide alliance of superheroes and other para-folk
who aren’t in the mood to be subjugated by other-worldly warlords. When the fate of the
world is at stake you need to put aside all petty squabbles and form an alliance between
anybody and everybody who could possibly hold their own against evil alien soldiers.
Sometimes that even means bad guys. You’re just going to have to deal with it. You need
to pool all of your resources and information into an effective invasion repelling force. It
doesn’t matter if that one guy tried to rob a bank last Thursday. He has a sub-machine
freeze ray. It rapidly fires capsules that emit a freezing gas when broken. This is clearly a
useful thing to have when fighting aliens. Just be chill (hahahaha) let him join the team.
The first thing you should do when forming this world-super-alliance is select a leader and
establish a headquarters. Normally your leader should be the most high-profile superhero,
probably the leader of the largest superhero team. Likewise, the headquarters of the largest
superhero team should probably be used as headquarters and mission control for this
veritable super-army. This alliance is basically worthless without proper leadership and
organization. It would be advisable (in fact, we’re advising it now) to try to merge
everyone’s support-squads to form a massive network of superhero allies and helpers
across the world.
The next thing you need to do is actually fight off the invasion. Remember, you are Earth’s
last line of defense, if you fall, Earth falls, so there’s no holding back here. Also, just
something to keep in mind, try to nab some neat alien gear. Steal some weapons, grab some
sweet body armor, really just take anything you can carry. As a superhero it’s your right to
grab as much alien stuff as you can before some government swoops in and takes it all to
study somewhere. Also if you take a bunch of alien stuff you can maybe infiltrate the
aliens’ mothership. This only really works if both you and the aliens you’re fighting are
roughly humanoid. You’d probably have trouble impersonating an alien with multiple
arms, or one with no legs that just kind of floats above the ground. Or one with three heads.
Or one with two heads even. There was no need for me to go to the extreme and start

talking about three heads. You only have one head. Anything more than that will be hard to
mimic. I mean you probably could figure something out. Use some cleverly disguised
basketballs, or grape fruits, or busts. Or get a hologram projector! Yeah, anybody with a
hologram projector can easily infiltrate an alien mothership. You should just do that.
Once you’ve infiltrated the mothership, the main hub and command center of the alien
invasion you need to start destabilizing anything and everything you can. Just start ripping
wires out of the wall. Punching aliens. Stealing stuff that looks important. Maybe plant a
few timed explosives that you can detonate remotely as convenient. Then, once things have
been properly destabilized you need to STEAL. AN. ALIEN. SHIP. It’s gonna be
awesome.
Hop into an alien cruiser and blast the hell out of that heavily sabotaged mothershippin’
invasion command hub. It’s someone else’s problem now. Now you have a sick alien ship.
Full disclosure, most of you will probably crash it immediately and die. Which is too bad.
But for the rest of you, the one’s that live and have an awesome alien cruiser. Good for
you! Congratulations! Fly that thing everywhere. Even places you used to just walk to. Fun
traffic law fact: You can park an alien cruiser anywhere. They don’t have license plates or
registration numbers. You can’t get ticketed. That’s probably the law. And it’s not like you
can tow an alien cruiser. Have you seen those things? They’re maaaaad sleek and smooth
and aerodynamic and just visually dynamic, and there’s nowhere to hook it up to a towing
rig. Also, like, if you’ve just saved the world from an alien invasion you’re basically
allowed to just do whatever you want. Now I’m not saying you should abuse that privilege.
Just abuse it enough to park your alien cruiser anywhere you want. (I feel like this entire
paragraph should have been in parentheses)
Once the invasion is fought off (and you have your sick cruiser) there comes the matter of
rebuilding and recovering. The planet has most likely suffered serious losses and it is
important to allow each country to begin to put the pieces of their government and societies
back together. Now as far as the superheroes of the world are concerned, they should go
back to doing what they do best, helping people and making the world a better place. The
massive superhero alliance should be disbanded so each hero can go back to where they are
individually needed so they can help people move past the fact that they were recently

terrorized by aliens and that they looked nothing like the big-eyed-short-grey-cowkidnapping aliens from the movies and the televisions. It’s honestly a big shock and a lot to
take in. The supervillains who came through and helped fight off the invading force should
be given a five-minute head start before being arrested for being actual supervillains.
Prisoners that have been captured from the invading force should be treated humanely and
not experimented on. Because don’t experiment on people, even alien people. It’s mean.
Honestly, just send them home, it will at the very least garner some goodwill with the guys
who just tried to steal your planet. Who knows, maybe you can even be friends someday.

#030 Teams
There comes a time in every superhero-endowed world when the world-ending threats become such a
frequently occurring phenomenon that it becomes too much for any one super-powerful person to
handle on their own. When this happens team-ups become more common, and they last for longer.
Resources are shared, support-squads are introduced, hideout slumber parties are had. Often, through
the course of these bonding activities, an idea will emerge. Why spend so much time running around
trying to contain and repel massive threats on an individual level when the world could be so much
more efficiently protected if heroes formed a united front? And that, my reader(s?) (I was gonna say
friends but I feel like it’s still too soon for that, y’know?) is how a superhero team is formed (I’m not
even joking, the amount of superhero teams that were formed at slumber parties will literally astound
you.)
Superhero teams are good for many reasons. For one, resources are shared, that’s huge. Make sure
you invite one of those billionaire-with-issues™ superheroes to join your club. Then they’ll pay for
everything. Imagine how much neat stuff you could have if a billionaire was paying for everything.
You could have a team robot dinosaur. You could have infinite snacks (this is especially good for
speedsters who have lightning fast metabolisms, and superhero guide writers who like to snack {see I
told you we’d address that Snackery Schechter thing eventually.}) You could finally put that
annoying outer-space-headquarters vs. under-water-headquarters debate to rest. With a billionaire on
your team, you could have both! In addition to resources a team of superheroes could (and should)
pool together the intelligence they’ve gathered over the years about different supervillains, vehicles,
hero networks, doctor buddies, the whole shebang.
A large superhero team also means that you can develop a good shift system where different heroes
can be on duty at different times that suit their busy work and social schedules. It can also ensure that
you have the manpower and resources to devote one person to monitoring deep space for early
warning signs of extra-terrestrial attack. Imagine how many alien invasions you could just nip right
in the bud if you’d just go out and make some super-friends. If I’m reading these projections
correctly it’s probably at least a thousand (if the terms “probably” and “at least” make you feel like
there are no actual projections, congratulations, your gut was spot on for this one.)

But forming a large superhero team brings it with it some problems as well. For example, how do
you choose who gets the biggest room in the space-base? I mean sure ideally all the rooms should be
the same size for maximum fairness but mistakes happen. The space contractor accidentally made
one room that was the size of three rooms. He said he was very sorry. But very sorry isn’t going to
fairly determine who should get it! Sure, maybe you’ll say the physically largest person on the team
should get it. But that only makes sense if you’ve got a giant robot or an ogre or something on the
team. Most superhero teams don’t. Just because there aren’t so many giant robot or ogre superheroes
out there (I can only think of like fifteen ogre superheroes off the top of my hand and they prefer to
work alone or form their own mini ogre-hero squads {the Swamp Guardians, the Lean Mean Green
Team, the Ogre-Achievers}). Plus, an argument could be made that the team leader should get the
biggest room. After all he or she needs the extra space to effectively lead. He or she earned triple the
amount of space because of their extreme leadership skills. But then you get into a whole discussion
about how you determine leadership of your team. Or if you should even have a leader? Which is
really what I meant for this paragraph to be about until things kind of got away from me. (Look, I’m
just saying you should hold some kind of obstacle course or game-show type competition to
determine who gets the accidental triple space room in the space-base. It’s the only fair way. Maybe
that’s how you should determine your team leader too…)
The next thing you have to worry about is infighting. Superheroes fighting amongst themselves can
lead to mass confusion and potential disaster. A system should be devised within your team in which
decisions on important superhero policies can be reached in a civil and peaceful manner. A
democratic, voting-based system would probably work best. (Or maybe, and, just hear me out here,
an obstacle course or game-show type competition). But really it’s up to you. Devise a system where
the position of “Grand Superhero Decision Maker” rotates throughout your ranks so that important
decisions are made based on the whims of a different hero every month or so. Capture an allegedly
psychic fish (look the fish has been right about everything so far but I’m still a little skeptical) and
allow that to guide your every decision. Crowdsource that noise and let the public dictate superhero
policy through social media. Really it’s up to you (unless you want it to be up to me, that’s another
route you’re free to choose, hit me up.)
You also need to make sure that the presence of your superhero team is a comfort to the world.
Because let’s be honest a giant team of superheroes might be a little scary to some folks. Let’s look
at this from the rest of the planet’s perspective, superheroes are great, they protect the world, they

punch bank robbers who wear absurd costumes as if stealth isn’t a factor they’d seriously considered,
they look cool (for the most part.) But a large team of superheroes can be an intimidating thing. Now
there’s an entire army of people with incredible powers and abilities and for the first time ever
they’re actually coordinating and conducting themselves in a semi-efficient manner. What would
happen if they decide they don’t like the way the normal people government and armies are
conducting themselves, surely there would be nothing the general, mortal, populace would be able to
do to stop them. Now, I’m sure the odds of that ever happening are slim (the psychic fish says it’s
unlikely but, y’know, again, it’s a fish, so,) but it’s a legitimate fear and if you take the time to
acknowledge it and attempt to minimize it, it can go a long way to avoiding future problems. The
first thing I recommend doing is splitting up your team. Most of them should continue operating
within their own cities and unofficial jurisdictions while a rotating skeleton crew should remain in
your headquarters in order to monitor for threats and to coordinate your forces in the event of a
serious problem. With your resources divided in this way it would be hard to mount a successful and
coordinated coup or uprising. You should also hold your organization accountable in some way.
Inform the people of the world that you, as an organized force, serve at their pleasure and that if
they’d prefer for you to disband you would. Obviously this doesn’t mean you should hold yourself
accountable to the whims of any random group of people (unless that’s how you choose to conduct
your team). But you should pay attention to the wants and needs of the populace your team has sworn
to protect.

#031 Pop Culture Parodies
Superheroes are, of course, a pretty big cultural phenomenon. They’re like celebrities who are also
complete blank slates. If you’re doing your job correctly the public should know next to nothing
about you. At most they should know your codename, costume and maaaaaybe powers (but if you
can somehow keep that a secret all the better.) So that leaves the public with a pretty unique
opportunity. They essentially have this mega-famous entity that they can ascribe any personality or
backstory that they like. This will, inevitably, lead to countless disparate depictions of heroes across
various media. Some will be doing their best to be as factual as possible. Others will be knowing and
purposeful parodies. Others still will just be completely making stuff up or giving it their best guess.
Now, as a superhero, assuming your (*you’re, come on Zach could you at least try to be a little bit
professional what if potential publishers are reading this?) famous enough to achieve this level of
fame, how should you deal with these representations of yourselves?
While your knee-jerk reaction to seeing the sitcom produced about your life where, instead of being a
valiant crime fighter who has saved the entire world at least three times, you’re depicted as a mildmannered ice cream man who became a superhero in order to impress ladies and to get discounts at
your local stores, might be to shut that whole thing down you should really do your level best to
support it. Just think about it, the more information the parody gets incorrect about your actual life
the better. It’s only when they accidentally (or through actual thorough investigation) get things right
that you need to worry. This is why you need to make sure that never happens. Surreptitiously leak
purposely falsified information to the show’s producers. Publicly praise the show for how accurate
they were in depicting your day to day life as a high school swim coach. Call up the producer or pay
visits to the set under the guise of trying to make things more accurate while actually making things
more outlandishly false than the show’s writers would have ever thought to stray. Have them
introduce an invisible pet crocodile to the show. Have an entire subplot introduced about your secret
love for purple cabbage (which you of course secretly hate and would love for supervillains to do
away with). Reveal to them your secret backstory where you’re an orphan who was raised on the
moon by sentient moon rocks and that you therefore have no loved ones on Earth for your enemies to
get a hold of. All kinds of preposterous stuff that’ll really throw your enemies off the trail.

You can even try to utilize the parody of your life to your benefit. Sell the television studio the rights
to air your theme song in order to recoup some of the costs of having a full length theme songs
written, recorded, mixed and performed by people using actual jetpacks, which, honestly was just
money down the drain if we’re being honest. If merchandise is produced for the show, try demanding
royalties or some sort of compensation. Having a parody based on you also gives you a sort of
platform to reach the world. After all, the studio would have to be crazy not to take input from the
actual hero whose life and name they are utilizing for their own gain. As long as you promise not to
sue them or melt them with your face lasers I’m sure they’d be willing to take some of your input.
Utilize the show to teach viewers valuable lessons about kindness and tolerance and also as a
platform to teach viewers about the different villains who live in the neighborhood (this really only
works for local broadcasting. I mean you can do it for a nationally syndicated show but then the
whole country will just be very well informed about the criminal populace of the one five to ten
block area…)
Another fun thing you can do -since again, these people are stealing your life and so they owe you on
some level- is to demand that they let you play a recurring character on the show. Not yourself, you
don’t have the time to commit to being the star of the show about your fake life. Just some minor
character, like the lawyer or the village chimney sweep. Some small role you can show up and
perform every so often when you’re bored. The kicker is that since you obviously can’t
just reveal your secret identity to the show’s creators you have to play your small minor lawyer role
in full costume. And none of the characters on the show ever comment on it. And the producers
really just have to let you just do it because they don’t want to fall victim to your ability to turn
human beings into cats with your mind. The producers don’t want to be cats. They want to
be producers, that’s why they went to film school in the first place.
While having a pop culture parody version of yourself running around and becoming a household
name that may eventually eclipse your actual self in popularity might be embarrassing, remember it’s
actually somewhat flattering. If your super-friends make fun of you because there’s a popular web
series where you’re a cat who is continuously outsmarted by rodent versions of your most fiendish
enemies (except for Hammy Manster aka the notorious Hamster Man, he is, for whatever reason,
depicted as a fish,) just remind them that you’re more famous and popular and beloved than them.
That ought to put them in their place.

If the parody version of you is like really really offensive and you can’t simply stand by and let it
exist, you can always hold a public press conference and slam the parody for getting so many key
and intrinsic facts wrong. And then continue to spread different, less offensive lies about yourselves.
The key is really to just utilize whatever public platform you can to spread lies about yourself.
Here are some popular parody formats superheroes often find themselves the subjects of:
•

The Japanese anime/manga where you pilot a giant mecha (this one is pretty harmless and
honestly you should hit up your scientist friends to see if you could actually get yourself a giant
mecha.)

•

The sitcom where you’re depicted as more hapless than heroic (see above.)

•

The children’s show where your image is used to teach valuable lessons (for sure let this one slide,
this is clearly a good thing guys.)

•

The webseries where you rap battle other superheroes and villains (see if you can get them to
write you a free theme song.)

•

The cereal (honestly if you think about, superheroes would make the perfect cereal mascots.
They’d fit right in. Tiger on steroids, bird struggling with addiction, klepto-rabbit, phantom
detective who can’t get enough of feeding on the souls of criminals.)

•

The [The following joke has been censored as this is a family blog.]

•

The documentary that actually put a lot of work into it and so you need to step in to prevent it
from being too accurate.

•

The movie franchise that depicts you as a one-dimensional action hero who spouts cool one liners
and causes a lot of uncontained, actually really quite dangerous, explosions.

•

The social media profiles which make jokes about how you spend your day to day life (a lot of
them seem to think you’re rich and sleep til noon every day as if you don’t have a day job or are a
productive member of society outside the costume.)

•

The commercial campaign where you’re depicted as the spokesperson for a variety of products (at
the very least you should make sure they pay you for these.)

#032 State-Sponsored Heroes
Superheroes are often seen as symbols of hope for a populace who is terrorized every other Thursday
by supervillains, monsters and alien invaders of all shapes, sizes and scents. Cities will sometimes
wear their homegrown superhero like a badge of honor; throwing parades, erecting statues, even
sometimes dedicating museums. It’s a well tried fact that people feel safer knowing that there’s a
man in a spandex onesie watching over them at night. Some countries will try to capitalize on the
warm, fuzzy, morale boosting effects superheroes have by creating their own superheroes.
As far as costumes go state-sponsored superheroes are fairly run of the mill. As it is superheroes
often wear flashy costumes, bodysuits with bold colors, capes with stripes, boots with stars, helmets
with leaves, gloves with dots and all other manner of garishly mismatched affronts to fashion and the
human eye. So a superhero that is adorned with images or colors that is indicative of their patron
country is actually not that out of the ordinary. Many state-sponsored heroes will have costumes that
I like to refer to as patriotic pajamas. These heroes will have costumes that are either strongly
evocative of the country’s flag or literally stitched together from a bunch of flags the government just
had lying around. (Fun flag fact for my American followers: According to the United States Flag
Code {via wikiepdia} it is actually illegal to wear the flag.) Some costumes will have shields based
on their countries’ emblems. For countries whose national emblem is literally just a leaf, this may
look a tad goofy. (On the flipside have you guys seen the Welsh flag? It’s a dragon. Like the rest of
the UK flags are just assorted lines and stars and then Wales just has a dragon! There should be more
superheroes patterning themselves after the Welsh flag, even if you’re not Welsh. Slap a dragon on
your super-suit. It can only help.)
As far as assigning your state-sponsored hero a codename a very popular technique is just slapping
“captain” in front of your country’s name and being done with it. Even countries whose armies don’t
have “captain” rankings do it. It’s wild. Ok it’s not wild. Wild is the wrong world. Mildly
interesting? Good fodder for a joke or two perhaps? Honestly I find the ranking of “captain” hilarious
anyway. Like this high ranking marine has the same rank as the best player on a high school hockey
team and also as a guy who owns a boat? Wild (I’m going to take that word away from you.) Other

popular codenaming schemes include “Spirit of (insert country)” or translations of patriot into a
variety of languages.
Now who or what a state-sponsored hero actually is varies from country to country and often time
varies even for different state-sponsored heroes within the same country. For example, in some cases
state-sponsored heroes are actual superheroes who go out and fight crime on behalf of their
government. In other cases, these heroes are merely figureheads. They serve as symbols of the
country and as role models to its citizens, often appearing at public events or performing good deeds
on camera. In situations like this it’s even common for the “hero” to simply be a costume or persona
adopted by a variety of actors or government agents. In some cases the state-sponsored hero serves as
a diplomat or representative in dealing with foreign superheroes or even foreign heads-of-state. Now
there are two different subcategories these diplomatic heroes fall under, each of them amusing to me
(and hopefully to you, though to be honest I get paid the same even if you don’t laugh at my jokes):
Either these heroes are actual superheroes who have been ripped from the world of free-spirit
adventuring and villain punching they’ve grown accustomed to and forced into a life of politics. Or
or or they are career politicians who have been forced to dress in a ridiculous costume by their
superiors. (I actually don’t get paid at all.)
In all of these cases the hero is still often used as a propaganda tool by their government. Their image
is plastered on billboards and on cereal boxes. Comic books detailing exaggerated accounts of their
adventures are published to dazzle and amaze children people of all ages! A state-sponsored hero is
oftentimes seen as, or at the very least presented as, the physical embodiment of the spirit of their
country. For that reason, they are often treated as legacies, with the mantle of Captain Whoever being
passed down from hero to hero until the herald of Karalaxus, destroyer of worlds arrives to foretell
the coming Armageddon and then the foretold Armageddon comes and the world is destroyed.
One neat gimmick state-sponsored heroes can employ is having your country’s national animal as
a pet sidekick! Honestly this is a little bit hit or miss. Some countries have national animals that don’t
actually exist. North Korea for example, has the Chollima, which, from what I can gather after typing
that into Google, is a winged magical pony. Which, I mean, if you can get one, for sure do that. But it
might be tricky. Additionally, some countries have really lame national animals like leaves. France’s
is a Rooster. Though I guess a rooster could make a cool animal sidekick. They can wake up your
enemies and really mess up their sleep schedules. They can provide distractions with their flapping
and their pecking and their cocka-doodle-doing. In an extremely dire situation they can be eaten.

Actually, come to think of it, a rooster is a fantastic animal sidekick. Way cooler than a non-existent
magical horse. Or an eagle. Do you know how hard it is to train an eagle to fight crime? Probably
very hard. Plus, eagles are endangered, which means if you take an eagle to fight crime with you, and
the eagle dies, you’re gonna be in a lot of trouble. Every state-sponsored hero, no, every superhero,
regardless of national affiliation, should have a rooster sidekick.
Another fun thing to do when being a government owned super soldier is to have weapons themed
after your country. Eifel Tower shaped katanas, baguette shaped nightsticks (or just really stale
baguettes), beret shaped javelins. Probably some non-French ones (maple leaf shaped throwing
stars!) But fair warning, the kitschier you are the less seriously you might be taken by the
international community at large. But still, may as well have some fun. (If it seems like I’m being
hard on Canada with all my maple leaf jokes it’s just because I think it’s ridiculous that their flag
reads like some kind of weird pop art advertisement for syrup.)

#033 Roommates
Being a superhero can be expensive, you need to buy multiple costumes (if bad guys would just stop
adorning their evil costumes with gratuitous evil spikes that can easily tear fabric we wouldn’t have
this problem,) dry cleaning bills for all those costumes (and hush money so your drycleaner doesn’t
show up on the front page of all the major {and minor} news outlets for giving an exclusive
interview to the popular blog “Unmasking Heroes and/or Pictures of Cats Daily”), clandestine
medical bills (if you’d stop tripping over the hem of your cape you wouldn’t have to go to the
underground hero clinic nearly as often, lose the cape bub,) groceries probably (and do you see how
much they’re charging for eggs these days? I should just get a pet chicken at this point!) Basically
you’re bound to rack up quite the monthly bill (that last sentence was a mess punctuation-wise so I’m
just started a new one whatever.) Plus, on top of all of that, you need somewhere to live. And I know
what you’re thinking, yes, you need both a place to live and a hideout. You can’t live in your
hideout. How are you gonna maintain a secret identity like that. Now, all of these factors combine to
create a situation where a young superhero, one who is not of the billionaire with issues™ type of
hero, might need a roommate in order to help pay the rent. (Ok obviously I’m not going to actually
buy a chicken I don’t know the first thing about chicken farming. Like how do you even get them to
produce the eggs? Do they just do it whenever they feel like it? How does the Easter Bunny play into
that? What’s his egg deal? Would it perhaps be more profitable for me to take up ostrich farming?
There are just too many complicated questions to deal with and I’m very busy making sure this blog
updates twice a week.)
Finding a good roommate in general is difficult (I once had a roommate who screamed in his sleep in
French), so finding a roommate who’s cool with you going off to fight living giant cake monsters on
the reg is going to be even more difficult. You need to find someone who is trustworthy, not nosy, ok
with the possibility that their roommate will be killed whilst jumping from rooftop to rooftop
searching for bad guys to pick a fight with, clean, organized, able to pay the rent on time, respectful
of boundaries, accepting of the possibility that they might be kidnapped by supervillains seeking to
gain leverage over you, a good cook maybe. And you can’t exactly put up flyers with all that info in
your local coffee shops and corkboards. That’s gonna draw in some real weirdos! Like “Hi, is this the
apartment where I might get tortured by a supervillain. Because I’m very interested in being tortured

by a supervillain.” Like gee man, yeah that’ll probably happen but you don’t need to be
so enthusiastic about it.
Really you can’t know if your roommate will be a good superhero roommate until you’re actually
living with them. You can’t exactly tell them that you’re a superhero beforehand. Unless you decide
to room with one of the people who already knows your secret identity. There’s an idea. Especially if
you’re one of those heroes who pay their support squad. Because this way you’re at least still making
use of that money in the form of half the rent each month.
Some key attributes you should look for in a roommate though are “respectful of privacy” and maybe
someone who also keeps odd hours like you. Ha, you know what would be funny? If you accidentally
ended up with a roommate who was also a superhero! And you guys kept scrambling to hide your
secrets from one another. No no wait, you know what would really be funny? If you accidentally
roomed with a supervillain (they have expenses too!) and you guys were good chums by day but at
night you tried to kill each other with eye lasers and giant drills. That’s a concept ripe for a sitcom
(episode one: “Pilot”: Hiro G. Oodguy aka Ultiman needs a roommate and luckily E. Ville
Crimelordstein showed up on his door step… the same day the evil Dr. Python rolls into town.
Episode two: “Snakes on a Plain”: The evil Dr. Python has unleashed a snake army on a nearby
plain, Ultiman is the only one who can stop him, but the refrigerator repairman is coming
and someone has to let him in and E isn’t picking up his phone. Episode 15 “Hide and Sneak”: After
an epic battle between their alter-egos Hiro and E struggle to come up with plausible excuses for
their injuries. Episode 28: “Your Love Sends me to the Moon” E realizes he’s in love with Hiro
meanwhile Dr. Python straps Ultiman to a rocket and sends him into space. These things just write
themselves.)
Setting yourself up with another superhero as a roommate might actually be a good idea. A good way
to make that happen is to put out an ad saying “man seeks roommate who will duck out at random
times with little to no notice and has a knack for making atomic-powered enemies.” Superheroes will
be tripping over themselves (and their capes,) to snag you as a roommate. Roommate search ads are
also a great way to find and arrest supervillains. You’d be surprised how many responses “Seeking a
roommate with their own weather-controlling machine and a knack for world domination” will get
you.

Once you manage to successfully find a roommate keeping your secret from them should become a
top priority (rank it just below preventing the world from being taken over by rat-men from the
sewers of New York.) While it may very well be that your gut was spot on and the guy you’re living
with is a swell, stand-up guy who would love nothing more than to secretly live with a superhero,
you can’t really tell that kind of thing for sure until a month or two of living together. You’re going
to really have to up your excuse game, make up a job with a long commute, invent a relative who
needs caring for, take up a hobby that requires you to go out of town a lot, like exotic bird watching,
or convention hopping. This requires an ability to both think on your feet and be creative so if you
don’t think you’re ready for that kind of thing as a hero you can either wait a bit until we finish
our list of handy dandy excuses or move back in with your parents.
In general though it’s always better for you to come clean with your roommate about your
superheroic activities rather than them finding out on their own. Revealing your secret on your own
allows you to control the situation somewhat and can have the added benefit of causing your
roommate to trust you more and be more willing to keep your secret. If they find out on their own
(because you keep losing track of your mask and it keeps accidentally ending up in public apartment
spaces and honestly this is just yet another reason domino masks are garbage. You’d never lose track
of a luchador mask or a winged war helmet,) they’re more likely to be hurt or try to use their
newfound knowledge to extort or blackmail you. And that’s no good. Don’t be the reason your
roommate becomes a supervillain (I should get that stitched onto a pillow.)

#034 Giants
Size-changing is a very popular power in the superheroing world(s). Which makes sense. Sometimes
your natural height is not the ideal height. Sometimes you’re not tall enough to ride rollercoasters or
short enough to go through some doorways without stooping. Sometimes you want to be able to
determine for yourself what the weather is like up there instead of having to defer to some other,
taller person. Also sometimes a giant robot or person is attacking the city (or not even
necessarily the city, any ol’ city will do,) and you need to deal with that.
Fighting a giant anything is basically the same as fighting a normal sized anything, but bigger. (It’s
different that fighting smaller things but I can’t really get into that now because I’m going to milk as
many separate posts as I can out of this.) Fighting a ginormous person is actually easier than fighting
a normal sized person (or a person of any size who is the same size as you.) Seriously, think about it
(but not too hard) as long as you can avoid being stepped on, a giant sized person has all the
same weak-spots as a regular sized person only super big! Just slash at the dude’s six-foot tall
Achilles tendon. Get to the roof of a building and slingshot a hot pepper into that sucker’s pizza-pie
sized eyes. Dump a truck’s load of Lego pieces in their path. Crash a helicopter into their neck. Or
you can go with the time-tested method of wrapping up their legs with some rope (or, I guess shoot a
grapple line at at them) and then causing them to trip!
Until you manage to exploit an oversized weak point, an evil giant has the potential to cause a lot
of damage. Just by taking a stroll downtown they can demolish the entirety of downtown. Giants
have no chill. But it’s not even their fault really! Even big friendly giants can cause a lot of
unintentional damage when they’re trying to navigate heavily populated areas. This is why we need
to start building giant sized cities to accommodate our vertically enhanced brethren. Or at the very
least we need to start allocating space so the giants can build their own cities. In a perfect world it
would be a collaborative effort with smaller sized people doing all the literal ground work and the
giants taking over once things enter their realm of height but alas, we do not live in a perfect world.
Accommodations should also be made for the plethora of giant animals, monsters, and alien creatures
who are more misunderstood than they are strictly evil. The damage they cause is a result of them
simply not being able to control how large, hungry and/or confused they are and they should be

treated accordingly. Perhaps an island or three should be set aside for these fifty-foot monstrosities
where they can live out their lives in relative peace and tranquility. And also someone should get the
genetic scientists to start working on giant sized foods. Otherwise they’re all going to eat each other,
and while that might make entertaining movie fodder it is decidedly less good for actual living,
sometimes one-of-a-kind, creatures.
Giant robots present a whole nother mess of issues. It’s 2017. Most robots these days have reinforced
Achilles tendons and are decidedly immune to the classic “crash a helicopter into their neck” trick.
But at the end of the day giant robots are still machines so there are a number of ways you can go
about preventing them from sitting on a city block. You can try hacking them, if you’re into that kind
of thing. To do this you simply get a bunch of your friends together, preferably ones who know how
to use swords and just start hacking and slashing at their feet. Eventually the Cyber-Giants’ (shout
out to the Cyber-Giants, Monstrotron 3000, Nuke-Borg and 01001000 01110101 01100111
01101111 01110100 01110010 01101111 01101110 {if you get a chance run that through a binary to
text translator}) feet will be so worn down that they will not be able to support the hulking metal
giants and they will collapse and they can be easily dealt with from there.
Some other options when dealing with giant robots include a EMP generator or some other
technology neutralizing device that will completely short out the giant robot. Or, perhaps, a giant
magnet. The most efficient way of dealing with a giant robot is probably some combination of the
two actually. Because even if you short it out you’re still stuck with a giant immovable robot, and
even if you stick it to a magnet it can still probably launch a missile at you from its chest or shoe or
mouth. Evil giant robots are like 80% secret missiles. (5% assorted non-missile metals, 10% circuit
boards, 3% cold-calculating logic, 2% milk and 100% reason to remember the name.)
Once a giant evil robot is dealt with a new potential situation arises. What do you do with the hulking
metal carcass of destruction? Most likely some government agency will swoop in and whisk it away
to some giant robot research black-site but that could be potentially dangerous. The best thing to do
is either have it reprogrammed into a superheroic hulking metal carcass of destruction by someone
who knows how to do such things. Or have it stored safely by a superhero team with the resources to
do that kind of thing. Or, if you’re quick enough, steal its head for your trophy case while nobody’s
looking.

#035 Faking Your Death
Many superheroes will try faking their deaths at least once in their careers (many will do it like three
or four times. Currently Ivan Karolov, originally known as Mister Immortal, holds the Guinness
World Record for faked deaths, with a total of 29 faked deaths. Don’t ask how I know that. Keeping
track of that dude’s career has been a nightmare. I think he was the prime minister of Finland at one
point.) It may just be because it’s so easy. Superheroes wear masks. Nobody knows what they look
like. All they have to do to fake their death is take off the mask and not put it back on. Like that’s it.
Maybe if they’re really dedicated they’ll put their costume on a corpse. But that’s kind of morbid.
And a tad uncool. For sure better to just do the first thing.
There are many reasons why a superhero might want to fake their death: they’re bored of the old
superhero game, they want to get out of a team-up with another more annoying superhero, the bad
guys think some other joe shmo is you so you kill off your superhero identity to protect them, an
escalating prank war between you and your roommate, some aliens gave you cool new powers so
you’ve decided to just create whole new identity rather than explain to everyone that you’re same
hero just now instead of super strength and flight you have the power to turn dogs into dragons.
Sometimes it’s not even the decision of the hero whose death is being faked. Every so often the
public will get it into their head that a superhero has died. It’s like one of those celebrity death
hoaxes, but you don’t have a public relations person to smooth that over. Also it’s kind of hard to
prove that you haven’t died when no one knows who you are. Even if you call a press
conference (which is difficult in the first place because the press isn’t too happy about how you
answered those questions during the whole evil clone debacle,) the public will just assume that
you’re a legacy or copycat just wearing the same costume. If you’re a superhero, once the public
decides you’re dead, for all intents and purposes you’re dead.
Some supervillains will take advantage of that fact by faking your death for you. If you’re dead, any
contact or ally or teammate you had who didn’t already know your secret identity, will immediately
be cut off from you, forever. Ok well maybe not forever. But you’ll have to reacquaint yourself with
them all over again. That means you’ll have to hear all of their stories and their dumb jokes a whole
nother time and honestly that sounds like such a pain you’re better off just starting over completely
and making new friends.

Another thing you need to take into consideration before pretending your dead while still being alive
is whether or not you’re going to go all the way through with it. As a person with two distinct
identities you have the option to kill one of them off while keeping the other alive, well and healthy.
Choosing to kill off only your secret identity is useful if you think the bad guys are getting too close
to discovering who you are and you want to really throw off. Imagine how surprised the bad guys
will be when Joe Shlobotnick who they’re pretty sure is Hatman, the capped crusader, dies in a
terrible water-skiing and volcano accident and then later that night Hatman still shows up in his
astronaut-helmet-shaped lunar rover to stop them from blowing up the moon. But in the long run it
might not really be worth it. Constructing a new secret identity is a way bigger hassle than whipping
up a new superhero one. You’ll need a new social security number, a license, a credit score, an entire
background if you ever hope to get hired anywhere (and you’ll have to take out all new subscriptions
if you want to keep getting your favorite magazines). Coming up with a new superhero persona is as
simple as coming up with a new name and costume design and we’ve already written up
informational guides for those (we don’t plan on writing posts about getting a new social security
number or getting your credit score back up after you’ve fabricated a new identity out of thin air, but
hey, if there’s a demand for it we’ll consider it.)
Once you’ve successfully faked your death you need to make sure nobody realizes what you’ve
done. Faking your death is one of those things where if you do it completely right nobody will ever
notice and you don’t get to brag about it. Like being a referee, or a black ops assassin (or a signpost
painter, the unsung hero of the artist world). It’s almost like you have an extra secret identity. You
have to hide who you are under your mask and also the old mask that used to wear. This is all, of
course, presupposing that you had a legitimately important reason to fake your death. If you just did
it because you wanted a change of scenery and didn’t want people from your old town writing you
letters and trying to guilt you into coming back (or hating you), then it’s for sure a less important
secret to keep. And hey if you do get caught that just means you get to fake your very own
resurrection! (Maybe some day this will be a link to a post about that.)

#036 Reformed Villains
(Disclaimer: Reform Villainy is not, as one might think, the concept of making villainy more
efficient, such as poisoning bank guards’ morning coffee so you don’t have to actually fight anybody
later or using a solar-powered doomsday device to cut down on your carbon footprint. The technical
term for the concept of hyper-efficient crime and thievery is “Capitalism.”)
Every so often a supervillain will decide they no longer want to be a supervillain and what’s more?
They decide they want to do a full 540 (that’s when you do a 360 because you didn’t realize that
that’s a full circle and you end up right back where you started so then you do a 180 because that’s
what you meant to do in the first place and calling it a 540 is only calling attention to that grievous
error you made.) and become a superhero!
Now, obviously that’s super shady. So it makes sense that you wouldn’t necessarily trust that they’re
being legit. Like just two weeks ago they actively searched out a bus full of nuns for the express
purpose of taking them hostage. Clearly they are very evil and this is just part of a larger scheme to, I
dunno, steal Neptune or something. Yeah, Step 1: “Become a superhero.” Step 2: Become the go to
guy for Neptune missions. Step 3. Steal Neptune. A flawless, villainous plot. But at the same time
you can’t just dismiss these wannabe heroes just because they might steal Neptune.
If a supervillain presents himself to the superhero community as wanting to reform him or
herself [they should be arrested and thrown in prison because saying sorry doesn’t erase the years of
them being a supervillain. One time they tried to make a zombie army from corpses they stole from
Mt. Rhemantut which in of itself is bizarre because there are for sure more accessible dead bodies
and it’s not even like these are the most athletic corpses, they’re the ones who couldn’t make it to the
top so anyway yeah they should be arrested] (there is a lot going on there wow) they should be
placed on a high-profile superhero team. This will ensure that they’re always being watched by a
number of powerful superheroes who are more than capable of stepping in if they step out of line. It
also places them squarely in the public eye. Fun supervillain fact, a lot of them are in it simply for the
money and fame. Sure, some of them are in it for global domination or to prove a point to an old high
school teacher who never believed in them, but the vast majority of costumed thieves really just want
the money. So placing them on a high-profile super team allows them to gain the spotlight for doing
good for a change.

In this vein you (as in the superhero community) should try to make superhero life as appealing as
possible. Maybe even set up a fake fan club and get one of your super-interns to write fake fan mail
to them. Make them feel good for doing good. Positive encouragement is very useful in these cases
as often, at least at first, it wouldn’t take much to send them back to the side of evil. Here’s a sample
fan letter to send to reformed villains:
“Dear, (insert name of reformed supervillain)
Thank you so much for (insert act of selfless heroism) it really meant a lot to me and (insert
made up friends/family/business associates/social club/loosely affiliated bystanders/completely
unaffiliated bystanders) without your help I don’t think I would be the (insert species) I am today.
You’ve really inspired me. Thank you. Also your butt looks cute in that new superhero costume.
From, (insert name of made up person)”
You also need to keep Mr(s). Reformed Villain(ess) away from anything that might tempt them back
into their life of crime. Don’t send them to fight any of their old accomplices or bad guy poker
buddies (bad guy poker is a wild game where the stakes are as high as can be and everyone cheats. I
once played a game of bad guy poker where someone stole the Statue of Liberty’s crown, which by
the way, is not actually a separate piece from the rest of the statue but ok, and threw it in the pot and
then a fight broke out over the conversion rate between stolen pieces of national landmarks and
kidnapped children of foreign heads of states. Lots of people ended up being stabbed. I was not
invited to the next one.) Don’t send them to foil any crimes that they used to love to commit. Don’t
say things like “hey, what was your favorite thing about being a supervillain?” We do not need these
people getting all nostalgic over their former lives of crime.
If the conversion to superhero goes completely well you can hold up Mr(s). Reformed Villain(ess) as
an example for other supervillains who are thinking of turning their lives around. A successfully
reformed villain can create a domino effect in the villain community. Additionally, a villain who
comes over to the good side can most likely bring over a lot of information that can be key in
capturing other villains or foiling other crimes.

Still, until they earn your trust you should always be wary of a potential double-cross. Whichever
team they get placed on should have a contingency plan set up in the event that your reformed villain
is more villain than reformed. Something like:
1. Punch ‘em really hard.
2. Cuff ‘em and book ‘em.
3. ???
4. Profit.

#037 Freak Meteorological Phenomenon
This post goes out to all my well weathered weather fans whether you requested it or not. In a world
of superheroes, disasters are a dime a dozen. It’s as if the universe feels the need to balance out the
fact that there are so many costumed do-gooders who are willing and equipped to deal with them.
As a superhero you should always be keeping an eye on the weather. In a world populated by
the paranormal a sudden shift in weather patterns or an unprecedented occurrence is not something to
be ignored. If there’s a blizzard in July or all the leaves start falling in Spring or purple lightning
starts flashing through the sky your official reaction as a superhero cannot just be, “huh well isn’t
that odd,” because something sketchy, dodgy and/or shady is for sure going on there.
Supervillains, especially of the mad scientist or disgraced nuclear physicist variety, love messing
with the weather. Especially the ones who have some kind of weird vendetta against weathermen. It
plays into their god complexes. Plus, sometimes, they’re really in the mood for a relaxing beach day
but it’s February and they’re in Canada so they just build a weather device (or buy one from a police
auction) and turn off the snow. (Legend has it that millions of years ago the first weatherman failed
to predict a freak lighting bolt that struck and killed the mother of the first mad scientist and thus a
brutal, everlasting, animosity was born). Other times they manipulate the weather in certain areas of
the world to either harass or distract heroes (like causing a monsoon the day of the annual superhero
beach day and barbecue which is almost certainly a thing). And other times they do it just to see if

the weather machine they got off of Craigslist can actually “switch from blizzard to sand storm in 60
seconds and can make it rain 32 different types of condiments.” In any (freak weather) event, that
needs to be dealt with. In the case of a villain-engineered storm or natural disaster you should teamup with other heroes to properly deal with the fallout. A group of heroes should be sent to the site of
the disaster to help with evacuations, rescues and relief and/or to jar the condiments to feed the
hungry. (Please think of Jerry’s Homegrown Condiment Jars for all your unholy sky liquid
jarring needs!) While another group should go deal with the bad guys and take the weather machine
away. Probably best to just destroy it honestly. Sure, they might be able to rebuild it but everyone
knows that building weather machines is just like a huge pain. Probably they won’t even consider it
worth it and just scrap their future weather altering plans. Also, real talk for a second, history
has repeatedly shown that superheroes cannot be trusted with functioning weather machines. They
try to be all heroic and noble with it and end up trying to play god to give rain to places that need it
or allow people along the equator to experience the joys of snow angels and snow days and their
hearts are really in the right place but it always goes so badly. Remember when the sun got erased?
And the news outlets called it an eclipse? But really some stupid bleeding heart superheroes actually
just erased the sun because they couldn’t figure out the settings on the weather machine they
confiscated? Because I do. (Yeah, so, we don’t really know what a “homegrown condiment jar” is
but Jerry the Jarman pays good money to advertise in the middle of our blog so we don’t
ask any questions!)
Sometimes strange weather events are the result of weather controlling superhumans. Why stick up a
bank with a gun when you can do it with a tiny tornado? Why hijack a hot-air balloon when you can
blanket the whole town in 12 feet of snow (now, this may sound like an apples and oranges scenario
but I assure you it is not). Normally the best way to combat that these villains is by calling in a hero
who is just better at manipulating the weather than they are. Or by distracting them and whacking
them over the head with a 2x4. The weird weather almost always stops when you knock the guy
making it hurricane “tropical storm” (-FEMA) unconscious.
Other people who like messing with the weather include lower-case-g gods and spirits. These guys
will screw with the weather for reasons spanning from boredom to horniness to being enraged that
some other guy got a way better sacrifice. In these cases, you can usually appease these spirits with
some combination of charred meat and incense but it’s possible that you’ll need to, like, fight Zeus or
something. Hope you’re cool with that. Also, I hope you can speak ancient Greek because that dude

steadfastly refuses to learn anything new and popular. To like a ridiculous degree. You should never
get into a car with Zeus. He can’t read any of the signs. He’s always causing accidents. It’s a whole
mess. Every single time. Someone should really just stop letting him rent cars. How he even manages
to fill out the necessary paperwork is beyond me. “Ancient Greek is the best language. All these new
languages are totally lame and boring and they suck,”- Zeus, probably.
Other times odd climatical stuff (sure) will go down thanks to regular (what’s the opposite of mad?
Happy? Or I guess glad cuz then it rhymes? No but I guess that would be sad. Content? No but that’s
discontent no?) emotionally stable scientist (can we say d*cking? Oh I guess not. Scr*wing. Really?
M*ssing. Oh come on!) fradoodling with the weather. For scientific reasons (read: to win a bet in the
science lab). Usually in these cases you can just politely ask them to stop doing whatever they’re
doing. Or to undo whatever they’re doing. And if they refuse you can just whack them over the head
with a 2x4 and calling in another more agreeable scientist to fix the thing.
Every so often a freak weather event will result in people gaining super powers. This shouldn’t be
too surprising. In a world with superhumans just about anything can give a person super powers. I
once watched a man accidentally put too much mustard on his hotdog and now he has the power to
produce mustard from all of his pores and calls himself Mustard Man, the Dijon Avenger. Strange
meteorological phenomena ranks just above radioactive animal bites and just below non-consensual
surgeries performed by aliens on the list of common superhero origins. So when any unnatural
weather event occurs you should be on the lookout for novice superheroes who may need a helping
hand in finding their place in the superhuman community. This should be something of a priority for
the superhuman community because as we’ve seen, it doesn’t really take much to turn a scared and
confused superhuman into an angry and confused supervillain. (Mustard Man, the Dijon Avenger is
one such angry and confused supervillain, if only I had offered him a helping hand instead of
mocking him for his condiment of choice. Curse my intense partiality to ketchup.)

#038 Zombies
Ok, (ok) so you know how people die, (I swear there’s a joke coming I just need you to bear with
me) and you know how sometimes, ok not even sometimes, every so often, like once in a blue moon,
some witch or wizard or goth tenth grader with a spell book they found at a garage sale will stroll
into town and practice some crazy dark arts necromancy jazz? And then they’re just like raising the
dead with zero regard to the feelings of the families of the deceased or the groundskeepers who work
so hard to keep the cemetery (or the unmarked graves on the side of the highway whatevers) neat and
tidy? Like you know the vibe? The zombie vibe.
And you just know you’re the one that’s going to have to deal with it. As if being able to fly and lift
things that the average man, woman or bear can’t somehow makes you qualified to handle the living
dead. It’s not like you’re even trained in zombie fighting. You majored in art history. You wanted to
be an art historian. But noooooo, you just had to be zapped by magic lightning. So now you can fly
like a bird and lift things like a bird who lifts things. Then you let your best friend or your art history
professor or some other, more famous and experienced superhero convince you that you just had to
use these incredible powers for good instead of just using them to beat the rush hour traffic. So now
you have to fight goddamn actual zombies. Ugh. (I think the premise of this paragraph was to be
relatable. Our notes for this one just say “describe a zombie fighting scenario that the everyday man,
woman, and bear can relate to.” As if the everyday man and woman are reading this blog. As if the
everyday bear can even read.)
When gearing up to fight a zombie horde it’s important to first determine exactly what kind of
zombies you’re deal with. Are they the kind that walk really slowly with their arms outstretched and
have the major munchies for some brains? Are they the rabid corpse type that move really quickly
and just want to eat people? Are they the kind who can’t really think for themselves and are just
under the control of whoever disturbed their eternal rest?
The Kind That Walk Really Slowly with Their Arms Outstretched and Have the Major
Munchies for Brains
For these suckers, distance is key. You need to arm yourselves with some long range weapons or
buddy up with some snipers. Aim for the head, chest or legs, do anything you can to prevent them
from moving or biting things. These guys have a nasty habit of zombifying anybody they bite. Which

has always struck me as kind of weird. Like imagine if that’s how it worked for other things. Like if
a cat bites you, you would just become a cat. Probably everyone in the world would be mosquitos.
And what’s more, you don’t even get to be a zombie superhero. You’re forcibly conscripted into the
bad guy zombie army. Which is also crazy. It’s like if you’re playing a game of basketball and
someone from the other team bites you and then you just join their team. And it doesn’t even work in
reverse, you can’t just bite one of them and then they join your team. It’s just bananas! (Which brings
me to my next tangent {we felt it was time to break out the parenthesis} how did bananas get the
reputation of being the crazy fruit. Like have you seen pomegranates those suckers have like a
thousand seeds in them. That’s a thousand offspring/clones! If that’s not crazy I don’t know what is.)
Note: Generally shooting a zombie in the head will shut them the heck down but this does not apply
to zombie chickens because of the way the zombie chicken’s unique skull structure angles the brain
within its head.
The Rabid Corpse Type That Moves Really Quickly and Just Wants to Eat People
This kind is way more dangerous. When fighting an undead, agile attacker height is way more
important than distance. Destroying their heads or limbs will still mitigate the threat but first you
need to get above them. You’ll most likely need to engineer some sort of distraction, especially if
you don’t have the ability to fly or access to some sort of grappling hook that you can use to grapple
away dramatically, (even if you do have a grappling hook, since those are practically useless in most
situations.) Which is fine since zombies are very easily distracted, probably owing to the fact that
they don’t have functioning brains. Just knock over some trash cans or set something on fire or point
somewhere off into the distance and say “hey, look over there!” (I guess you could like, throw the
grappling hook at them to provide a distraction. Then it might be useful). Note: While gaining the
high ground will normally be all the protection you need from these zombies that tactic will not work
against undead birds and bees (zombees) and the like. Zombees are especially dangerous since they
can actually sting you multiple times without fear of death.
The Kind Who Can’t Really Think for Themselves and are Just Under the Control of Whoever
Disturbed Their Eternal Rest
This is simultaneously the most dangerous sort of zombie and the hardest to effectively combat.
Since they are under the complete control of some evil mystic or supervillain they can act as a more
organized and effective strike force. Additionally, since they are being completely controlled by
some third party, they can be returned to their state of rest relatively easily. So you might be more

hesitant about shooting their faces off. What you need to do is take advantage of the fact that all of
these undead soldiers are being controlled by just one person and try to divide their attention. You’ll
probably need to call in some backup but you should try repelling the zombie hordes from a number
of different points while simultaneously tracing the reanimating magic or whatever to its source.
Then all you have to do it beat up the stage magician or take a crowbar to whatever machine is
making the zombies and then you’re done. Well not done, like you still have to identify all the
corpses and put them back where they came from. But you can make your interns do that. That’s
literally what they’re there for.
Some other important things to note about zombies
•

Sometimes the guys who get bitten by zombies and are then zombified can be cured! So be careful
to note which guys are undead corpses and which guys are undead alive guys. Make a chart or
something. Or brand the ones that you’re sure were definitely dead already.

•

According to the pop-up advertisements on my phone, zombies hate plants. So maybe call in the
Photosynthesiser (the man who eats like a plant, likes taking picutres and plays electropop music
natch).

•

Some zombies are actually pretty chill fellows, as long as you keep them fed. Just find some spare
brains or maybe even artificial brains and you can have yourself an actual factual zombie pal.

•

Zombies, like most regular people, are easily distracted by loud noises. So if you’re in a world war
with them try luring them into a stadium with loud noises and then blowing up the stadium with a
missile. Just a fun idea.

•

Zombie hair doesn’t grow so if you’re the kind of person who hates getting haircuts you may want
to consider allowing a zombie to bite you.

•

Sometimes when children watch a lot of tv they begin to exhibit zombie like behavior. Please
always make sure someone is actually a zombie before shotgunning their night of the living head
off. Just like a general rule of thumb.

•

Zombie grasshoppers. Ok let’s talk about that. They are the scariest creature imaginable. I’ve
explained it before and you be damn sure I’m about to explain it again. Zombie grasshoppers are
two things. They are small. And they are jumpy. And they are green. They are three things. Oh,
and they are zombies. They are four things. They will hide in the grass and bite your ankles and if
you spot them first and think “aha! I have spotted you! You can’t get me now!” I’m sorry friend
you are wrong because those guys can jump! And they will bite you right in the face. And here’s

the worst part! They pretty much virtually indistinguishable from regular grasshoppers! I have
never once in my life seen a grasshopper and just known in my heart that that grasshopper was for
sure definitely alive.

#039 Collateral Damage
Supervillains are in possession of the dangerously nasty combination of the (let’s be honest) sickest
toys and just the worst sense of etiquette. These guys will parade a giant robot through downtown,
walk around wielding a rocket launcher indoors as if that’s a remotely ok thing to do, unleash an
army of mutant spiders on a hospital (a classic) and, of course, you’re (or whichever busy and/or lazy
superhero you’re reading this entry aloud to) the one who’s called to clean it all up. Which is simple
enough, you(/they) do it all the time. The challenging part is not disposing of the mutant spiders or
giant robots (pepper spray/giant magnets) it’s making sure no civilians (or houses!) are hurt in the
process.
Minimizing collateral damage is a valuable skill that every superhero needs to put some time into
acquiring. The easiest way to do this is to simply move the fight away from populated areas. Get
your baddie and his gear and his gang to a spot where very few (or zero) people are likely to be.
Think desert islands, abandoned fields, the middle of the ocean, South Carolina the day after the
eclipse, the University of Phoenix. If you can somehow manage to get a bad guy into a place like that
you’re free to battle it out to your hearts content without worrying about injuring the mailman or
wrecking town hall.
Dragging your opponent into space is another good option. There are very few people in space. The
downside is that you run a slight (read: ginormous) risk of accidentally killing the bad guy. Not all
bad guys can breathe in space. It is not safe to assume that any given bad guy can breathe in space. In
fact, you should never assume anybody can breathe in space. Always wait for someone to casually
drop the fact that they can breathe in space in a conversation before whisking them off into space to
beat them up. Trust me, if they can breathe in space, it’ll come up. People who can breathe in space
simply can’t get enough of letting people know they can breathe in space. Another thing to consider

if you’re going to attempt to bring your enemy to space is that once you commit to going to space,
you can’t really continue the fight until you leave Earth’s atmosphere. Fighting a supervillain in
midair is especially dangerous because if they shoot at you or chuck a gourd-shaped grenade at you
and you dodge their attack, that explosive/ray-beam/razor-rang/live-penguin is now liable to fall into
a heavily populated area and hurt or kill somebody. So going to space is kind of an all-or-nothing
investment. (Another thing to consider before pulling these chumps out into space is how amazed
they’ll be by how beautiful the planet looks from space. Like, they don’t deserve that view. They
robbed a coffee shop with a tank.)
There are plenty of ways to go about moving a superpowered criminal from one place to another
without causing massive loss of life and parked cars. There’s the good ol’ fashioned “picking ‘em up
and hauling them off” method which works especially well for super strong good guys or super light
bad guys. Though, admittedly, if you’re able to carry them off to an empty field you’re probably just
better off carrying them to jail. Honestly there are probably more prisons near your urban city than
there are open fields. Which I think really says something about the state of our society. (People
committing crimes is what prevents us from having more open fields to frolic in!)
Another fun trick you can try is convincing them that they stand more to gain from being somewhere
else. Supervillains are notoriously greedy so be sure to use that to your advantage. Let them know
that the unpopulated parking lot just outside the heavily populated urban areas is where
the really good jewels or foreign diplomats or experimental alien weaponry is kept. Tell them that
they’re crowning the king of the known universe in Antarctica and when they ask why such a
prestigious and important ceremony would be held there do your best “duh” face and explain to them
that due to its distinct lack of population Antarctica is the most neutral and fair place to hold such an
event.
You can also just try utilizing (I once had a journalism professor who told me never to use the word
“utilize” because “use” works just as well but I’m not in that class anymore so I’d like to see him
stop me now!) the momentum of the battle to push the bad guy away from major (or minor!) cities.
Strategically plan your punches and your eye laser blasts to push the bad guy farther and/or further
(whichever one is correct here) away from where all the people are. This is probably the worst way to
go about this since it takes the longest and the longer you remain in a populated zone the more likely
it is that someone or something is going be caught in the crossfire. So sure worst case scenario

I guess you could do that. But I’m not advising it. I mean sure it’s here on my advice blog so you
could be forgiven for thinking I’m advising it but really I am not (tell your friends).
If there is absolutely no way to get the supervillain away from other normaler, kinder (as in nicer, not
as in the German word for children {but also keep the supervillains away from the German
children!}) people then your key objective is taking them down quickly. In a situation where a villain
poses a clear and credible threat to a city there’s no time for banter or negotiations, they have to be
taken down speedily and efficiently. If you feel like you’re missing out on using some great lines you
thought of just in case some super-criminal attacked the city with a giant squid (stuff like “hey,
what’s kraken,” or “fun fact! Did you know that the giant squid was classified as a cryptid until
a piece of a giant squid’s corpse was acquired by a French Naval ship in 1861”) then by all means,
feel free to visit the dude in jail and read off some of your jokes to him while he waits for his lawyer
to arrive.
Situations like these are when it’s useful to be part of a superhero team with the resources to handle a
situation like this. Often large superhero organizations have access to teleporters which can be used
to move villains away from civilized, non-cackling, people with great speed and agility (but
they can’t be used to circumvent the crowds/mobs/wildebeest stampedes on Black Friday, I asked).
Or, barring-that, if the supervillain cannot be moved (let’s say they’ve superglued themselves to the
ground), they can select the perfect hero from their roster to deal with the bad guy with great speed
and ability.
Remember, being a superhero is first and foremost about protecting people, not fighting supercriminals. If you’re endangering the lives of others while fighting bad guys then you’re really
missing the point. Your main objective should always be saving as many lives as possible, so do
whatever you need to do to facilitate that. It doesn’t matter if you carry, con, teleport or punch your
bad guy away, as long as they’re being moved to a safe and manageable area where they can be
properly dealt with.

#040 List of Handy Excuses (B)
It’s time for the next installment of our very popular (for a loose definition of “very popular”) list of
Babysitter
•

[No, you have to stay with the children. You wanna be a real hero? Keep an eye on these kids so
their parents can have a well-deserved date night.]

Baker
•

• Great heroes aren’t born… They’re bread(makers).

Baggage Claim Attendant
•

I found this superhero costume in an abandoned piece of luggage at my work, I figured I might as
well try it on and try fighting some bad guys. I mean why not right?

Bailiff
•

So I’ve been thinking, that judge guy is always having me bring in the evidence for all those court
cases, so wouldn’t it be smart if I just went and grabbed pieces of evidence directly from crime
scenes? Of course it’s smart. Uch I knew you’d be like this. Gosh it’s called being proactive
Karen.

•

I’m also always showing belligerent witnesses or other such people out of court so wouldn’t it be
neat if I showed a belligerent superpowered eco-terrorist out of our city? Of course it’d be neat!
Uch why are you always like this. It’s called expanding my market Karen.

Banjo Player
•

The banjo that Kermit the Frog played in the opening scene of the Muppet Movie is at the
Smithsonian. I need to go see it right now.

•

There’s a Mumford and Sons concert.

Bank Teller
•

No! No way. Is that a supervillain! I swear to god I cannot deal with this right now. These a-holes
come into my bank like eight times a week and stick a gun or -and I kid you not- a four-foot-long
flower that squirts acid in my face and hold me hostage and I am just sick of it. I’m out of here.
(And then the irony is that really you are going to go put on some spandex and fight that
supervillain).

Banker
•

I have to run out to go, uh, foreclose a house. (The irony is that really you’re going to go put on
spandex and stop a house from burning down yay!)

Ball Boy
•

I am going to throw this baseball at Cthulhu.

Ballerina
•

Hey check this out! (then do some sick ballerina twirls right out the door).

Barber
•

I got a haircut the other day and my barber (shout out to Louie!) told me he was going to Italy for
two weeks because he’s nearly 80 and he doesn’t know how many times he’s going to get to go to
Italy and I thought he had an excellent point. So barbers, no matter what age you are, just tell
people this. And then actually go to Italy.

Barker
•

You can actually use your loud shouting abilities to direct non-powered (read: lame) citizens away
from the superhero fight. That’s probably where you can do the most good.

Bartender
•

Sometimes a supervillain just needs to talk to someone about their problems while that someone
wipes the same spot of the counter with an old rag over and over again.

Baseball Player
•

I have an away game so I might be away for fifteen weeks.

•

I have a home game so I might be gone for thirty hours.

Basketball Player
•

Ok so I was playing golf and I made this admittedly kind of lousy shot but then the ball just
started rolling and it landed right into the hole, crazy right? Yeah, so I go to get the ball and all of
a sudden I get sucked into this cartoon world and these cartoon characters want me to play
basketball against some cartoon alien monsters. So if I disappear for a bit that’s probably where I
am.

•

Whoa, do you see that giant robot? How sick would it be if I jumped over that in the next dunk
contest? I’m gonna go down there and see if I can’t get my hands on that thing.

Bass Guitarist
•

Ha! More like super bass (guitarist)!

Bed and Breakfast Proprietors
•

Literally all you have to do is just wait til after breakfast and before bedtime. Then you can go out
and do whatever you want. Lunchtime is your prime crime fighting time.

Beekeeper
•

I’m sorry I will not be able to make dinner tonight for I have been carried off by a swarm of
malignant bees.

•

I have to go put on my beekeeper suit, it may take a while.

Bellhop
•

Oh my god you would not believe this guest that’s staying at the hotel. He keeps finding problems
with each room we put him in and demanding that we give him a new room and you know who
has to carry his 22 incredibly heavy bags to each new room? Me! So if I leave abruptly, that’s
where I am.

Bibliographer
•

Wait a minute, not everything in this non-fiction book is properly sourced and catalogued! I must
get to the library posthaste to conduct the research necessary to determine where all of these facts,
figures, opinions and otherwise borrowed pieces of writing originates from!

Bigfoot Hunter
•

Bigfoot’s doing another book reading at Barnes and Noble. It was in all the papers. Honestly,
dude’s taking all the fun out of trying to track him down.

Biologist
•

Fun fact: I am the mitochondria, which is to the say, the “powerhouse” of this city. Therefore, I
am the only person capable of defeating this supervillain and his… acrobatic… elf army? What?

•

I have to go… photosynthesize something.

Biographer
•

Fun supervillain fact: Many supervillains turn to a life of crime and villainy because they feel that
they have not gotten the respect that they were due in their pre-supervillain jobs. So maybe if I go
down there and offer to write an actual book about them they’ll stop throwing pig carcasses at
pedestrians.

Birdwatcher

•

Oh my god! There’s a light footed clapper rail near that superhero fight! I must get closer and
snap some pictures for my rare birds Facebook and Instagram pages. Yes, I know it may be risky.
But some things are just worth dying for. The light footed clapper rail is one of them.

Blacksmith
•

Finally! I’ve been clang clang clanging away on this new super cool armor in my workshop for
weeks. I’m gonna put it on and fight that dragon that’s sitting in the park and freaking everybody
out.

Boatswain
•

Some of the important boating equipment which I am responsible for (y’know stuff like life
preservers, marine themed shaped snacks, the crew, boat engines?? porthole drapes?) is
dangerously close to that rampaging truck monster. I’d better get down there and perform my
sworn sacred boatswain duties.

Body Builder
•

Hey did you hear that I work out now? Yeah just figured I’d let you know in case you’re looking
for me while I’m working out. If you can’t find me it’s probably because I’m working out.
Crossfit leg day do you even lift crossfit.

Bodyguard
•

Ok if you’re a bodyguard and you want to go to your side job as a superhero here’s what you’ve
gotta do. Wait until your client goes to the bathroom. Then jam the door, look him in there. Then
go fight the crime. Then get back and free your client who will have been kept safe by the
bathroom until you return.

Bongo Player
•

I’m gonna go find a bridge to play the bongos under.

Bookkeeper
•

I’m going to go down and take bets on that superhero fight I’m giving twenty to one odds on that
giant mutant bullfrog eating Ultiman.

Botanist
•

You don’t need to make any excuses, probably your only friends are plants and plants are known
to be very supportive of the activities of costumed heroes and vigilantes.

Bowler
•

(Look down at your shoes) My heavens! These are not my shoes! I must go find the true owners!
(A Cinderella story for the modern age.)

Bouncer
•

I have to get to my post! My bar has a very strict no supervillains allowed rule and if that evil
cyborg gets even close to The Drunk Hut it is my solemn responsibility to make sure he doesn’t
get inside.

•

I’m a pretty buff man. I prevent children from sneaking in to the bar. I think it’s time that I step it
up a level and bounce that supervillain right out of town.

Bouncy House Operator
•

Just deflate the thing and go fight crime.

Boxer
•

Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee, that villain may be winnin, but he’s not yet met me.

Boy Band Member

•

Bye. Bye. Bye.

Boy Scout Troop Leader
•

Ok whoever doesn’t tell their parents that I left early to punch a man made out of fire gets their
“Kept a Superhero’s Secret Identity Badge,” their “Didn’t Snitch on Troop Leader Barry Badge”
and their “Didn’t Descend into a Lord of the Flies Type Child Murder Chaos Scenario When Left
Alone” badge.

Breakdancer
•

I’m going to challenge that eleven ton troll man from Mars to a dance-off, loser gets banished
from Earth, winner gets ice cream (and gets to stay on Earth!)

Breeder
•

Wait a minute, does that supervillain have a horse that is on fire and also a ghost? Could you
imagine what would happen if I acquired that horse and mated it with one of my top racing horses.
It would be incredible. I’d be foolish not to get down to that superhero battle right away.

Bubble Blower (such as the kind that perform delightful and mystifying bubble shows)
•

I am going to delight and mystify this villain right in the face.

•

The villain is trying to make off with the entire town’s supply of soapy water. I must stop him.
Even if I am not a superhero. Which I of course am not. (But say it in a way that sounds less
suspicious.)

Buccaneer
•

I’m what you might call very expensive corn (wait for everyone to groan at your terrible pun) I’ll
just see myself out.

Builder

•

Somebody somewhere just asked “can we fix it!” and I need to go shout “yes we can!” in their
face. I know that that sounds like the kind of thing a fixer should be doing but we’ve pretty much
taken over the “can we fix it/yes we can” industry thanks to public television.

Bureau of UFO Tracking, Transporting and Studying Agent
•

I have to go flush out some aliens, I don’t want any of them slipping through the cracks.

Bus Boy
•

All right everybody we’re going to try something new tonight! Everyone will just bus their own
tables this shift! Then you’ll gain a greater appreciation for the working class! (You only need to
do this once because you’ll almost definitely be fired for this.)

Bus Driver
•

If I stopped driving my route every time aliens took over midtown I’d never be able to my job.

Butlers
•

No no no no, butlers aren’t superheroes. It’s their rich masters who are superheroes. I mean sure
butlers are the clear brains behind the entire operation and without them the Billionaire with
Issues™ genre of superhero wouldn’t exist but I can’t think of a single butler superhero (as
opposed to the dozens of bubble blower and bibliographer superheroes there are out there).

Tune in next time when we tackle all of the “c” occupations. As always if you know of a job that
isn’t represented here ((speaking of representation, I’m pretty sure there isn’t any difference between
a barrister and a lawyer so you’ll have to wait like a year til we get to L.) By all means, contact us.
Or just use a generic excuse like “I need to get down to that superhero fight to see if I can help
people in any way that I can because I am a good person” or “I am going out to get orange juice.”

#041 Innate Superpowers
Are you a person? Would you liked to be a super person? And not in like the “hey, you donated both
your kidneys to complete strangers, you’re a super person” kind of way but the “wow you lifted an
entire building up out of the ground and then threw it at a cyclops and then flew off into space to
avoid the consequences of performing such an action” kind of way? And also you don’t want to look
into genetic science or fall into a vat of acid? Well congratulations! (yay) You’re in luck! (woo) In
most universes in which superheroes exist (and in some where they don’t) there’s a segment of
society that is simply born with superpowers. Mutants, metahumans, aliens, certain subsets of fallen
angels, some people just come into the world with the ability to level a city block or make
interdimensional invaders cry. They don’t have to do anything. It’s incredibly unfair but like super
awesome for them.
But how do you know if you’re one of these people? Not every superpower is readily apparent. Sure
if you can fly or have super strength or can shoot anything from your eyes (lasers, heat rays, maple
syrup, sweaters, etcetera, etcetera) you (or someone else) will probably notice that pretty early on.
But what if you can talk to tigers, or breathe in space, or dance very well (not just pretty well
but superhumanly well). Those are the types of things you may not just notice randomly on your
own. It’s like that old Yiddish proverb that loosely translates to “You never know if you have the
superhuman ability to survive eating lava until you try eating lava.”
Additionally, certain powers only activate in response to certain stimuli. For example, Professor
Paleontologist didn’t discover his powers until he accidentally knocked over a dinosaur display in the
Museum of Natural History and got himself served with a lifetime ban. So you have to go out and try
things. Have new experiences. But not like “try a new flavor of frozen yogurt everyday” types
of fun new experiences. We’re talking “bungee jump without a cord to see how invulnerable (if at
all) you are.” Obviously I’m not advocating for people to hurl themselves off mountains or break into
the tiger enclosure at the zoo. I could probably get sued for that [nobody sue]. But, if you really want
to see if you have superpowers this is really the only way to know for sure.
So bring a friend with you. A friend who is a confirmed superhuman. A friend who can shoot fire
from their hands or teleport. Someone who can help you survive your “new experience of the day”
with only minimal trauma. It doesn’t even actually have to be a friend. Any superhuman will do

(probably not an evil superhuman though. They just love it when foolish mortals do stupid things and
get themselves killed. It’s like their favorite thing. It’s like how non-evil people treat getting free
pizza.) Find a superhuman babysitter on craigslist to take you on dangerous, potentially powertriggering adventures (and then check all of the names of the people who respond against the people
listed in the evil phonebook).
One thing that is incredibly important to note is that is that most people don’t have any superpowers
at all. So don’t go into this little excursion with high expectations and don’t be too disappointed
when instead of learning that you have super-bouncing powers you break all of your limbs trying to
bounce off of stuff. Like, sure you could be a little bit disappointed but don’t like, initiate a sadness
montage with Simon & Garfunkle’s The Sound of Silence playing in the background. Be the normal
amount of disappointed. Eat some ice cream. Move on. Honestly, to avoid all of this, you probably
shouldn’t even do this at all unless you have some reason to think you’re a secret superhuman.
Some reasons to think that you might be a superhuman include:
1. Your family has a history of possessing the “meta-gene.”
2. You recently discovered that the playground you frequented as a child was actually built above a
nuclear waste dumping ground.
3. You recently received a blood transfusion from someone who looks exactly like what The
Cannonballer: Baller of Cannons would look like if she wore glasses.
4. Your pet hamster bit your finger and you were already pretty sure he was actually
an alien hamster.
5. You’re an orphan.
6. You have a tail.
7. A mysterious man in a trench coat once whispered something to that effect while he passed you on
the street and then when you turned to ask him what he meant he had vanished.
8. You’re a lefty.
9. One or both of your parents is an interdimensional genie.
10. You’ve been bitten by so many people over the years that the odds are good that one of them was
a vampire, werewolf or zombie and you refuse to listen to the reasonable argument that if that was
true you’d either have to stay indoors during the day, turn into a wolfman once or month, or have
an insatiable craving for brains and thus, already know.

11. You inhaled a mysterious gas and didn’t even die.
12. All your friends are superhumans and it just wouldn’t be fair if you weren’t one too.
13. Every time you asked your parents where babies come from they get really weird and coy and that
probably means they don’t know how babies are made and just found you in a rocket in a
cornfield.
14. You keep finding $20 bills in the pockets of your freshly laundered pants when you don’t
remember ever having all those $20 bills in the first place.
15. You went on a carnival ride called the “Regurgitation Station” and didn’t throw up afterwards.
16. Sometimes when you talk to your cat you can almost feel like it understands what you’re saying.
17. You receive a card from someone you’ve never met named Poe Cy Don every year on your
birthday.
18. You often win dance offs
19. You had a dream where you had superpowers and it felt really real.
20. You’ve never been stuck at a red light in your entire life (If you’ve been stuck even once this does
not apply to you.)
Even with one of these the odds of you being a superhuman are astronomically low (we hired an
outside firm to crunch those numbers for us). Honestly, you could probably actually just get screened
for superpowers by a doctor or something. Superheroes go to doctors sometimes too so probably the
medical community has come up with some sort of way of detecting whether a person has
superpowers. Of course if everybody in the world does this then they’ll probably stop letting people
come in for those tests. Or charge ridiculously high prices for them. So only like three or four of you
do that. The rest of you go out and do dangerous things. Or just resign yourself to the fact that you
don’t have superpowers. Because probably, you don’t.

#042 Lairs
Supervillains are like spiders. You’re afraid of them when you can see exactly where they are and
what they’re doing (the corner of Main Street and 3rd trying to sell evil, mind controlled gerbils to
children) but, on some level, you’re even more afraid of them when you don’t know where they are
or what they’re planning. Because, yeah, supervillains aren’t always out and about committing
heinous crimes. Supervillains are like ogres. They have lairs. That’s where they plot their evil plans
and plan their evil plots. It’s where they tinker with their latest doomsday device. It’s where they take
plenty of naps so that they’re well-rested enough to do battle with the good guys. It’s where they
keep all of their evil pets. A supervillain with a quality lair is way more dangerous than a supervillain
who just like, operates out of a van or their mother’s basement (or your mother’s basement). And
that’s why it falls to you, the random superhero reading this blog, to make sure they don’t have one.
(Look I know I keep giving you guys more jobs. If it’s not “save the city” or “don’t give your secret
identity to anybody” it’s “make sure your animal can’t have its mind read” or “don’t wear a domino
mask because those are stupid.” And I get it, it’s a lot of stuff. But trust, me it’s all very important to
living a full, well-balanced, superheroic life.)
The first thing you’re going to want to do is identify as many potential supervillain lairs within your
city as you can. Most likely you won’t be able to get all of them. Supervillains are a resourceful
bunch. I once knew a supervillain who operated out of a treehouse in the woods and he used a
hologram projector to make himself look like a child so as not to arouse suspicion. (Of course an
unidentified child operating out of a random treehouse in the middle of a forest is still suspicious so
that did not last long.) But, if you can identify all of the obvious and glamorous ones, that’s already a
victory against the supervillains. Some obvious potential supervillain lairs include, seedy nightclubs,
caves in major metropolitan areas, castles that always have ominous clouds overhead, any building
that has the words “evil incorporated” printed on it, and anything abandoned. Abandoned
warehouses, nuclear silos, office buildings and especially amusement parks with fully intact halls or
mirrors are incredibly appealing to the supervillain community. Honestly, there shouldn’t really be
too many abandoned amusement parks within one town. Even one is kind of stretching credibility.
Like, why would you abandon an amusement park. They’re so fun! Even if it was
a mostly abandoned amusement park are you seriously telling me that there aren’t people in your

town who would take full advantage of the lack of long lines to ride all of the roller coasters a bunch
of times every day. #Endtheabandonmentofamusementparks2k17.
When it comes to abandoned buildings the best way to prevent them from falling into the hands of
supervillains is by convincing the city to actually do something with them. Refurbish those old
decrepit warehouses into new office space, or storage units, or, hell, whip up some affordable
housing developments (OR A TRAMPOLINE PALACE). Not only will these projects prevent
supervillains from having places to store their Whateverinator 3000 but it will boost the city’s
economy while creating dozens, if not hundreds, (if not zillions!!!!!!) of new construction jobs. If the
sites are deemed too rundown to have new life breathed into them then just get those things
condemned and torn down! Make a day of it! Get the whole town involved! Nothing brings a
community together like demolishing a building. There is literally no reason why supervillains
should have unfettered access to all of these abandoned buildings. You can’t tell me they
actually paid for them. That’s a completely unsupervillain thing for them to do. I mean, it’d
definitely be savvy sure, but highly un-supervillainous. “Yes, fine officer you can arrest me for trying
to blow up a river but if you want to take one step into this evil funhouse you best have a search
warrant with you because I just so happen to be in possession of the evil funhouse deed!”
If the city doesn’t want to take the proper steps to refurbish or tear down these free homes for
supervillains (maybe they’ve been paid off or maybe they’re just lazy, who knows!) try reaching out
to someone with the funds and resources to undertake such a project. Fortunately, supervillains make
a lot of enemies and while they spend most of their time making super powered, cape-wearing
enemies they also from time to time make business-suit wearing enemies in possession of lots
of real power, in the form of large piles of money. You see, sometimes, in order to make a quick
buck or a gazillion, a supervillain will kidnap some rich person in hopes of bringing in a large
ransom. Most of these rich people are not into that. So they’ll probably be up for closing
supervillains out of the real estate market. Also sometimes (very rarely) even rich people
that haven’t been personally effected by acts of supervillainy will want to prevent them from
squatting in abandoned rubber chicken manufacturing facilities. If all of that fails you can reach out
to one of those billionaire-with-issues™ superheroes that we’ve often discussed.
If you’re too late and a supervillain is already holed up in an abandoned pizza parlor or some kind of
villainous hovel, don’t fret. All is not lost. They’ve merely won the pizza parlor, not the city. All you

need to do now is place the pizza parlor under surveillance and wait until the supervillain emerges so
they can be arrested. Once a supervillain’s lair is identified they’ve already lost a huge advantage.
Still though, I don’t recommend actively storming the lair once you’ve found it. Supervillains are
notorious for (all manner of felonious activities) booby-trapping things. So running blind into an evil
lair is incredibly risky and dangerous. One wrong step and your head could be sliced off by an actual
guillotine. French Revolution style! I’m sure we’ve said it before but we will say it again,
supervillains have no chill.

#043 Heads of State
As we’ve discussed superheroes (and sometimes supervillains too!) need day jobs. Something to pass
the time between world-threatening crises and to keep the lights on and the hot water running. And as
we’ve also touched upon superhumans can end up in a wide variety of jobs. Many of these are
relatively inconsequential, nobody really cares if the garbage man is a shapeshifter or the postman is
telepath. But sometimes superhumans will find themselves in relatively important positions of power:
CEOs, chief surgeons, the guys who know the Coca Cola recipe. And, every once in a while, a
superhuman will find themselves as the leader of an entire country.
Superhuman heads of state generally find themselves sorted into two categories, those who were
given (political) power, and those who seized it. Most of the time the difference lies in whether or not
the person is nominally a superhero or a supervillain (though this is hardly a rule. I’m looking at you
Democratically Elected President Murder Kill of the Democratic Republic of Schlotenstan). Of
course then there are further subcategories and subsets. Through the years the types of superhuman
heads of state have been as varied as the types of government. There have been monarchies (y’all
know about King Midas of course but there have actually been superhuman dynasties. They were
especially prevalent in the ancient world. Superhumans were often deified and thus it was very easy
for them to seize control of fledgling nations. They often brought with them entourages of other
lesser-powered superhumans or magic wielders to help solidify their rule and legacy.) democracies
(when a superhuman wins an election they usually either try to pass pro-superhuman legislation
or never discuss the fact that they’re superhumans, there’s like no middle-ground.) dictatorships

(these are usually supervillains, we’ll discuss this below.) triumvirates (these are much rarer as they
only work when all three members have equally matched superhuman abilities, if one of them has
more power it will usually deteriorate into a dictatorship.) even military leaders (again, you don’t
often see superheroes leading military coups but it happens. Probably the most notable instance of
that was when Freedom Voice overthrew Doctor Diabolical from his throne as supreme leader of the
island nation of Ginwan). A superhuman head of state, regardless of moral bent, will undoubtedly
have a noticeable impact on the rest of the superhuman community at large. A nation with a superhead of state may become a safe haven for other superhumans and para-folk. Supervillains and other
evil creatures might find refuge or even gainful employment in a country ruled by one of their own
while superheroes can generally rely on the hospitality of a country where another hero has been
placed in charge.
Additionally, once a superhuman becomes a head of state their status in the world, of course,
automatically undergoes a shift. If a villain becomes the leader of a nation they are awarded certain
privileges in other countries and fall under the tenants of diplomatic immunity. They can jaywalk,
park wherever they like, honestly, they could straight up murder someone and nothing could be done
about it except for a speedy deportation back to their home country. This, obviously, can make things
tricky for traditional law enforcement agencies. Luckily you don’t subscribe to that nonsense. You’re
a superhero. You subscribe to a completely different kind of nonsense. You don’t follow the law.
You can totally just punch this evil superhuman dictator right in the wherever you want. Of course
once you do that you need to run away really quickly so you don’t get arrested. But in the eyes of
rational populace you’ll be seen as a hero. (Honestly, the fact that you got the words “AWESOME
HERO EXTRAORDINAIRE” stenciled onto your costume’s chest definitely skews things a bit. I
personally think it was a great move. Very becoming.)
At the same time, just because some supervillain managed to finagle their way into the highest office
in some land doesn’t mean you are now duty-bound to go stage a coup. In fact, destabilizing a
government and its country is almost never a good idea and it’s certainly never a simple matter.
Something you might consider doing is to show the populace of the country how evil their new
leader is and help them remove him or her or them (you’d be amazed how many gender-neutral
poltergeists try to run for public office) from office. If there is already some form of resistance in
place it wouldn’t be crazy to try assisting them in any way you can. However if somehow this
supervillain turns out to be a good leader to their people then you might just have to leave it be. Until

they try to build some giant robot griffin to attack some other country of course. Probably that won’t
even take too long. Supervillains love building giant robots to attack people. They’re petty like that.
Some superpowered heads of state like to keep the fact that they can soar majestically through the air
(or the fact that they’re an undead mummy) under wraps (now it’s a pun) and so they either retire
their superhero/villain persona (hmm on second thought I could have not made the mummy joke and
just written “under the radar”) or, if they want to remain active, they’ll have to get creative (I have
decided that the mummy joke can stay, oftentimes mummies are former heads of state themselves. So
it’s relevant). Which makes sense, balancing a life of superheroing with running a country is
difficult, draining, dangerous, and not recommended at all! Some heads of state will publicly claim
that their superhero persona is actually their bodyguard, and a separate person, who just happens to
never be in the same room as them. And is therefore a terrible bodyguard. If a head of state starts
claiming that some superhero is their perpetually unseen bodyguard that’s a clear signal that that
person is a secret superhero. Or perhaps they’ll temporarily abdicate their superhero identity to
someone else while they serve out their terms. Oftentimes this will be a sidekick or some other
trusted member of their support squad. Or even just some other hero with a similar powerset who
doesn’t mind playing two roles for a bit. Or you can always just fake the death of your superhero
persona for a few years while you try to run a country and whatnot.
(Another very important thing to consider when dealing with superperhero heads of state is that you
can’t pull elaborate pranks on them during the biannual worldwide superhero prank war which is
almost certainly a thing. I’m pretty sure it’s illegal to prank a head of state. Though if someone with
knowledge of such things wants to chime in and tell me I’m wrong please, be my guest.)
A superpowered head of state is in possession of an extraordinary amount of power, both physically
and politically and therefore needs to have a couple of dozen superpowered eyes on them at least. If
absolute power corrupts absolutely than you’ve gotta assume that absolute power coupled with
eyebeams and the ability to talk to squirrels has the potential to corrupt even more. So while
superpowered heads of state can be valuable allies, it’s also important to keep them in check.

#044 Contact Information
Superheroes cannot reasonably be expected to be aware every time a crime or supervillain attack
occurs. They’re busy people! Or they’re very oblivious. Also, ever since that space shuttle full
of alien robots crashed into that volcano it’s gotten hard to determine which giant robots strolling
through the city are part of some evil scheme and which ones are just confused, but friendly, alien
robot tourists who just got lost on their way back to where they parked their crashed spaceship. So
sometimes heroes just don’t know when or if they’re supposed to spring into action all heroic-like.
So it’s a good idea for superheroes to set up some sort of system by which the public, or certain
elements of it, can get in touch with them. If you happen to have super hearing this isn’t really such a
pressing issue for you. All you have to do is listen for someone calling your name. But for the rest of
you, that only works if someone is screaming your name in your immediate vicinity. And what are
the odds of that happening??? Probably they are very low.
The first thing you have to do is determine who you want to be able to get in contact with you.
Members of your own support-squad should definitely be able to call you when they need you and
communicate with you while you’re out in the field. You should probably just all get matching
communicators. That would be so fun! You could have a night where the whole squad gets together
and everyone customizes their own communicators. You can get stickers and glitter. Just go all out
on those Team Bat-Fish-Giant-Bird-Wing-Woman communicators. You’re also going to want other,
unaffiliated superheroes to be able to get in contact with you. If you and all your super buds get your
communicators from the same Radio Hut you could probably arrange to meet up on a separate
channel which can be used to communicate with each other. Provided you’re in range of course. And
can get a signal. It will always be hard to contact another hero when you’re underwater or in space.
So think about that before you go off into deep water/space. Don’t dive right in and blast right off
and then think to yourself “oh man, you know who would be great to have as backup
here? Ny™@r3 the sagely horse who gives advice to troubled youths!” You need to have all of those
thoughts before hand! Also if you try to get matching walkie-talkies with all your pals you become
one of those “you can only reach me if you’re within a thousand kilometers of me and also if you
shop at the same electronic stores as me” people and those people are always a hassle to get in
contact with. Another thing you can do is to just casually give out the cellphone numbers of the

people on your support team to anyone who asks and this way if someone needs to contact you they
can call them and then they can determine if it’s an important enough message to relay to you.
The next people who are probably want to in touch with you are (your parents go call them you
jerk!) the police. Sometimes solving and preventing crimes is difficult. Sometimes the city doesn’t
have enough money in its budget to train their cops to fight evil talking polar bears. So they give you
a call. They don’t have to pay you anything. You get off on that stuff. (This is all presupposing that
you’ve gotten past the awkward “is that guy in the costume punching other guys a criminal???”
phase with the local law enforcement)/]. But how will the police contact you? Can they call you?
Beep you? If they wanna reach you? An idea that might seem attractive in theory is to provide the
local PD with some kind of giant spotlight that they can shine into the sky whenever there’s trouble.
But just know that that’s stupid. That’s not an effective way to get in touch with a person. Like, at all.
What if there’s an emergency during the day? What if you’re out of town or, I dunno, indoors? What
if you’re not just staring at the sky?! It’s also a great way to let all your enemies know exactly where
you’re going to be. That’s a great way to get murdered. If you don’t want to get murdered, don’t do
that.
Instead what you should do is set up some sort of hotline. But not the kind of hotline that gets
advertised on billboard and park benches and indoor blimps at basketball games. You don’t want to
get flooded with calls for help moving furniture or doing arithmetic homework or prank calls from
supervillains. Don’t fly around the city dropping business cards with your number on them. Don’t
hang up flyers in your local Pizza Shack. Don’t take out an ad in the papers. What you should do is
give your number to a few key individuals, the mayor, the police commissioner, your parents, that
guy who tipped you ten bucks after you saved his life that one time, the president, the chef at your
favorite restaurant, attractive journalists, me, so that we can always contact you if there’s an
emergency you need to be aware of.
If answering calls isn’t really your thing –which I get, talking on the phone is hard- another thing you
can consider doing is setting up an email address which people can use to contact you. Or have both
the hotline and an email server and allow more people to have access to the email address while
keeping the hotline reserved for just like, me and the president. Having an email setup is handy
because you can just use the search function to find the most urgent emergencies. Searching
keywords such as “monster attack” or “alien invasion” or “free ice cream, ends tonight,” can help
you cut through the frivolous and the spam. You can also just assign interns to maintain the email

account and then they can pass on the most pressing information directly to you. You can even let
them craft fun responses to the emails! Stuff like “hey thanks for these pictures of your cat dressed in
a cape we printed them out and hung them up all over the hideout,” or “hey, we know we said we
liked those pictures of your cat with the cape, and we did. We liked them a lot. But you need to stop
sending us pictures now. You’ve sent us over three thousand pictures of your cat in a cape. It’s not
even different capes. it’s always the same cape. This is absurd. You need to stop.” Of course, that
means letting a bunch of college kids represent you on the internet while also allowing them to
decide which world-threatening emergencies are worth your time, and there’s definitely a learning
curve that comes with that, but they’ll probably get the hang of it quickly.
You can also set up a PO Box which people can mail letters to. Or train pigeons to bring you letters!
That’d be pretty neat! (If I had a pet carrier pigeon I’d name it Carrie, everyone call out your dream
pigeon names in the comments!) This will cut down on the amount of adoring messages that will
inevitably clog up your voicemails and inboxes. Make it clear to your legions of fans that you will
only read love letters or fan mail if they are sent through your country’s esteemed postal services.
(Also I guess this would be a good place to direct people to send pictures of their cats in human
clothes.) This can also be handy if someone knows about a crisis that will occur in the future and
thus, is not exactly urgent information now. Stuff like “My cousin just got a doctorate in mad
science and also bought a bunch of bats off of the internet and I’m concerned,” or “The ghost of my
grandfather’s college roommate appeared to me and warned me that an army of evil old-timey ghosts
are going to attack the living realm in three months’ time,” stuff that’s important for a superhero to
be aware of but not as pressing as some of the other stuff you need to be informed about.
No matter which method(s) you decide to adopt you’ll quickly find that allowing people to contact
you to report crimes and/or emergencies will vastly improve your ability to actually be where you
need to be to help people. Don’t be one of those chumps that just wanders around waiting to come
across danger. I mean you can still do that too. That’s kind of proactive I guess. But also make sure
people can get in touch with you when they need to.

#045 Receiving the Key to the City
If you save the city enough times, chances are you’ll get a call from the mayor. He’ll thank for your
work, comment on the fact that he admires your fashion sense, half-jokingly suggest that it’s your
fault supervillains keep attacking the city (which honestly it might be. When you call yourself the
Unbeatable Whatever, that’s just asking for trouble,) and then, if you’re lucky he’ll invite you to
receive the key to the city (or the “freedom of the city” if you live in the United Kingdom. Weird).
First off, congratulations, you’ve earned it. Secondly (second off?) this is a big public event, a lot of
people are going to be there, and if you mess this up people will remember it forever and probably
a meme will be made of your stupid face failing to properly receive the key to the city. It’s my job to
make sure that doesn’t happen so here are a few things you should be aware of.
The Key
Now, this is a classic misconception a lot of people have. “The Key to the City” is not a literal term.
You’re not literally going to receive a key that unlocks the door to the city. That would be absurd.
That’s not even a thing. Have you ever had to pass through a door to enter your city? Cities don’t
have real keys. And if they did nobody would give you one. You spend half your time in space
fighting aliens and asteroids, you can’t be reliably trusted to hold onto a key and unlock the door to
the city at the start of business hours each day. So just be aware of that. I don’t want you to be
disappointed when you’re not given an actual key to the actual city. I especially don’t want you
throw a tantrum on stage about not getting a key to the actual city. Don’t even mutter “Oh this is not
what I thought this was going to be,” under your breath. Someone will hear it. You will become a
meme. What you will most likely receive is a fancy key that is strictly decorative. Don’t try to use it
on any doors. You’re only going to embarrass yourself. Some cities will instead give you a
certificate, which, yeah, is way lamer than a key, but again, you cannot express disappointment. That
would be rude. Superheroes can’t be rude at public events. Be rude on your own time. In some cities
around the world, other gifts will be presented instead of keys or certificates. These items can range
from silly hats (this one is of course Canadian) to the right to pasture sheep on common grounds
(Ireland, naturally). Regardless of what you get though you should accept your gift graciously and
shake everybody’s hand. Unless your hand is a claw or a hook or something. Then a curt, cool guy
nod will suffice.

Dress
These events are generally on the fancy side, especially when it comes to the people presenting and
receiving the award. So you’ve gotta dress smart. Don’t show up with a battle damaged costumed
with rips and tank tracks and bloodstains all over them. Put on a fresh, clean, fully intact costume,
straight from the superhero dry cleaners. Or maybe you should have a new, fancier costume made.
With cufflinks. And tails. Or wear a tuxedo or a gown over your costume. Or the old classic formal
attire and mask look. That would lend appropriate gravitas to the situation. You should still wear the
mask though. Now that you’re getting official recognition and support from your city you need to
guard your secret identity more closely than ever.
Attack Preparedness
An event such as this provides your enemies with the rare advantage of knowing exactly when and
where you’ll be at a certain time. You can almost definitely expect an attack of some sort. Maybe
even two or three. Supervillains often do not coordinate with one another about when they will be
attacking where. Three is probably a fair amount of attacks to reasonably expect at one of these
things. So make sure security is top notch. Invite all your superhero friends to watch as you receive a
glory many of them will never attain. This way they’ll be right there in anybody tries to like set the
stage on fire or replace the key with an explosive replica. You should also have somebody with x-ray
vision look over the crowd to make sure nobody is wearing a convincing flesh mask over their
robotic skull face or some other kind of supervillain concealing disguise. If an attack does occur, you
should for sure participate in the fight to repel it. Don’t worry about ruining your tux. Now, as
always, saving lives should be your top priority. That’s how you got here in the first place.
Speech
You should prepare a few short remarks to be given at the ceremony. Nothing too long, don’t thank
your parents or your childhood orthodontist or the vat of toxic waste that gave you your
superpowers (all of those things can be used to discover your secret identity! Vats of toxic waste
companies keep a log of who falls into their vats. For insurance purposes. And those databases are
easily accessible by supervillains if you give them a reason to do so). You should definitely be sure
to mention what an honor (or honour if you live in the United Kingdom. Weird) it is to receive this
(not real, remember that,) key and how much you love your city. Definitely throw in a line about the
citizens being the true heroes or something like that. Civilians love being told that they’re the real

heroes. Even when they are not. (If you want to hire a speechwriter for this event, I am
available.) (Also note: DO NOT RAP YOUR ACCEPTANCE SPEECH we really shouldn’t
have to specifically say this. It’s not cool. You are not Hamilton.)
Once you’ve made the appropriate preparations you’re free to enjoy yourself and bask in the glory of
being loved and adored by your city. Smile for all the pictures (even if you’re a vampire who won’t
show up in pictures, just humor them), enjoy some fancy food, don’t make an ass of yourself by
miming opening doors with your new fake key, just have an overall good time. You’ve earned it.
Don’t embarrass me.

#046 Losing Your Powers
Having extraordinary abilities, or, as they are colloquially known “superpowers” (and that’s only
because “extraordinarilyabledheroes” sounded too clunky,) is an immense privilege and shouldn’t be
taken lightly or, heaven forbid, for granted. Many superheroes grow so accustomed to having powers
that they would struggle to get through menial day to day tasks should they ever lose them. Many
superheroes don’t even pause to consider the fact that they might someday be without their powers.
This is stupid. People lose their powers all the time. You need to be prepared for that possibility.
Superheroes can lose their powers in a number of different ways: Curses from witches, not properly
reading the terms and agreements manual on your powers and accidentally violating one of the terms
and/or agreements, emotional trauma, reliving your origin event in reverse (like falling out of a vat of
toxic waste or shooting a magic lightning bolt from your body), you didn’t fully think through the
possible ramifications of a monkey paw wish, a different kind of magic lightning, someone wiped
your memories and made you forget how to use your powers, etcetera etcetera (I could literally do
this forever {an unexpected side effect from an anti-depressant pill} see.) So the odds are pretty high
that at some point in your superhero career you’ll, at least temporarily, lose your powers.
Now, fear not (y’all best not be fearing), losing your powers doesn’t mean you have to give up your
exciting superhero lifestyle. There are plenty of superheroes who don’t have powers. Most of them
die horrible horrible deaths (have you ever been eaten by a dragon without having superpowers?
Neither have I. It’s probably the worst!) but some of them don’t! Some of them live very long lives!
Doing backflips across rooftops and roundhouse kicking bank robbers, living that non-powered hero
dream. You can have that too, but only if you make the proper preparations while you still have your
powers. Ask one of your non-powered hero friends to give you hand to hand combat training.
Practice doing things like long distance running or rock climbing without the use of your powers.
This way should you ever eat an expired candy bar and lose your ability to control the winds of the
Earth you can fall back on the boxing lessons you took and still kick evil butt!
Even if you don’t decide to continue being a superhero, which hey, if you were looking for an excuse
to retire here it is, you might find yourself having difficulty going about your regular day to day life

without the use of your powers. For many heroes using their powers becomes second nature to them.
They use them all the time. Even when they’re not “working” (read: beating criminals in alleyways).
So it might come as a sort of culture shock when they can no longer heat up leftovers with their eye
beams or skip the morning commute by teleporting to work (or to near work, gotta keep that secret
identity intact). So to prepare for this I recommend setting aside some portion of your week for doing
things without powers. This way you’ll be operating with some sort of net instead of plunging into
the powerless life all at once. Take the train to work once a week. Move at normal speeds for at least
one hour out of the day. Buy a microwave and figure out all the settings. All so when you inevitably
lose your powers after you happened to step on a crack causing your mother to break her back and, in
a fit of rage, curse you so that you lose your powers, you won’t be stuck up the metaphorical creek.
Losing use of your powers doesn’t only affect you though. If word gets out that a city’s defender has
been essentially neutered you can be sure that supervillains and other do-badders will flood into the
city. Supervillains love it when there are no superpowered people around the stop them. It’s like their
favorite thing. On some level they like it even more than actual crime, which you would think is their
favorite thing to do. Sure some villains like having some sort of challenge, but the vast majority
would totally prefer it if nobody got in their way. So you can’t publicize the fact that you have no
powers! No press conferences! Don’t release a blues album called “Hey So I Lost My Super Strength
Because I Thought it Was a Good Idea to Gamble It Away to the Literal Devil,” don’t put out an ad
in the classifieds that reads “seeking a new hero to defend my city because I, like a fool, lost my
powers, like I literally misplaced them. I don’t know where they are. Somebody please help me,”
don’t even post about it on Facebook! There are a lot of supervillains on Facebook! You need to keep
that on the down low. This may even mean putting on your costume and pretending you still have
powers for a bit until you can discreetly find someone else to protect your town. This is when you’ll
have to get clever; use holograms, strategically placed wind cannons and speakers, maybe even some
of that evil super-tech you keep confiscating from the bad guys. Anything you can get your hands on
to trick the evil element of your city into thinking that you’re still in full possession of all of your
abilities. If you manage to pull this off successfully and consistently until you either get your powers
back or find some other superhero to take over then you can make a viral video announcing that you
lost your powers. As a sweet bonus you can totally hold the fact that you tricked all your enemies
over their heads for the rest of their lives. It’s always fun to lord things over the heads of
supervillains. At least until they get super pissy and commit a bunch of murders as a result. It’s a bit
of a tightrope walk.

Even if you never lose your powers (lucky for you none of your enemies ever got their hands on a
genie, you’d be surprised how many heroes lose their powers like that,) it’s still a good idea to learn
how to fight crime or just live your life without them. Superpowers are extremely fickle. You can
never be sure that you’ll have them forever.

#047 Being the Only Powerless Person On Your
Team
Most superhero teams have a very similar “core makeup” so to speak. There’s the “flying tank,”
usually the most powerful member of the team in possession of classic superpowers such as flight,
super-strength and usually some kind of eye beam. Then there are usually a collection of more
specialized heroes, speedsters, telepaths, someone with wings (there’s always someone with wings)
some type of warrior-goddess woman, a wizard, maybe a space cop, sometimes there’s a talking
animal, and so on and so forth. Then there’s usually the token guy or gal who doesn’t have any
powers. They’re the odd man or woman out in the team, the one who wasn’t called upon by some
Mayan deity or entrusted with ensuring the legacy of an entire planet, they’re the people
who chose to be there. And yet, usually, they’re the weakest, the least qualified to deal with the
myriad of threats that superhero teams are called upon to fight on an hourly basis. So how do you
deal with being the powerless member of your superhero team?
Many powerless heroes seek to make themselves indispensable to their team in a non-superpowered
capacity. They become the team’s scientist or their medic or the team detective (or the official bow
and arrow guy of the team) or the guy who always brings the best snacks to the superhero picnics
which are almost certainly a thing, they find themselves a niche or a skill that their compatriots are
too superpowered to go out and learn for themselves (did you know that in some schools you can get
a degree in always bringing the best snacks to picnics? [disclaimer: existence of such a degree may
vary from university to university and from universe to universe]). If helping the team in a support

role isn’t enough to scratch that crime fighting itch, then they’ll have to prove themselves to be
capable of assisting a group of superhumans in a fight in a meaningful way. They’ll need to push
themselves to their absolute limits. They’ll have to become a master of like a dozen different forms
of combat (either hand to hand, weapons, or verbal) and also be able to simply keep pace with the
time displaced super soldiers and literal demigods that populate the superhero word. What I
recommend is either finding a hidden mountain society of ninjas that will happily and helpfully
teach you everything you need to know, or sending me money so I can open up my own dojo and
personally train you. (Four out of five doctors recommend taking the second option!) [Disclaimer: of
the five doctors we polled only one of them actually went to medical school.]
Once you can actually keep pace with superhumans you need to make sure the people on your team
actually respect you. Make sure that nobody is looking down on you because you can’t shoot webs
from your armpits or break the sound barrier. When you first start out you should never allow
anybody make fun of you for your lack of powers. Once you become well established as a competent
hero then sure let the jokes flow in, it might be better if rivals underestimate you anyway. But at the
start of your career you can’t allow that to become a thing. Additionally, you should never call
attention to the fact that you don’t have any powers and you certainly shouldn’t use your lack of
powers as a crutch or excuse. Show your teammates that you’re more than capable of keeping up
with them all on your own. Spar with them. Eat with them. Join them in danger simulations. Even sit
in on games of “What can you shoot from your eyes,” and when they get up to you don’t say
something lame like “tears” just give everybody a death glare until somebody timidly says “daggers”
and they move on.
Once you’ve earned the respect of your teammates you need to turn your attention outwards, towards
the supervillain community. Something token-non-supers need to be aware of is the severe lack of
intimidation factor they have. Your teammates are all more than capable of striking fear into the
hearts and minds of bad guys. They fly and shoot beams from their fists and they routinely surf on
asteroids and some of them have parents in the Greek pantheon, that stuff is scary to the average
bank robber or swamp monster. All you can do is kick pretty good. That’s not nearly as scary. Sure
it’s still like a little bit scary. Nobody wants to be kicked. But I don’t know if anybody actively fears
being kicked in the way they actively fear being struck down by Zeus. Now, what you need to do is
make up for this lack of eye lightning or visible horns through sheer force of personality. Be
boisterous, be rude, be obnoxious, and don’t take any nonsense from anybody. Not even the literal

devil (not to be confused with the Literal Devil who is a c-list supervillain who annoys everybody by
taking everything completely literally) himself. Once a grainy cellphone video of you mouthing off
to a very evil and very angry giant,p planet-eating, super robot goes viral you can be sure that no
supervillain is ever going to disrespect you ever again. But large levels of sass alone won’t do the
job. You need to make sure you can at least partially back up your attitude with shrewd combat
preparedness and quick thinking. Once you successfully defeat a supervillain who on paper
should’ve squashed you beneath their heel, you’ll have cemented yourself as a valuable and
respectable member of your team.
Some people are blessed with superpowers, others are not. Regardless, you shouldn’t allow your life
and career to be dictated by chance. If you want to go out and save the world via punching criminals
then go do it! Just make sure you’re prepared. The life of a non-powered hero can be dangerous.
Many of them die. But if you get yourself placed on a team, if you earn a spot on a team. You’ll be
given the opportunities many non-powered people only dream of. So get out there, find a city of
martial arts masters, look up a bunch of insults online and get out there and save the world!

#048 Mad Scientists
When supervillains need a new weapon or weather machine or torture device they turn to the one
industry that they know they can depend upon. Whenever they need to unleash a deadly
pathogen into a city’s water supply or kidnap and brainwash somebody’s kid sidekick. Whenever
they want to purchase a fifty-foot gorilla to set loose in Times Square or buy a clone generator on the
cheap. For any and all of the supervillain’s scientific or technological needs, they call upon a group
of people who have been disgraced, disparaged, outcast from mainstream science. The people whose
experiments were deemed barbaric, inhumane, grotesque. The people who never submit their
scientific findings for rigorous peer review. They call, the mad scientists.
While mad scientists aren’t always the most glamorous villains to best in combat, they are, in a
sense, far more dangerous than the average mustache-twirling supervillain. Not only are they
responsible for their own crimes against humanity and nature but they are also responsible for all the
trouble and havoc their monsters and their machines cause. If you can take down a mad scientist
you’re essentially cutting off a major supplier of weapons and minions from the supervillain
community. So while nobody’s going to throw you a parade for beating up an elderly man in a labcoat (fun mad scientist game #1: see if you can get their lab-coats dirty, I’m telling you they must
have some sort of dirt and debris repellent spray, those things are always pristine) you are in fact
doing the community a great service.
Now, mad scientists often remain behind the scenes in large scale supervillain plots. They’re not
going on tv and demanding the heads of the world’s heroes be delivered to them on a silver platter or
holding press conferences announcing their candidacy for president like other supervillains
sometimes do. They hang out in their lab hunkered over their equipment distilling anti-matter or
desecrating corpses. So you have to bring the fight to them. Often mad science labs are located on the
tops of hills or perhaps in the middle of open fields. A lot of mad science utilizes lightning as a
power source, mad scientists are environmentally conscious like that. Also, I’m pretty sure their
laughs can cause lightning (fun mad scientist game #2: take a shot every time a mad scientist cackles
maniacally and then lightning strikes). This is not a hard and fast rule of course, some mad scientists
like to keep a lower profile and discreetly work out of regular science labs after everyone has gone

home for the day, or in their own privately run labs inside regular buildings. Some supervillains
employ their own full-time, in-house, mad scientists who work directly out of their lair. But if you
raid every laboratory on a hilltop or in an open field there’s a pretty good chance of you taking a lot
of mad scientists off the board.
When you raid a mad science lab it’s important to bring backup, and be prepared for anything. Mad
scientists are nothing if not creative and, unfortunately, they use most of their creative brain power to
come up with horrifying ways to commit crimes. If you’re not careful you may find yourself
becoming the guinea pig for some new experimental torture device which tickles you whilst cutting
off your legs (or something). You might also find a menagerie of artificial life forms that the mad
scientist created just to see if they could! These monsters will probably attack you at first but go easy
on them. They didn’t ask to be created or used in this manner, it’s not their fault. Oftentimes these
creatures can be rehabilitated and become productive members of society. The guy who does my
taxes every year is actually a mud monster named Murk who was born in a mad science lab. He’s a
sweet guy and real good with numbers (and ladies, he’s single!)
Once you get through the super lasers and the brain monsters, fighting the actual mad scientist
himself should be a walk in the park. Mad scientists are often far too busy committing crimes against
creation to go to the gym. And most of them are getting on in their years. Like, you fought a lizard
man just last week, beating up an old person should be no issue. Unless you end up fighting one of
those mad scientists who use themselves as test subjects for their wacky experiments. Then you
might be going up against a mutant super scientist! To be on the safe side, if you raid a mad science
lab and see the mad scientist reaching for a neon colored liquid you need to knock that vial right out
their hands! There’s nothing good in that vial! Worst case it’s a super elixir that will allow them to
overpower you. Best case it’s a sports drink that will give them more energy to fight you. So it’s best
to just destroy it. You also might get really unlucky and bump into a mad scientist who is so mad
about machinery that they swapped some of their normal old person limbs out with fancy new
cybernetic limbs. Fighting a super smart cyborg is way harder than fighting a super smart old person.
(Fun mad scientist game #3: see how many refrigerator magnets you can stick to their cybernetic
limbs without them noticing!)
Another important thing to be aware of is that, possibly owing to the “mad” nature of their science,
mad scientists are very touchy. It’s very difficult to have a reasonable conversation with them and the
slightest insult can make them change their plans from “bathe the world in a ray that turns everybody

to bald,” to “crash the planet into the moon!” So tread lightly. Always make sure to refer to a mad
scientist by their proper title. Professor, doctor, sir if they happen to also be knights. They get very
upset when you don’t do this. Which makes sense. They went to mad science school
for twelve years to get their mad science degrees. They earned that title. Show a little respect. You
should also never insult their crazy mad scientist hair. They know it looks crazy. There’s nothing
they can do about it. That’s just how hair gets when mad science is conducted near it! (Fun mad
scientist game #4: Give a mad scientist a comb and see if they even know what to do with it! You
lose the game if they somehow turn the comb into a weapon of mass destruction, as mad scientists
are wont to do.)

#049 Changing Your Codename
While your codename is undoubtedly an intrinsic part of your image, changing it is actually not all
that hard to do. If you’re not trying to completely reinvent yourself by faking your death, moving,
getting a new costume and starting over as a brand new person, changing your name is as simple as
just letting people know that you’re the same hero, just with a new name. Call a press conference,
disseminate a press release, post it on twitter, take out an ad in a newspaper that’s just a silhouette
with the words “Who is the new mysterious Hydrosassin??” and then on the next page there’s a nigh
identical ad except the silhouette is replaced by a full color picture of you with the words “Oh it’s
just this guy!” Basically, changing your codename is easy peasy lemon squeezey. But why would a
superhero ever want to change their highly recognizable codename? Well, there a dozens of reasons!
And we’ve compiled a bunch of them just special for you!
Reasons You Might Want (or need) to Change Your Codename:
1. It’s been a while since anybody’s written a news article about you.
2. Another superhero started using your codename and everybody likes them better so they get to
keep it!
3. Your new costume has different colors so you need to change the color in your codename to
properly reflect this change.

4. The evolution of language has resulted in your codename now having unfortunate implications
(This is why that detective who bursts into flames doesn’t go by “Flaming Dick” anymore).
5. You’ve received a cease and desist from a major corporation.
6. You discovered that you’re actually allergic to the animal you’ve named yourself after.
7. Somebody else owns the website domain name associated with your codename and it’s not a
website you want people thinking you’re affiliated with.
8. You were recently cured of your colorblindness and realized that your costume was a different
color than you thought it was.
9. It sounds inappropriate when said in certain accents.
10. The version of you that appears in sitcoms and cartoons is an absolute buffoon and you want to
distance yourself from that.
11. You are addicted to holding press conferences.
12. You realized your codename implied that you had powers that you don’t actually have.
13. Your codename was way too long, especially for people to call out when they were in immediate
danger so people would invariably call some other hero.
14. It tested poorly with focus groups for reasons they “couldn’t quite put their finger on.”
15. You lost the trademark.
16. It didn’t fit on your vanity license plate (and you can’t just take the vowels and spaces out of
“Mister Boater”).
17. It was hard for songwriters to find rhymes for when they wrote songs about your bravery and
heroism.
18. Your name was used as the title of a movie that wasn’t about you at all (not even a little bit!) but
people still kept asking you about it.
19. You weren’t doing anything else today so why not.
20. It was too easy for songwriters and comedians to find rhymes for your name and they kept making
mean rhyming songs and jokes.
21. A new AI helper was developed and it has the same name as you and now every time somebody
calls your name dozens of devices come to life and say “How can I help you today?” and it is
annoying.
22. You accidentally got your codename tattooed on your arm during a drunken night out and now, in
order to prevent people from realizing who you are, you need to either change your codename or
get the tattoo removed and removing tattoos is painful and expensive!
23. A terrorist organization started calling themselves by your name.

24. You lost a bet.
25. Some other guy bested you in combat and stole your name!
26. The actor who you were hoping would play you in the movie adaption of your life would only
sign on if they got to choose a new, cooler, codename for you.
27. The toy company that you’ve licensed your image to for action figure purposes is forcing you to
incorporate accessories and special features from your toys into your name. (That’s how Kung Fu
Grip Star Breacher with Spring-Loaded-Missile-Launching Action! got his name, exclamation
mark and all.)
28. You suffered severe head trauma and actually forgot what your old codename was and then when
someone reminded you what it was, you thought it sounded stupid (and weren’t wrong!)
29. The animal you named yourself after went extinct.
30. You survived a traumatic incident and changed your name to show that the event had changed
you.
31. You accidentally infiltrated an alien government and you had to change your codename to reflect
your new rank as High Chancellor of the Blorp Emirates.
32. Science discovered a new species that you thought was super cool so you renamed yourself after
it.
33. You lost one of your numerous extra appendages and you didn’t want to sound like a liar by still
calling yourself Twelve-Armed Lady.
34. That username was already taken on Twitter and you weren’t about to call yourself Supah
Warriah-2.
35. You suffered another freak lab accident and your mutant form changed dramatically so you
decided to come up with a new name for it.
36. Your old one was too long to neatly write on “hello my name is” tags at superhero single mixers
which are almost definitely a thing.
37. The first three letters of your codename were a bad word so every time you’d get a high score in a
video game you’d be setting a bad example for the kids.
38. John Travolta mispronounced your name at an award show and you were too embarrassed to
correct him so that’s your name now.
39. The ghosts of your ancestors came to you in a dream and told you that you were bringing great
shame upon your family by going around with a doofy name like “Super Sprinkler,” or “Professor
Paleontologist.”

40. Your name was too easy to spell and therefore easily googled and therefore everybody kept seeing
that embarrassing video of you trying to arrest a fire hydrant you were 98% sure was an evil
shapeshifter in disguise. (And it was an evil shapeshifter, it just didn’t reveal itself until after the
cameras stopped filming!)
41. Every time somebody spoke your name out loud dogs vomited and you didn’t really know why
that was but figured you were better off just changing your name.
42. You named yourself after the magical word that either powers you up or depowers you depending
on what state you’re in so every time you introduced yourself to someone while in superhero
mode you were instantly transformed back into a ten-year-old boy.
43. You’d just woken up from a coma and didn’t realize the name “Oprah” was already taken.
44. The person who was using the codename you really wanted died so now it’s just up for grabs!!!
45. You discovered a long lost super powered sibling and you were so overcome with a desire to be
close with them that you guys went out and got new matching codenames.
46. Someone pointed out that your name spelled backwards read “All hail Satan Satan is great and
he’s my best friend whom I love with all my heart” something which, somehow, you had never
noticed before.
47. You got a fortune cookie that read “Hey! You should totally change your name! Erm, I mean. A
great change will help you go far. Yeah, you get it. Lucky numbers: 8, 1004, -2, π.”
48. The “Director of Brand Reinvigoration Nation” that you hired off of Craigslist suggested a lot of
stuff and “change your name and nothing else” was the easiest. (Other things included “star in a
music video about soap,” and “create a third identity that is a villain.”)
49. A sick child used their wish to get you to change your name to something of their choosing.
50. You graduated from sidekick-hood and took on a new superhero moniker of your own.
51. You’re being blackmailed by a podium company into having numerous press conferences using
their product as a form of free advertising.
52. You recently acquired a boat and needed to amend your name to add “captain.”
53. You recently completed your PhD and needed to amend your name to add “doctor.”
54. You came up with the name Brain Star before you started coming up with costume ideas and you
understood that you couldn’t go around wearing a big “BS” on your chest.
55. The seasons change every four months! I change my name once in a ten year career and all of a
sudden I have to explain myself???
56. Somebody bought you a gift card to a newspaper’s advertising department (a terrible gift by the
way) and you don’t really know what else to do with it.

57. Your old name in sign language was a lewd gesture.
58. The name you originally wanted to use was deemed “way too cool for you” by your mentor but
you just saved the world from alien werewolves from Jupiter’s moon so you felt that you’ve
earned it now.
59. You didn’t like the way your picture turned out on your superhero team’s ID card and you figured
if they were printing a new card for you anyway you may as well also change your name.
60. Someone triple dared you to change it.
61. An trans-dimensional imp placed a curse on you that made you speak entirely in song and at first
you thought it was annoying but now you’re totally into it and so you’re really leaning into it and
adding “:The Musical!” to the end of your name.
62. Thanks to the word of the day toilet paper your friend bought you (also a terrible gift) you’ve
learned a bunch of cool new words that you want to incorporate into your codename.
63. You decided to take up a fallen hero’s legacy by taking on their name.
64. You’re a reformed supervillain who wanted to take on a new more heroic sounding name.
(Killslaughter the Death Bringer is really more of a villain name.)
65. Somebody took you aside and gently explained to you why your codename was actually offensive
to a group of people.
66. You met a version of yourself from an alternate reality and they had a way cooler name so you
just adopted that.
67. You found a drawing you’d made as a child of yourself as a superhero complete with a codename
you’d come up with and even though “Sir Gumball Man VII” is a stupid name you felt you owed
it to your younger self to follow through on your dreams.
68. You misunderstood the public’s call for more transparency in superhero operations and changed
your name to “Transparent Man/Woman/Person.”
69. People keep asking you if you were bitten by a radioactive version of the animal you’re named
after. And you weren’t. The name comes from something else. You also can’t “do anything that
[insert animal] can.” That Petey Parkour guy really ruined animal-themed names for everybody.
70. You wanted to change it to reflect the tips we featured in our post about codenames.
71. You thought of a really funny pun.

#050 Child Sidekicks
Children Acquiring Powers
You should never submit a child to some sort of experiment with the hopes of having
them acquire powers so they can fight crime alongside you, but the fact of the matter is that
children are just as likely to stumble across superpowers as any old old person. For this
reason, it’s important for adult heroes to keep an eye out for children displaying signs of
superpowers. If you do come across a child who can lift busses or turn into a mountain lion
you actually should take them under your wing. Super children should be nurtured by an
older superhero who has more experience that can help guide them through the often
tumultuous and quite frankly, terrifying, road to mastering their powers. If they’re not they
could very easily turn to a life of a crime and become full-blown supervillains. Powered
children of all kinds including magic wielders (kids who stumbled upon magical artifacts,
natural born wizards, reanimated mummies of Egyptian princes, etc.) aliens, sentient
androids, mutants, or your run-of-the-mill survivors of freak accidents should be carefully
monitored and evaluated by trusted psychologists and experienced superheroes before
being allowed out into the field to actually start fighting crimes.

Codenames and Costumes
Sidekicks should be given codenames and costumes that are evocative of their older
mentors’. This isn’t just a cutesy brand-building thing to do. It’s actually important.
Especially when you guys first start working together. This way if you and your child
sidekick get separated people will know who they belong to. “Oh your name is Hatboy and
you’re wearing a beanie, clearly you must be Hatman’s sidekick, I’ll call him and tell him
I’ve found you.” It’s basically the equivalent of putting your name and phone number in
your underwear in case you lose it. Or some other analogy that doesn’t conflate children
with underwear. You get the vibes. Oftentimes this is as simple as switching out the “Man”
or “Woman” in your codename with “Boy” or “Girl” (or “Lad” or “Lass” if you’re Scottish) or

even just slapping the word “Kid” in front of your actual codename. As far as costumes go,
your sidekick’s costume should at the very least incorporate your emblem in some way.
Regarding color schemes, many sidekicks simply use the same deco as their mentor but
this is not strictly necessary (none of this is actually necessary tbh). Some sidekicks wear
costumes with colors that are inverted from those of their mentor’s or complete different
colors that are complimentary. An important thing to be aware of is that for children, having
a cool costume is much more important. If their costume is lame or doofy they’ll be made
fun of by the other child sidekicks (children sidekick? Kiddiekicks?). Children are mean.
Make sure your child sidekick has a cool costume. If they’re made fun of it will mess with
their self-confidence and that’s no good when you’re fighting Halloween-themed Australian
assassins. That’s when you need your confidence to be high. Outside of all this all of the
regular superhero costume rules apply. Note: All child sidekicks should have full pants as
part of their costumes if your child sidekick parades around without pants that’s only going
to raise questions.

Secret Identities
Maintaining your child sidekick’s secret identity is extremely important and this needs to be
inculcated within them from a very young age. Children need to be reminded constantly
not to blab about the super cool fact that they’re actual bona fide superheroes. Their
friends might think it’s cool but do you know who else is gonna think that that’s super
neat? Bad guys. Especially bad guys who enjoy murdering superheroes and their
sidekicks. They’re just gonna love that. To maintain their secret identities children should
continue attending school even after they fall in with a superhero. If they can they should
be enrolled in a secret child superhero private school where they can be watched over by
the faculty which is made up of retired superheroes and other non-active-superherosuperhumans. Some superheroes officially adopt their child sidekicks in their public
personas, especially if they’re orphans or in the foster system. If your sidekick is perfectly
happy living with their biological, adoptive or foster parents do not whisk them away
against their will. [This is called kidnapping and is, in fact, a crime.] If your child sidekick has
some other legal guardian whom they like and trust they should be kept in the loop about

their child’s superhumanness and their super-activities. Maybe even have them sign some
sort of permission slip. On a separate note, you yourself are also taking a tremendous risk
in entrusting some snot nosed child with your secret identity. So make sure you’ve found
yourself a trustworthy child. Make them pinky swear that they won’t reveal your secret
identity. For children a pinky swear is the strongest form of oath.

Child Care
Remember the huge hassle finding a doctor to patch you up on the down low was? Well
now you’ve gotta do that all over again, but with a pediatrician. Do you know how hard it’s
going to be to convince a pediatrician that taking a child with you to fight sewer-mutants is
a good idea? Honestly, any doctor who agrees with your side of things is probably not a
doctor you want to entrust this child’s care to anyhow! You’re better off just bringing the
kid to a different random doctor every time they get hurt. No doctor is going to turn away
an injured child. If you do this though you need to make sure that you’re very aware of the
child’s medical history, allergies, and weaknesses since you’re not going to have a regular
doctor who can keep all that stuff on file for you. Additionally, child sidekicks are especially
appealing to supervillains, they make for easy hostages and bargaining chips and they
present a ludicrously easy avenue for psychologically scarring a mentor. Do not let a
supervillain kidnap your child sidekick. It won’t end well. Most likely it’ll end with your child
sidekick being beaten to death with a crowbar. Nobody wants that. Well the bad guys want
that. But I try to never take their opinion into account when I make sweeping general
statements. Weave some sort of tracking device into your sidekick’s costume so you can
always find them. Well I guess in that case you wouldn’t be able to find them if they took
the costume off. Inject them with a tracking beacon. Make sure you can always find them.
Another thing you could do to discreetly protect your child sidekick is to team them up
with a highly trained pet sidekick. This is good for a number of reasons. Children love
having pets so it will do wonders for a child sidekick’s morale. Plus, presumably if you’ve
got an animal sidekick its already really good at fighting crime so it can help protect this
practical infant from the harm you’re so recklessly putting them in!

Vehicles
Is your super-mobile even equipped to carry two people when one of them isn’t a
prisoner? Is it child-friendly? Does it have seatbelts? It should really have seatbelts anyway
but I don’t know if you’re invulnerable you might not care about that sort of thing. But if
you have a child sidekick you need seatbelts. You also might need to be able to fit a
booster or carseat. I don’t know how old this child is. You’re also gonna want to invest in a
“child sidekick on board” bumper sticker so that in the event of a car accident, or if a giant
robot steps on your car, paramedics will know that you’re a horribly irresponsible person
who brings children with you to fight crime.

Training
Taking on a sidekick is a full time job. When you’re not out fighting crime you need to be
back at base training the kid to deal with anything that might come up while out in the field.
For the first couple of months (or years!) you shouldn’t even let your sidekick out into the
streets to (side)kick criminal butt. You should do your utmost best to prepare this child for
any possible scenario. This way they’re never caught off guard and put in more danger
than necessary. They should be given dossiers to study on every supervillain the supercommunity is presently aware of. You should conduct lessons on monster fighting and
ancient-temple infiltrations. They should be taught how to perform exorcisms and given
basic first aid training and be taught how to protect themselves from most superpowered
attacks. Once you believe they’re ready to go out into the field they should at first be given
support roles such as crowd-control or police and press liaison or debris-counter and
cataloguer (this is the guy at every crime scene who has to go through the rubble at pick
out all the pieces of detritus that resemble celebrities and/or prominent fictional
characters). Then as time goes on you should find them a good and easy starter-villain to
fight. Go see what Smuggles is doing. I’m sure he’d be happy to fight your sidekick.
Nobody ever invites him out to do things anymore. Poor Smuggles.
Bringing a Child Sidekick to an Active War-Zone

Don’t. Just don’t do this. They will not survive the experience. And if they do somehow
survive they’ll probably be captured by some shady evil organization and brainwashed into
a super soldier assassin that murders people and that is also bad. Just don’t do this.
Comic Relief
Child sidekicks can often inject a healthy dose of humor and quippery into regular bad guy
bashing proceedings. This is good because it can allow you to focus on the actual
important matters at hand such as strangling mad science mud monsters or trying to push
a giant eldritch abomination back through a portal to another dimension with your bare hands.

Sidekick Teams
Sometimes, if a bunch of sidekicks get together and decide that they aren’t being treated
with adequate respect by their mentors they’ll band together and form their own sidekicksonly team. This is so dangerous. For everybody. Children don’t know how to operate
and coordinate a superhero team. Somebody’s going to die. Maybe everybody. This is why
you need to make sure sidekicks are never in the same room as one another. They can
never be allowed to meet and commiserate. Or, as a compromise you can let them form
their own team but with guidance from older superheroes. They should have a some kind
of live in mentor who can help guide these fledgling superheroes and mold them into a
cohesive crime fighting unit.

Growing Up and Moving On
Child sidekicks won’t be children forever (in most cases), eventually they’re going to grow
up and want to strike out on their own. They’ll most likely take on a new codename and
design a new costume for themselves and, depending on how your breakup goes, they’ll
move to another town that they feel is in need of a defender. When this happens, and
provided that you think that they’re capable of taking this step, you need to be supportive.
The more supportive you are of this move the more likely they’ll be to still consult with you

and seek your experienced superhero wisdom on matters pertaining to their new careers. If
you get offended that they want to leave you and throw a whole hissy fit and change
your phone number so they can never call you, you’re only putting them in danger. And I get
that if you had a child sidekick in the first place you probably don’t care too much about
endangering them but if by some miracle they’ve survived their entire tenure in your care
wouldn’t you want to keep that streak going? It’d be such a waste for them to die now.
You’ve accomplished an impossible thing, don’t blow it now!

Super-Families
Some superheroes are so good at successfully training and mentoring sidekicks into fullgrown superherohood that they create a sort of empire or super-family with themselves as
the patriarch. These heroes are often a more loyal and cohesive unit than the average
superhero team with members viewing each other as family whom they would go to
extreme lengths to assist. Former sidekicks can also bond with each other over their
shared mentor’s personal brand of training through psychological scarring and perching on
rooftops like he’s a gosh danged gargoyle.

Legacies
If this young, minimally trained, frail child somehow outlives you they may decide to take
on your name and carry on your legacy. That’s pretty neat I think. They’re especially likely
to do this if you leave them a cryptic trail of clues that sets them off on a wild goose chase
that leads them to a storage facility that contains a recording you left that tells them you
think they’re ready, not to step into your shoes, but to take your name and turn it into
something greater. And then the back wall of the storage locker magically slides back to
reveal a costume that is a blend of your two costumes that looks totally baller. If you do
that they’ll definitely carry on your legacy and continue you to perform acts of extreme
heroism in your name. Just something to think about.

